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I was asked to recruit a team of consul-
tants with relevant experience. The first 
member was an urban planner from Texas 
– Fred Cuny of INTERTECT, followed by 
Fred Krimgold, an American architect 
who had completed a Phd on Disaster 
Prevention in Sweden and Paul Thompson, 
another American architect, with substan-
tial experience of reconstruction after 
disasters in Latin America. Later, a devel-
opment economist Aloysius Fernandez, 

with disaster management background, 
from India joined our group. The project 
team were ably supported by an experi-
enced South African architect and plan-
ner, Ludovic Van Essche who was the 
Senior Coordination Officer of UNDRO.

We interviewed disaster affected popu-
lations and officials and gathered data 
from various disasters that occurred in 
the 1970’s: the 1972 Managua earthquake, 

Foreword
In 1975 the newly formed Office of  
the United Nations Disaster Relief 
Co-ordinator (UNDRO) (a predecessor of 
UNOCHA) contacted me to discuss 
whether I would lead the first UN study of 
Shelter After Disaster. Initially, the Director 
had in mind for me to assist in the design 
of some form of UN shelter product that 
could be transported to wherever there 
were homeless disaster affected people. 
However, after extensive discussions this 
rather fanciful notion was replaced by a 
research project to investigate the issues 
and develop a series of practical guide-
lines for assisting groups that included UN 
agencies, governments and NGO’s. The 
Government of the Netherlands provided 
the funding for the project.
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Nicaragua; 1974 Hurricane Fifi, Honduras; 
1975 Lice earthquake, Turkey; 1976 
Guatemala earthquake; 1976 Friuli earth-
quake, Italy; and the 1977 Andhra Pradesh 
cyclone, India.

The project took seven years and was 
published in 1982. It was developed 
into a series of tape and slide presen-
tations by UN-HABITAT and was trans-
lated into Spanish, Farsi and Arabic. The 
text has been in use ever since, and this 
has been the deciding factor for the 
International Federation of Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Societies (IFRC), UNOCHA 
and UN-HABITAT to produce the Second 
Edition. 

The Second Edition is the work of three 
of the original authors of the 1982 Shelter 
After Disaster guidelines (1982 Guidelines): 
Ian Davis, Paul Thompson and Fred 
Krimgold, revisiting the original text and 
adding new material as necessary based 
on changes in the shelter sector and its 
context that have occurred during the 
intervening 30 years.

The publishers asked the authors to 
undertake this assignment since the 1982 
Guidelines are still being used in train-
ing courses and in the field, despite other 
shelter guidelines being available and the 
massive changes that have occurred in 
subsequent years. The authors were specif-
ically asked to retain the original principles 
in their exact form, since the publishers 
advisory group in IFRC, UNOCHA and 
UN-HABITAT believe that they still apply, 
having stood the test of time.

We are encouraged that the material 
we researched and wrote together from 
1975–1982, in a radically different context 
from our present world, is still regarded 
as useful and relevant and that the guid-
ance is still being used in training courses 
and has been used by various officials in 
recent disasters. Thus, it is our hope that 

the guidance presented in this edition 
can contribute to a new commitment for 
improved shelter and housing reconstruc-
tion policy and practice.

Acknowledgments for  
the second edition
It has been a privilege to edit the Second 
Edition and there are many to thank: 

First, to thank my colleagues Paul 
Thompson and Fred Krimgold for their 
support, generously given without any 
remuneration. 

Second, to express particular gratitude to 
the experienced and dedicated team in 
IFRC: Graham Saunders, Victoria Stodart, 
Sandra D’Urzo, Miguel Urquia, Javier 
Aguayo and Rodrigo Medrano who have 
worked tirelessly on this second edition in 
organizing the text and contributing rich 
insights. 

Third, to thank Isabelle de Muyser- 
Boucher in UNOCHA and Esteban Leon  
in UN-HABITAT for their support. 

Ian Davis
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This Introduction seeks to explain the 
rationale of the changes made in this 
edition. A discussion follows concerning 
the reason why there has generally been 
poor performance in delivering shelter 
and housing in successive disasters. This 
is followed by a suggestion concerning 
different roles in the shelter and housing 
reconstruction fields for national govern-
ments and international assisting groups. 
The original point of view that shelter and 
housing be viewed from the perspective 
of the disaster affected, rather than that 
of the provider of goods and services has 
been maintained. The original foreword 
that appeared in the 1982 Guidelines is 
included at the end of the introduction.

Chapter 2 sees the original context and 
objectives of the 1982 Guidelines followed 
by the identification of ten key themes 
that cover some of the changes that have 
transpired over the past 30 years. Also, with 
some hesitancy, we speculate on future 
changes and how they may relate to the 
shelter field in the next few decades. In the 
second and third section we outline new 
insights based on our collective experiences 
in the shelter and housing field since we 
wrote the 1982 Guidelines. To try and make 
them accessible an overarching summary 
has been provided in the second section.

Chapter 3 retains the original principles 
and has been expanded to include a series 
of key messages. These messages build 
upon the original principles based on the 
insights gained since 1982.

1.1  
Format

The structure of this Second Edition 
retains the original text of the 1982 
Guidelines (in blue text throughout). This 
edition simply adds new insights gained 
during the intervening years, provides a 
more updated format and where neces-
sary, and appropriate, gives updated 
resources and reflects current thinking 
within the shelter sector.
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Chapters 4, 5 and 6 retain the topics that 
were included in the original text from 
pages 5 to 64. At the end of each section 
new material has been added under the 
heading Summary of significant develop-
ments over the past 30 years with advice 
on further references on the specific topic 
being discussed.

In certain sections little or no additional 
material has been added. This applies to 
the sections on contingency planning, 
relocation and housing finance. Since 
1982, each of these topics have become 
a major component of disaster manage-
ment, with their own supporting litera-

ture and guidelines. Therefore, rather than 
attempting to reproduce these, or summa-
rize them in this text, these have been 
cross-referenced.

In Appendix A, seven new case stud-
ies have been added to the eleven that 
appeared in the 1982 Guidelines. These 
have been selected based on significant 
disaster recovery contexts where shel-
ter and housing played a decisive role. 
Appendices B–H have been updated to 
reflect the new technological environment 
that we inhabit along with updates of 
research needs and bibliography.

This is the 
original cover  
of Shelter  
After Disaster
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Shelter: That intractable 
problem 
This dismal conclusion from the 2011 
Humanitarian Emergency Response Review 
chaired by Lord Paddy Ashdown confirms 
the widely acknowledged view that the 
sector has been seriously neglected by 
the international community of assist-
ing groups. This raises the question as to 
why shelter, and more specifically housing 
reconstruction, remains so problematic? 
The commonly used acronym: SAD (Shelter 
After Disaster) has proved to be rather apt, 
since there has been some sad and dismal 
performance in the shelter and housing 

sector. One explanation for the problems 
may result from a mismatch between the 
importance disaster affected populations 
place on sheltering and the low value 
attached by most assisting groups. Graham 
Saunders, Head of Shelter and Settlements 
in the International Federation of Red Cross 
Societies (IFRC), has stated that the sector 
has failed to develop because the institu-
tions have not advanced their own under-
standing of the subject despite progress 
at field level. Thus, out of the more than 
500 national and international humani-
tarian agencies that are signatories of the 
Code of Conduct for International Red 

“Providing adequate shelter is one of 
the most intractable problems in inter-
national humanitarian response. Tents 
are too costly and do not last long 
enough. Plastic sheeting can be good 
but most often is low quality and falls 
apart immediately. Rebuilding houses 
takes years even when land issues are 
not major obstacles”.
Lord Paddy Ashdown (2011)1

1.2 
The rationale

1. Ashdown, P. Humanitarian Emergency Response Review.  
 Senior Advisory Board chaired by Lord Paddy Ashdown. Department  
for International Development. London, 28 March 2011. Available at:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/67489/hum-emer-resp-rev-uk-gvmt-resp.pdf
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Cross and Red Crescent Movement and 
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) 
in Disaster Relief, a mere dozen employ full 
time expert advisors with experience in 
shelter or housing reconstruction. 

Agency neglect of shelter – 
thus leaving housing  
reconstruction to the 
government?
When challenging agencies about this 
neglect, most indicate their preference to 
work in the safety of familiar sectors, such 
as health, nutrition, water and sanitation. 
Shelter is a costly commitment in terms of 
time, energy and cash leading in a seam-
less manner straight into the complexities 
and political dynamics of housing recon-
struction. This risky, yet vitally important 
world remains an area where few external 
agencies wish to engage. The shelter and 
housing reconstruction fields are perceived 
to be too expensive for the voluntary sector 
with the likelihood of protracted involve-
ment and the need to work closely with 
national governments that inevitably brings 
risks of entanglement in red tape. Thus, 
national governments and the affected 
communities are normally left with the 
main responsibility. This may be a sensi-
ble role, since governments are always the 
holders of long-term responsibilities, and 
there is clearly defined accountability.

Therefore, the tough lesson for 
International NGOs is that housing is a 
complex, long-term activity, not so suit-
able for short-term hot-shot solutions. 
This is consistent with the people-centred 
approach discussed below. An apt meta-
phor of the role of groups assisting in the 
shelter process might be the acupuncturist 
looking for the points to insert tiny needles. 

Defining roles
The following division of responsibility 
between external agencies and national 
government is suggested when address-
ing shelter needs:

— Immediate shelter – a task for  
external agencies

— Immediate shelter and housing recon-
struction – tasks for the affected 
national government2

While these roles may be the only practi-
cal way forward, given the reluctance of 
agencies to become involved in housing 
reconstruction, it nevertheless presents a 
serious concern. This relates to the aware-
ness that shelter-to-housing reconstruc-
tion is a seamless continuum, and if the 
work of external agencies is confined to 
addressing immediate shelter then they 
will not recognize and thus devise solu-
tions that serve as vital links connecting 
the entire sheltering and housing process.

However, assisting groups have had 
few inhibitions concerning the delivery 
of emergency shelter and despite their 
lack of staff with the required expertise, 
extensive shelter and transitional shelter 
programmes have been implemented as 
part of disaster assistance in major disas-
ter recovery operations in Pakistan, Italy, 
Japan and Haiti among others. 

Sheltering: The standpoint  
of the disaster affected
The authors have looked on the lessons 
set out in the 1982 Guidelines and are 
encouraged to see that the principles 
proposed back then still apply. As we have 

2. Some disaster prone countries, like Pakistan, probably have enough  
 expertise in country to guide the shelter-to-reconstruction continuum. 
However, where major disasters occur in countries without such expertise,  
the national government will need to be supported by international shelter- 
to-housing technical experts.
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each worked continually in this field since 
the original publication, we still see the 
need to observe and listen to the affected 
population as the primary providers of 
shelter. Therefore, this edition, advocates 
that shelter still needs to be provided 
in response to the affected populations 
demand, rather than from the supply posi-
tion of assisting groups. In this, a contrast-
ing stance is adopted from other recent 
shelter and reconstruction guidelines with 
their starting point being the roles and 
resources of international assisting bodies. 
This is in effect a supply driven stance.

We recognize that needs assessment, 
design and construction are not the exclu-
sive preserve of professionals. But this is 
not to negate the value or crucial role that 
professionals, agency and government 
officials can play in the shelter process.  
As per the first principle:  
“The primary resource in the provision 
of post-disaster shelter is the grass-roots 
motivation of survivors, their friends and 
families. Assisting groups can help, but 
they must avoid duplicating anything best 
undertaken by survivors themselves”.

This focus on the affected populations’ 
needs underlies our increased concern 
over building safety and the risk of rebuild-
ing vulnerability. 

As in the 1982 Guidelines the following 
words: survivor, disaster affected or user 
are being used rather than victim, since 
these terms do not have overtones of 
passive helplessness.

Managing complexity  
and conflicting advice
In writing this edition, an extensive review 
of a number of guidelines was under-
taken for research purposes. While there 
are many points of consensus there are 
also differences in emphasis and in some 
cases in the advice being offered. There 
are also topics considered in one set of 
guidelines that are not touched in others. 
Our position as consultants and academ-
ics is pluralistic, since we do not believe 
that anyone has a corner on the truth. 
Multiple agencies and different people 
all come at the subject of shelter from 
different perspectives and experiences. 
The complex issues of emergency shel-
ter, permanent house reconstruction and 
how to get from the former to the latter 
are the subject of so many variables that 
it would be a mistake to say that any one 
set of principles are flawlessly universal. 
Therefore our position is clear: 
Let the readers decide for themselves 
which principles and key messages 
are applicable for them within a given 
context.
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As the frequency and intensity of hazards 
have increased, the community involved in 
responding to disasters has also expanded. 
Building on the target audience of the 1982 
Guidelines, this edition is intended for:

Disaster risk management 
community

— International level 
 Donor governments, finance institu-

tions, international NGOs

— Tertiary level
 National government, media  

and NGOs

— Secondary level
 Regional and provincial governments

— Primary level 
 Local government, communities, 

community and NGOs’ field staff

Professional community

— International professionals 
 Specifically the international profes-

sional groups noted in Section 2.2 
with an interest in responding to 
disasters

— National professionals 
 Architects, engineers, planners etc.

— Academia 
 Educators, lecturers, trainers, students 

in both disaster risk management 
courses and also in architecture, engi-
neering, planning courses etc.

Private sector

— Consultants

— Building industry
 International and national firms

— Suppliers of shelter materials 

1.3 
Intended  
audience of the 
second edition
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Three authors of the original text have 
contributed to this edition:3

Ian Davis, as an architect, has continued 
to take an interest in shelter and hous-
ing throughout his career. His focus has 
expanded to include hazard resistant 
building, community-based disaster risk 
management, disaster risk reduction, 
adaptation to climate change, reconstruc-
tion planning and training for disaster 
management. His work has been centred 
in various universities in the United 
Kingdom, Denmark, Japan and Sweden. 
He has worked with various UN agencies, 
governments and NGOs – particularly with 
Tearfund, with whom he has collaborated 
continually since it was founded in 1968.

Frederick Krimgold Frederick Krimgold, 
trained as an architect is currently director 
of the Disaster Risk Reduction Programme of 
the Advanced Research Institute of Virginia 
Tech. His areas of research include design 
decision analysis, cost benefit analysis for 
hazard mitigation, post-disaster recovery 
and reconstruction, institutional develop-
ment for community sustainability and resil-
ience and market incentives for mitigation 
investment. He has led major studies of crit-
ical infrastructure resilience at the regional 

level in the United States National Capital 
Region, Danville and Hampton Roads 
in Virginia. He is currently carrying out 
research on building and land use regula-
tory efficiency and effectiveness in disaster- 
prone developing countries.

Paul Thompson, also an architect, has 
conducted field research on more than  
200 post-disaster shelter projects,  analysed 
the vulnerability of vernacular housing in 
several disaster-prone regions, provided 
technical assistance to NGOs in the design 
and construction of post-disaster housing 
reconstruction projects, and developed 
and implemented training programmes for 
local builders in disaster resistant construc-
tion techniques. In addition to developing 
many training programmes on disaster and 
emergency management for several UN 
agencies and NGOs, he has written guide-
lines on appropriate transition assistance 
from war to peace and post-disaster to 
reconstruction.

We deeply regret that one of the key 
contributors to the 1982 Guidelines, Fred 
Cuny is no longer part of our team, in a task 
he would have relished. Fred was tragically 
murdered in Chechnya in 1995, while on a 
humanitarian mission.4

1.4 
Authors

3. In developing this edition the authors have drawn on documents they have  
 written recently. Ian Davis has adapted material he used in Davis, I. ‘What 
have we learned from 40 years’ experience of Disaster Shelter?’ in Environmental 
Hazards 10, pp. 193–212, 2011. Fred Krimgold has drawn from: Krimgold, F.C. 
‘Disaster risk reduction and the evolution of physical development regulation’ in 
Environmental Hazards 10, pp. 53–58, 2011.
4. Anderson, S. The man who tried to save the world. The dangerous  
 life and disappearance of Fred Cuny. New York: Random House, 
Doubleday, 1999. 
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1.5  
Foreword to the  
1982 Guidelines 

Since its creation in 1972, the Office  
of the United Nations Disaster Relief 
Coordinator (UNDRO) has striven to 
assist nations of the world in their 
struggle against natural disasters, and 
other disaster situations, through a 
two-pronged strategy: firstly through 
international disaster relief coordina-
tion, and secondly through pre-disaster 
planning in order to mitigate the risks 
and adverse consequences of disas-
ters. In the field of pre-disaster plan-
ning UNDRO has organized training 
seminars and workshops, provided 
technical assistance to disaster-prone 
countries, and has published studies on 
the many aspects of disaster prepared-
ness, prevention and mitigation.
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The origins of the present study go back 
to 1975 when the coordinator decided that 
a major review of emergency shelter provi-
sion was needed, particularly with a view 
to giving the United Nations family and 
Member States guidance on this extremely 
difficult subject. The Government of the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands, expressing 
its concern for the subject, funded the 
UNDRO study. The study was carried out 
in two phases: the first from July 1975 to 
September 1977, and the second from 
November 1979 to May 1982. During the 
first phase the bulk of the evidence was 
assembled and analysed. The second 
phase of the study saw the development 
of planning and policy guidelines for 
emergency shelter provision, and post- 
disaster housing more generally.

This has been both a difficult and chal-
lenging study, for the evidence gathered 
has clearly pointed out the need for some 
important attitudinal shifts among the 
majority of groups providing assistance 
following disasters. Many conventional 
and preconceived notions have been 
questioned and new ideas proposed.

The publications can be characterized  
as follows:

— It is probably the first comprehensive 
study to be published on disasters 
and shelter (many books and articles 
having been published on limited 
or special aspects of the problem, 
usually in relation to specific events).

— It encompasses the entire disaster 
spectrum: disaster preparedness; 
disaster relief; post-disaster recon-
struction, and prevention.

— It addresses one of the most complex, 
controversial and least understood 
aspects of disaster management and 
planning.

— It analyses the problem of shelter after 
disaster from the point of view of the 
survivor, rather than through the tradi-
tional perspective of the donors and 
other assisting groups.

It is evident that in the past decade the 
understanding of disasters and their conse-
quences has improved. In the face of the 
mounting social and economic costs of 
natural disasters in the third world, the inter-
national community donors and recipients 
of aid alike) have made considerable efforts 
to improve the quality of disaster relief, 
preparedness and prevention; to improve 
our understanding of natural hazards; to 
estimate the risks resulting there from more 
accurately; and to take adequate precau-
tionary or preventive measures ahead of 
disasters. Progress has, nevertheless, been 
slow: population growth, rapid and uncon-
trolled urbanization, degradation of the envi-
ronment, economic recession, and poorly 
coordinate development planning have, 
together, conspired to outstrip progress 
in the control of disasters. It is certain that 
disasters are not merely acts of God but are 
aggravated by human error and lack of  
foresight; that disaster relief can be made  
ever more effective through systematized  
planning and management; and that pre- 
disaster planning does help, at least, to 
reduce some of the harshest effects of  
disasters. Therefore, whatever the difficulties, 
efforts to improve disaster relief and pre- 
disaster planning must continue unabated.

It can be said with some assurance that 
relief management in the fields of medi-
cine, health, and nutrition has, never-
theless, significantly improved over the 
last decade. The benefits of the lessons 
learned from major disasters during the 
1970s and early 1980s are beginning to 
show. However, there remains one partic-
ular sector in which too little progress has 
been made, and in which many conser-
vative and obsolescent attitudes survive, 
that is emergency shelter, and shelter after 
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disaster in a more general sense. Perhaps 
the core of the problem lies in the fact 
that, although housing is one of the most 
complex and intractable problems of devel-
opment, it is also one upon which every-
one has his or her personal opinion, thus 
creating much confusion between objec-
tive and subjective evaluations. The least 
understood of all issues is that a house is 
merely the end-product of a long chain of 
social, economic, technological, environ-
mental, political and other interactions. In 
some countries the housing issue is not the 
house, but land and utilities (water, elec-
tricity, roads, transport, etc.). In others, the 
poorest, housing has a lower priority than 
employment and nutrition. In no more than 
a handful of countries can the house, as a 
product, be said to be of primary concern. 
Until it is fully and widely understood that 
shelter is a process rather than a prod-
uct, many housing programmes, however 
well-meaning, will fall short of expecta-
tions – especially in the developing coun-
tries. The foregoing reasoning is as true for 
the shelter aspects of disasters as for the 
normal housing process.

This study is designed to provide policy 
and programme guidelines on emer-
gency shelter and post-disaster housing 
for disaster management personnel within 
the governments of disaster-prone coun-
tries; the nongovernmental, voluntary 
and relief organizations; donor govern-
ments; the United Nations system, and 
other international organizations. It should 
be emphasized that while considered to 
be a technical study, it is not a document 
on engineering or building construction 
– for reasons well explained in the text – 
notably because precise specifications 
for shelter can only be given in a precise, 
local context. This study, nevertheless, 
provides the foundation for such action.

The study was prepared by UNDRO, under 
the responsibility of Mr Ludovic van 
Essche, Senior Coordination Officer. The 

consultants to the study were Mr Ian Davis, 
Principal Lecturer, Oxford Polytechnic, 
United Kingdom, and Mr Frederick 
Cuny, Intertect, Dallas, Texas, USA. 
Contributions were also received from Mr 
Paul Thompson (Intertect), Mr Frederick 
Krimgold, National Science Foundation, 
Washington, D.C., USA; and Mr Aloysius 
Fernandez, New Delhi, India.

In its closing stages, the draft study was 
reviewed by an International Expert Group 
who met in UNDRO, Palais des Nations, 
Geneva, in December 1981. Member of 
the Group were: Dr Otto Koenigsberger 
(Chairman), Emeritus Professor of 
Development Planning, University College, 
London, United Kingdom; Mr Jiirg Vittani, 
a senior relief official of the League of Red 
Cross Societies, Geneva; Dr Julius Holt, 
International Disaster Institute, London, 
United Kingdom; Dr Caroline Moser, 
Development Planning Unit, University 
College, London, United Kingdom; 
Professor Aydin Germen, King Faisal 
University, Damman, Saudi Arabia; Mr Jai 
Sen, UNNAYAN, Calcutta, India.

The representatives of the Netherlands 
attending the meeting were Ms Valery 
Sluyter, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The 
Hague, and Mr L. J. Van den Dool, First 
Secretary of Embassy, Permanent Mission 
of the Kingdom of the Netherlands to the 
Office of the United Nations and other 
International Organizations at Geneva.

Observers attended from the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR); the United Nations Centre for 
Human Settlements (Habitat), and the 
World Health Organization (WHO).

UNDRO wishes to express its deep 
appreciation to the Government of the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands for its unfail-
ing commitment to, and support for, this 
important and complex study.
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It is hoped that this publication will 
be of assistance to those it addresses, 
and a source of inspiration for all those 
concerned with the problems of shel-
ter in the developing countries. Readers’ 
comments and suggestions are invited, 
and should be addressed to UNDRO, 
United Nations, Palais des Nations, 
Geneva, Switzerland.

UNDRO
Geneva, May 1982
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“A Committee of voluntary agencies 
writing to the President of Guatemala 
two years after the earthquake of 4 
February 1976 admitted that many 
mistakes had been made and listed the 
following five as the most important: 
too much aid was given away; too many 
of the houses constructed were merely 
of an emergency type; some organiza-
tions used large numbers of foreign 
volunteers; too much was done under 
pressure and without proper consulta-
tion, so that the victims became mere 
spectators of the work carried out rather 
than participants; a lot of reconstruction 
work was undertaken without first 
consulting the Government’s 
Reconstruction Committee”.5

2.1
Original context  
and objectives from 
1982 Guidelines

5. Norton, Reggie. ‘Disasters and Settlements’ in Disasters, Vol. 4,  
 No. 3, p. 339, 1980.
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Of these five “mistakes”, it will be noted 
that two are specifically concerned with 
shelter and housing provision and that the 
others have a clear bearing on the subject, 
highlighting yet again the importance of 
this area of disaster relief and raising a 
number of important questions:

— How should disaster assistance be 
dispensed? Should it be simply given 
away, subsidized or marketed in the 
affected area?

— How can outside aid be balanced with 
local self-help?

— What type of housing or shelter 
should be provided – permanent or 
emergency?

— How can the active participation of 
the affected community be mobilized 
during the post-disaster pressure for 
swift action?

— How can the government retain 
control of housing reconstruction?

Though the literature on these and other 
topics concerned with shelter after disaster 
is extensive, it is scattered and, therefore, 
often inaccessible, especially to assisting 
groups seeking guidelines and advice. 

Objectives
The present study aims to remedy these 
problems, its most distinguishing feature 
being the emphasis on shelter needs from 
the standpoint of the survivor receiving aid. 
It also seeks to assist disaster-prone coun-
tries (especially the developing countries), 
and all assisting groups, in solving as effec-
tively as possible the problems of emer-
gency shelter and post-disaster housing 
through the emergency and reconstruction 
periods. By the same token, therefore, this 
study is also a guide to pre-disaster plan-
ning, in anticipating future disasters.

Scope
In so far as this study is comprehensive, it 
has to maintain a certain level of general-
ity. It does not, therefore, address problems 
of building construction and engineering 
which, in the view of UNDRO, can only be 
identified and solved within a specific local-
ity and context. As already emphasized in 
the foreword, this is a policy and planning 
document, not a building manual. Some 
of the findings of this study are relevant 
to manmade disasters (for example, refu-
gee situations) and to long-onset disasters 
(such as droughts), but its main concern is 
with fast-impact disasters (such as earth-
quakes, floods, cyclones). Although it has 
been found essential to view emergency 
shelter provision in the wider context of 
normal housing, it must be emphasized 
that the primary concern of the study is 
with the immediate shelter needs of survi-
vors following disaster.

Audience
This publication is intended for all offi-
cials and technicians (professional 
staff) who are responsible for plan-
ning and executing post-disaster shel-
ter programmes: government planners, 
administrators and programme manag-
ers at the national and regional levels 
in disaster-prone developing countries; 
the experts and technical advisers of the 
international agencies (and the United 
Nations system in particular); officials 
and field staff of  non-governmental, 
voluntary organizations; relief agencies; 
and donor governments. Clearly, these 
groups will be concerned with technical 
matters as well as with policy develop-
ment and programme management. Since 
these aspects are closely interwoven, no 
attempt has been made to separate them 
in this study, although it is recognized that 
in practice they may be the concern of 
different people and agencies, at different 
levels of responsibility. It is important to 
emphasize that the recommendations are 
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deliberately not intended for use at the local 
(or primary) level of field implementation, 
since detailed guidelines (which are essen-
tial for all disaster-prone areas) can only be 
formulated by local personnel in the light 
of local conditions. However, the structure 
of the guidelines as a whole will provide an 
appropriate model for local adaptation.

Focus
Although many of the guidelines may be 
appropriate to some industrialized soci-
eties, the main concern of the study is 
with developing countries. The empha-
sis is placed on the needs of the poorer 
communities, both urban and rural, for 

they are in the majority today. These 
communities, for the most part, preserve 
many links with tradition, particularly 
when it comes to housing. Therefore, self-
help and popular participation consti-
tute one of the strongest threads running 
through the study. In fact, the evidence 
suggests that the modern industrialized 
sector (large firms of building contractors, 
prefabrication, etc.) has a relatively minor 
role to play in the total reconstruction of 
housing after disaster in developing coun-
tries. The very general character of the 
guidelines must be emphasized in view of 
the variety of political systems reflected in 
the evidence collected. Therefore, some 
of the advice (for example, on the role of 

The image above and on the opposite page are from the Concepcion 
Earthquake, Chile, 1835
“… Much misery was alleviated by the good conduct and extreme hospi-
tality of the inhabitants of Concepcion. Mutual assistance was everywhere 
rendered, and theft was almost unknown. The higher classes immediately set 
people to work, to build straw-covered huts and temporary houses of board 
living meanwhile in the open air under trees. Those who soonest obtained or 
contrived shelter, collected as many about them as they could assist, and in 
a very few days all had temporary shelter, under which they tried to laugh at 
their misfortunes and the shifts to which they were reduced…”
 
Capt. Robert Fitzroy, hydrographer accompanying Charles Darwin on the 
scientific voyage of HMS Beagle (1831–1836). Drawing by the expedition artist. 
Probably the first careful record of post-disaster shelter.6

6. Keynes, R. D., ed. The Beagle Record, Selections from  
 the original accounts of the voyage of HMS Beagle.  
Cambridge University Press, pp. 255–257, 1979.
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private sector or problems of land acquisi-
tion and reform) will be of limited applica-
tion, again pointing to the need for specific 
guidelines to be developed at the local 
level. It is further recognized that in urban 
areas, in particular, the affected commu-
nity may be highly heterogeneous in terms 
of religious beliefs, social status, ethnic 
background and income level. Again these 
differences can only be accommodated in 
locally developed guidelines. It is hoped 
that the formulation of local guidelines 
will be an important and active follow-up 
aspect of the present study.

Structure of the guidelines
The analysis of the evidence gathered points 
to fourteen basic principles. These are listed 
in Chapter 3, forming the foundation of the 
study, and serving as a brief summary of its 

recommendations. Chapter 4 presents  
the findings and guidelines for emergency 
shelter, and Chapter 5 does so for post- 
disaster housing (reconstruction). Chapter 6 
summarizes the most important conclusions 
to be drawn from the study. It calls special 
attention to the rising expectations of the 
developing countries, the accountability of 
assisting groups toward them, and the need 
to develop local guidelines.

The following time phases are used, 
although it is recognized that they will 
vary according the local conditions and 
type of disaster:

— Phase 0 – Pre-disaster phase

— Phase 1 – Immediate relief period 
(impact to day 5)
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— Phase 2 – Rehabilitation period  
(day 5 to 3 months) 

— Phase 3 – Reconstruction period  
(3 months onward)

It is realized that these phases are some-
what arbitrary, but in the case of disasters 
of sudden onset they are adequate for 
descriptive purposes.

Lastly, it is important to mention that 
the evidence upon which all the find-
ings of the study are based can be found 
in Appendix A containing 11 case study 
summary sheets.

Chart 1
Audience

Tertiary Level (National)

Policy-making administrators

— Directors of government building 
research bodies

— Directors of government housing, 
reconstruction and emergency plan-
ning agencies

— Directors of international voluntary 
relief development agencies

— Directors of housing finance 
institutions

Secondary Level  
(Regional/Provincial)

Project managers of shelter  
or housing programmes

— Field staff of governments  
(donor and recipient), international 
organizations, voluntary organizations, 
relief agencies

— Professional groups, architects,  
engineers, planners

— Private sector: building contractors, 
suppliers of materials/equipment etc.

Local groups (surviving community)

— Local community leaders

— Local teachers/trainers

— Local builders/craftsmen

The guidelines in Shelter After Disaster 
are focused on tertiary and secondary 
levels of audience. The production of 
guidelines for the local (primary) level 
must be undertaken locally by person-
nel from the regional/provincial (second-
ary) level, working in close collaboration 
with local groups. Shelter After Disaster 
may serve as a model for the preparation 
of local guidelines. Section 6.4 – Advice 
for the local level – has been written to 
assist in this task. The guidelines in Shelter 
After Disaster are focused on tertiary and 
secondary levels of audience.
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The most significant changes that have 
affected shelter after disaster are all 
closely interrelated. Each of the follow-
ing ten topics is vast in scope with its 
own body of literature. The following is 
a brief summary of key issues.7 As this 
set of guidelines seeks to look forward, 
it reflects on what has happened in the 
past 30 years of exceedingly rapid 
change, since this may provide point-
ers for future developments.

2.2 
Key Trends

Population growth
The total global population in 1982 was  
4.6 billion as compared to more than  
7 billion today. It is estimated that by 2050 
the global population will have reached  
9 billion.

Implications for the shelter sector 

1. There will be a continual increase in  
 disaster casualties, property losses 
and the consequent need for massive 
shelter and housing recovery programmes 
unless disaster risk reduction measures 
can radically expand to reduce losses in 

the poorest, most vulnerable communities 
within developing countries.

2. As noted above, there are an aston- 
 ishing 50 per cent more people in the 
world today than in 1982. This rapid global 
increase in population has taken place 
particularly in six vulnerable, hazard-prone 
countries where the rise is concentrated: 
Nigeria, Pakistan, Indonesia, Bangladesh, 
India and China. Thus with more people 
subjected to hazards, increasingly living  
in vulnerable conditions; more deaths  
and more damage to property and  
the environment are occurring. This is  

7. Franklin, D. and Andrews, J. Megachange. The world in 2050.  
 London: The Economist and Profile Books, 2012. 
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the negative reality, but the positive view 
of the exploding population must reflect 
the welcome decline in infant and mater-
nal mortality and the greater concentra-
tion of enterprising and energetic people 
who can and do promote change, social 
progress and enhanced safety for their 
living environments.

The ageing population
Over the past 40 years, the global aver-
age lifespan has increased by 25 per cent. 
More than 8 per cent of the global popula-
tion were over 65-years-old in 2012 and it 
is estimated that by 2050 this proportion 
will have reached 16 per cent.

Implications for the shelter sector

1. Older people, who are inevitably less  
 physically mobile, will not be able 
to evacuate their homes as rapidly as 
younger people. Warning and evacuation 
systems will need to adjust to this reality.

2. Post-disaster shelters and houses will 
 need to accommodate an increasingly 
higher proportion of elderly people.

Urbanization
There were 1.78 billion urban dwellers in 
1982 – about 38 per cent of the global 
population, as compared to 3.5 billion in 
2012, i.e. 50 per cent of the global popu-
lation. It is estimated that by 2050 that 
ratio will have expanded to 70 per cent. 
Currently, an estimated one billion (one 
in seven) of the world’s population live 
in slums. It is anticipated that by 2030 
the total will have risen to three billion. 
Eight of the ten most populous cities in 
the world are subject to earthquakes, six 
of the ten are vulnerable to floods, storm 
surges and tsunamis. 

Implications for the shelter sector

1. During the past 40 years the other  
 great global pressure to population 
growth has been that of urbanization. 
The implications of the statistics noted 
above for future disasters are obvious 
as increased populations are forced to 
occupy hazard-prone areas in mega- 
cities. An example was the tragic destruc-
tion of Port-au-Prince, the capital city of 
Haiti, in the 2010 earthquake with 222,500 
estimated deaths. 

2. Agencies and governments will  
 need to refocus their policies and 
programmes for disaster recovery from 
rural to urban contexts where inevita-
bly there are land shortages, tenure 
complexities, higher levels of politiciza-
tion and housing solutions are more often 
multi-family, multi-storey and relatively 
more expensive buildings.

3. Community-based approaches that  
 have been developed for settled rural 
communities may not work in urban areas 
where communities may be subject to 
continual change, fragmented and less 
stable.
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Marginalization
It was estimated in 1982 that 66.9 per cent 
of the world’s population was classified as 
poor. By 2002 the situation had improved 
with 47.6 per cent of the population fall-
ing in this category. In 2012, three billion 
people were living in poverty on less than 
2 United States dollars (USD) per day while 
1.3 billion were living on less than USD 1 
per day. The vast majority of the 3.3 million 
deaths from disasters over the last forty 
years have been in poorer countries. More 
than one billion people (one in seven) in 
developing countries have inadequate 
access to water, and 2.6 billion (one in 2.4) 
lack the most basic sanitation.

Implications for the Shelter Sector

1. The link between poverty and vulner- 
 ability remains very close. Therefore 
poor people need labour intensive shel-
ter and housing programmes that create 
livelihoods. They also need safe dwellings 
set within safe settlements. And they need 
education and skill training in ways to 
make their dwellings safer and better built.

Privatization
During the past 30 years there has been 
the continual global process of privatising 
state monopolies, functions and facilities 
in order to generate revenue, increase 
efficiency, enhance competition, reduce 
the burden on governments and develop 
economic markets. But the process has 
had many negative impacts, such as the 
destruction of vital public services that 
have played important roles in disaster  
risk reduction and recovery management.

Implications for the Shelter Sector 

1. Since the absence of government  
 owned transport services following 
privatization can adversely affect evac-
uation plans, alternative secondment of 

private buses, trains, ferries etc. is needed 
in disaster preparedness plans.

2. Similarly, the absence of government  
 owned public works departments 
requires alternative protocols to be in 
place to enable post-disaster clearance 
and building work to proceed using 
private sector sources.

3. In addition to the above concerns  
 there are even greater problems asso-
ciated with privatization. When essential 
services are in private hands, the owner’s 
primary objective is to make a profit, often 
by being efficient and providing goods and 
services to those that pay full price. It is 
not in the interests of private enterprises to 
provide services to poor people and poor 
communities when the probability of losing 
money is high. Therefore, after disasters, 
there will be even less assistance in sectors, 
such as, financing housing reconstruction, 
financing of small-scale businesses that 
need help to rebuild and restart the econ-
omy, water supply, garbage pickup, road 
maintenance, health and education.

Globalization
Globalization has dramatically expanded 
since 1982. It is defined as the spread and 
integration of people, goods, finance, 
knowledge and culture across the planet. 
Each of these dimensions of globaliza-
tion has advanced due to the growth of 
available technologies for transport and 
communications. Accelerated by micro-
chip technology, global communications 
and the efficiency of container ship-
ping, globalization has had far reaching 
consequences in making people richer 
in purchasing countries, but often at the 
expense of the condition of poor workers 
in manufacturing countries. This partic-
ularly applies to increases in the vulner-
ability of people, property and human 
settlements to disaster impact.
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Implications for the Shelter Sector

1. Disaster survivors, with access to cell 
 phones, are increasingly managing 
their own shelter and rebuilding needs 
by telephoning their relatives and friends 
in the diaspora of their countrymen and 
women who live in developed countries. 
Typically they request immediate cash 
gifts or loans, and these remittances are 
then sent rapidly via such global financial 
transaction services as Western Union. 
With the money they receive they can 
purchase local shelter and building materi-
als as well as clothing and cooking utensils 
etc. Such remittances may soon outnum-
ber the delivery of shelter items by assist-
ing groups. However, the item missing in 
this positive development is the provision 
of practical advice on safe building.

2. The globalization process can make a 
 society more vulnerable to disas-
ter impact by attracting business and its 
workforce to vulnerable coastal regions, or 
to already congested urban centres. It is 
likely that in the future, urban disasters will 
occur in areas that have developed on the 
coastal regions of India and South Asia as 
a response to the supply of goods, as part 
of the process of globalization.

3. A positive aspect of globalization 
 is that disaster management train-
ing courses are now developing interna-
tionally within developing countries, with 
consequently less reliance on students 
travelling to expensive academic courses 
in Australia, North America and Europe.

Information technology
In 1982 the Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/
IP) was standardized and the concept of 
a world-wide network of fully intercon-
nected networks called the internet was 
introduced. By 1995 the network had 
grown in scope and dropped in price to 
become commercially viable. By 2012, 
32.7 per cent of the world’s population 
(2.29 billion) were users. There was 214 
per cent growth rate in internet users from 
2000–2011. The Internet resulted in virtu-
ally free international communication, two 
way video communication, social network-
ing, and universal access to knowledge. 
Cell phone networks are now universally 
adopted, even within very poor communi-
ties in developing countries. For example, 
in Haiti, the poorest country in the western 
hemisphere, more than 90 per cent of the 
population use cell phones.

Trends in technological 
innovations
Technology has undergone dramatic 
changes since 1982. And these changes 
continue to have major impacts on the 
shelter and housing sector. For example:

1. Cell phones
 The virtually universal ownership of cell 
phones has led the way for mass messag-
ing of disaster warnings and public infor-
mation. Cell phones also enable families to 
contact friends and relatives in the dias-
pora requesting cash to buy building mate-
rials. Cell phone records can also provide 
vital information in tracking population 
movement as they evacuate to seek shelter 
with host families.

2. GPS and remote sensing
 These technologies also assist in all 
aspects of search and rescue, needs and 
damage assessment and settlement plan-
ning and monitoring of progress.
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3. Automated scanning
 IRIS scanning can help to keep 
records of the communities needing shel-
ter. World Vision has successfully used 
an Automated Identification and Data 
Collection (AIDC) technology that uses 
barcode scanners to manage the recipi-
ents and allocation of resources.

4. Internet
 Internet search engines, linked with 
the growth of broadband networks, 
provide free access to useful knowledge 
and experience that was unheard of 30 
years ago. Also, the younger genera-
tion are growing up with high levels of 
computer literacy and will thus have 
greater use of technology.

5. Social media
 The rise of all forms of social media 
can be used to convey core messages, 
assess conditions, and even monitor activ-
ities. For example, social media can be 
both a marketing and programming tool. 
E-cash transfer via cell phones is a good 
example of the latter.

6. Digital cameras
 These were effectively used for 
assessment in Pakistan after the 2005 
earthquake. The army undertook rapid 
house-to-house damage assessment by 
taking pictures of 600,000 houses with 
the house owners standing in front of their 
damaged houses, holding their regis-
tration and assessment numbers. This 
ensured transparency in the assessment 
and house allocation process. The capa-
bility of cell phones to take digital photos 
and immediately upload them to social 
networks has amplified the utility of these 
technologies to disaster management.

7. Using drone aircrafts to  
 monitor damage 
 After the 2011 Christchurch earthquake 
in New Zealand, officials wanting to survey 
the damaged interior of a cathedral that was 

considered unsafe to enter, flew a drone 
model aircraft through an open window 
in order to get photographic images to be 
able to assess the level of damage. The 
drone crashed into a window as it left the 
building, but it had already undertaken a 
damage inspection that had been trans-
mitted and downloaded.

A challenge and a concern
There is a clear need to identify creative 
ways for innovative technological devel-
opments to support effective assessment, 
planning and implementation. One prob-
lem with advanced technology concerns 
the ever present risk of the medium 
becoming the message, of advanced tech-
nology tools becoming an end in them-
selves, thus losing sight of their essential 
purpose.

Implications for the Shelter Sector 

1. The internet, with its powerful 
 search engines, is filling a major gap 
that existed before this resource devel-
oped. Knowledge can now be freely 
shared, much of which is at no cost to the 
user. However, quality control given the 
sheer volume of data presents a growing 
problem, particularly for users with limited 
understanding of the likely sources of reli-
able information.

2. Given future pressures to reduce  
 consultant air travel to cut carbon 
footprints it is likely that there will be a 
continual development of social network-
ing and video conferencing as an alter-
native to face-to-face meetings. A likely 
trend will be for building or shelter 
experts to give practical advice and on 
the job training to field situations by using 
cameras on building sites, in the well- 
established manner of telemedicine.
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Agency and professional 
engagement
As humanitarian response to escalating 
disasters has increased during the past 
30 years, new NGOs have been formed, 
or have expanded their role in shelter and 
housing reconstruction. In 1982, it was hard 
to find broad interest from the architec-
tural, or engineering professions in these 
subjects. This neglect has rapidly changed, 
where there is now evidence of consid-
erable interest in the built environment 
professions of architecture, engineering, 
quantity surveying, physical planning and 
urban design. 

In 2009, the Max Lock Centre, at the 
School of Architecture in the University of 
Westminster wrote a pioneering publica-
tion that explored the roles of the Built 
Environment Professionals in Disaster Risk 
Reduction and Response: Lloyd-Jones 
(Ed.). The Built Environment Professions 
in Disaster Risk Reduction and Response. 
A guide for humanitarian agencies 
London: Max Lock Centre, University of 
Westminster, 2009.

The selection of organizations listed in 
Appendix B provide evidence of this 
enhanced professional concern.

Climate change
By 2100, sea levels are estimated to rise 
between 18cm and 59 cm. Climate Change 
is resulting in more heat waves and caus-
ing an increase in death rates in among 
older people, small children and the 
socially isolated. An estimated 360 million 
people live in vulnerable coastal regions 
that will be affected by sea level rise.8

Implications for the shelter sector

1. Sea level rise will increasingly have  
 a severe effect on Small Island 
States and coastal regions generally. 
Consequently these areas are more at risk 
of frequent and intense disasters that can 
result in populations being displaced.

2. Climate change adaptation is gathering  
 pace with adaptive responses to 
building designs and settlement planning. 
It is likely, and prudent, for all reconstruc-
tion projects, even if they are following 
earthquakes and not climatic or hydro-
logical induced disasters to be designed 
as sustainable adaptation to present or 
future climate change.

3. As communities become displaced  
 by drought or sea level rise they will 
inevitably have extensive shelter and 
housing needs. These may be met by the 
occupation of existing dwellings or by 
the creation of new settlements in host 
communities.

8. IPCC. Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance  
 Climate Change Adaptation. A Special Report of Working Groups I and 
II of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [Field, C.B., V. Barros, 
T.F. Stocker, D. Qin, D.J. Dokken, K.L. Ebi, M.D. Mastrandrea, K.J. Mach, G.-K. 
Plattner, S.K. Allen, M. Tignor, and P.M. Midgley (eds.)], Cambridge, UK, and 
New York, NY, USA: Cambridge University Press, 2012. Available at:  
https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/special-reports/srex/SREX_Full_Report.pdf
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Disaster risk9 
During the decade 2000–2010 the aver-
age death toll from disasters was 98,000 
and 226 million were affected each year. 
In 2012, 53 per cent of the people affected 
by disasters lived in developing coun-
tries while 1.8 per cent lived in developed 
countries. 

In 2012, at the Rio+20 conference on 
the environment, the United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP) reported 
that while there had been some progress 
with disaster response since 1992 there 
was a further deterioration with disaster 
impact.10

The following trends are anticipated:

— Annual totals of disaster casualties 
 are dropping;

— Property losses from disasters are 
increasing at a rapid rate;

— Large urban disasters are anticipated;

— There is a significant rise in the annual 
number of hydro-meteorological  
disasters while the number of reported 
earthquakes is not on a rise.

However, the number of disasters that are 
currently being recorded may be due to 
improved reporting.

9. Leoni, B. Ed. (undated) Disaster Through a Different Lens. Behind every  
 effect, there is a cause. A guide for journalists covering disaster risk 
reduction. UNISDR, Geneva.
10. Clark, P. ‘Objections Cloud Prospect for Rio Summit’, Financial Times,  
 page 9, June 19 2012. 
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Within the shelter and housing reconstruc-
tion sector (or within allied fields) there 
have been important developments during 
the past 30 years. These are:

1. Development of emergency shelter  
 standards (such as Sphere standards).

2. A number of devastating disasters  
 within industrialized countries (Japan, 
New Zealand, USA, Mexico etc.).

3. Growth in the number and scale  
 of involvement of UN Agencies  
in Disaster Risk Reduction and Recovery 
(UNOCHA, UNISDR, UNDP’s Bureau for 
Crisis Prevention and Recovery, The World 
Bank’s Global Facility for Disaster Reduction 
and Recovery, UN-HABITAT etc.).

4. International Programmes for Disaster  
 Risk Reduction (IDNDR 1991–1999; 
thereafter it went on to become UNISDR) 
and the Hyogo Framework for Action 2005.

5. Development of the Inter-Agency  
 Standing Committee’s cluster mecha-
nism for humanitarian response.

6. The rapid economic growth of devel- 
 oping countries (Brazil, India, Indonesia, 
China etc).

7. The widespread move from state  
 ownership to privatization of 
public works and government housing 
departments.

8. Technological advances in the  
 development of early warning systems 
for flood, cyclone, volcanic hazards, 
droughts etc.

9. Enhanced concern to improve the  
 safety of indigenous dwellings. 

10. From 1989, a growing international 
 concern over climate change and the 
need to adapt buildings and settlements.

2.3 
Summary of progress 
in the shelter  
and housing sector 
since 1982
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Emerging topics since 1982
The updated material that has been added 
to the text covers the following:

— Urban focus;

— Inclusion of critical urban infrastruc-
ture systems;

— Greater emphasis on transition to 
permanent communities;

— Greater emphasis on community 
preservation;

— Enhanced opportunities for future risk 
reduction in reconstruction;

— Support for continuing mechanisms 
for community risk management and 
risk reduction;

— The role of host families in sheltering;

— The development of shelter and 
housing standards (such as Sphere 
standards);

— The creation of the Inter-Agency 
Standing Committee’s cluster system;

— The impact of new social,  
economic, political and 

 environmental developments;

— Climate change adaptation;

— The development of user involvement 
in housing reconstruction. 
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Successful shelter after disaster 
approaches must incorporate a holistic 
solution to a broad range of challenges, 
including, but not limited to:

 — Affected population’s involvement  
and acceptance;

 — An effective organizational structure 
within government; 

 — Leadership in government with  
a champion(s) to inspire the entire 
recovery enterprise and provide  
a public face for reconstruction;

 — Adequate funding, with controls in 
place to avoid corruption;

 — Long-term commitment by all  
supporting groups, both in the short 
and long-term;

 — Technical competence in all key fields: 
architecture, planning, engineering, 
contract management, low-income 
settlement upgrading, regulatory 
environment, environmental planning, 
legal concerns;

— Build back safer with disaster resistant 
construction technology and siting;

 — Land tenure issues resolved; 

 — Shelter designs that are adaptable, 
climatically and culturally appropriate; 

 — Politically supported;

 — Environmentally sustainable;

 — Strengthening the community’s 
economic base.

The absence of any one of these will 
lessen the success of the project.

2.4 
The essence of 
effective shelter  
and housing  
following disasters11

11. Davis, I. What is the Vision for Sheltering and Housing in Haiti?  
 Summary Observations of Reconstruction Progress following the  
Haiti Earthquake of January 12th 2010 Port-au-Prince: UN-HABITAT, 2012.  
Available at: http://www.onuhabitat.org/index.php?option=com_docman 
&task=cat_view&gid=223&Itemid=526 
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1. Resources of survivors
 The primary resource in the provision 
of post-disaster shelter is the grass-roots 
motivation of survivors, their friends and 
families. Assisting groups can help, but 
they must avoid duplicating anything best 
undertaken by survivors themselves.

2. Allocation of roles  
for assisting groups

 The success of a relief and rehabili-
tation operation depends on the correct 
and logical distribution of roles. Ideally, 
this allocation should be undertaken by 
the local authorities who are best qual-
ified to decide who should do what, 
when and where. However, if the local 
administration is too weak to assume 
this responsibility, the priority must be to 
strengthen it.

3. The assessment of needs
 The accurate assessment of survivors’ 
needs is in the short-term more important 
than a detailed assessment of damage to 
houses and property. Partial or inaccurate 
assessments of human needs by assisting 
groups have been a frequent cause of past 
failure of relief efforts.

4.  Evacuation of survivors
 The compulsory evacuation of disaster 
survivors can retard the recovery process 
and cause resentment. The voluntary 
movement of survivors, where their choice 
of venue and return is timed by their own 
needs, on the other hand, can be a posi-
tive asset. (In the normal course of events 
some surviving families may seek shelter 
for the emergency period with friends and 
relatives living outside the affected area.)

5.  The role of emergency  
shelter

 Assisting groups tend to attribute too 
high a priority to the need for imported 
shelter as a result of mistaken assumptions 
regarding the nature, and, in some cases, 
relevance of emergency shelter.

6.  Shelter strategies
 Between emergency shelter provision 
and permanent reconstruction lies a range 
of intermediate options. However, the 
earlier the reconstruction process begins, 
the lower the ultimate social, economic 
and capital costs of the disaster.

7.  Contingency planning  
(preparedness)

 Post-disaster needs, including shel-
ter requirements, can be anticipated with 
some accuracy. Effective contingency 
planning can help to reduce distress and 
homelessness.

3.1 
Principles
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8.  Reconstruction:  
the opportunity for risk  
reduction and reform

 A disaster offers opportunities to 
reduce the risk of future disasters by 
introducing improved land-use planning, 
building methods, and building regula-
tions. These preventive measures should 
be based on hazard, vulnerability and 
risk analyses, and should be extensively 
applied to all hazardous areas across the 
national territory.

9.  Relocation of settlements
 Despite frequent intentions to move 
entire villages, towns and cities at risk to 
safe locations, such plans are rarely feasi-
ble. However, at the local level a disas-
ter will reveal the most hazardous sites 
(i.e. earthquakes faults, areas subject to 
repeated flooding, etc.). Partial relocation 
within the town or city may therefore be 
both possible and essential.

10. Land use and land tenure
 Success in reconstruction is closely 
linked to the question of land tenure, 
government land policy, and all aspects of 
land-use and infrastructure planning.

11.  Financing shelter
 One of the most important 
components of a post disaster shel-
ter programme is its financing system. 
Outright cash grants are effective in the 
short-term only, and can create a depen-
dency relationship between survivor and 
assisting groups. It is far more advan-
tageous for both the individual and the 
community to participate in the financing 
of their own shelter programmes, espe-
cially permanent reconstruction.

12.  Rising expectations
 Apart from the tendency of prefab-
ricated, temporary housing to become 
permanent because of its high initial cost, 
and in spite of its frequent rejection on 
sociocultural grounds, temporary shel-
ter, nevertheless, frequently accelerates 
the desire for permanent modern hous-
ing, well beyond reasonable expecta-
tion. It is important for assisting groups 
not to exacerbate social and economic 
tensions by such provision where there are 
widespread and chronic housing short-
ages among low-income and marginal 
populations.

13. Accountability of donors 
to recipients of aid

 Since the most effective relief and 
reconstruction policies result from the 
participation of survivors in determin-
ing and planning their own needs, the 
successful performance of assisting 
groups is dependent on their accountabil-
ity to the recipients of their aid.

14. Guidelines for  
the local level

 The accurate assessment of survivors’ 
needs is in the short-term more important 
than a detailed assessment of damage to 
houses and property. Partial or inaccurate 
assessments of human needs by assisting 
groups have been a frequent cause of past 
failure of relief efforts.
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3.2 
Key Messages
As a result of the review process and taking 
into consideration the key trends from 
the past 30 years, those that continue to 
emerge and the important developments 
that have happened within the shelter 
and housing reconstruction sector, the 
authors have developed 16 key messages. 
The messages below look to enhance the 
original principles and also relate to the 
topics in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 which them-
selves expand upon the principles (and are 
cross-referenced accordingly).

1. Maintain the survivor/ 
user standpoint 

 (see sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.5, 6.3 and 6.4)
 There is a need to maintain the user, 
recipient, survivor standpoint in shelter 
and reconstruction guidelines and policies 
as emphasized in Principle 1 of the 1982 
Guidelines: 
The primary resource in the provision of 
post-disaster shelter is the grass roots 
motivation of the survivors, their friends 
and families. Assisting groups can help, 
but they must avoid duplicating anything 
best undertaken by survivors themselves. 

2. Recognize, respect, and  
support hosting as a legitimate 
form of humanitarian shelter

 (see sections 4.3, 4.5 and 6.4)
 Family and friends often serve as first 
providers of humanitarian shelter to disaster 
survivors, yet this socially-defined, self- 
selected, and culturally-appropriate sheltering 
of people is often dismissed as inappropriate, 
or not real (four-walls-and-a-roof) shelter.

3. Build capacity in  
assisting groups 

 (see sections 4.5, 6.3 and 6.4)
 Shelter and housing reconstruction 
remains a seriously neglected sector among 
the NGO and donor community, perhaps due 
to its complexity and the reluctance of agen-
cies to commit the large-scale human and 
financial resources over long periods of time.

4. Expand the scale 
 of operations
 (see sections 4.5, 6.2 and 6.4)
 Significant progress has been made in 
shelter and housing reconstruction partic-
ularly in the area of user-build safe dwell-
ing construction. But generally the sector 
is failing to respond to the moving target 
of expanding vulnerability from population 
growth, urbanization, globalization etc.

5. Grasp the opportunities 
presented by urban disaster 
recovery 

 (see sections 4.5 and 6.4)
 Urban disasters have increased 
dramatically since 1982 and the inherent 
problems perplex assisting bodies and 
slow the rate of reconstruction. Problem 
areas include: mass debris removal, land 
and site availability, tenure issues, urban 
safety, housing finance and the needs of 
renters, squatters and owners.

A major shortcoming in the 1982 Guidelines 
was our generalization based on limited, 
predominantly rural cases. In those cases 
permanent housing was owner-built or 
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managed and permanent dwellings were 
not so different from transitional in cost. 
However, the urban context and the 
middle-income case are very different. 

6. Devise new solutions for urban 
areas as these  become the focus 
of increasing humanitarian 

 shelter activity 
 (see sections 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 5.3 and 6.4)
 This challenge will require new solu-
tions to various problems: rental shelter, 
multi-unit and multi-storey, disaster risk 
reduction measures, support of social vali-
dation of occupancy, rather than the legal 
validation of ownership and technical 
training and capacity building. 

7. To expand the choice of  
users, appreciate the   
value of cash grants and  
vouchers in lieu of delivering 
standardized shelters and 
housing units 

 (see sections 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 5.1, 5.3, 6.2, 
6.3 and 6.4)

 The development of cash grants and 
vouchers that can be exchanged for build-
ing materials and construction services 
has been a positive development. It has 
expanded the choice of the affected popu-
lation and has assisted families to enter 
the banking system with implicit long-term 
future economic benefits. However, the 
use of cash grants and vouchers does not 
remove the need for effective settlement 
planning and building design and engineer-
ing to ensure quality and safety.

8. Develop, apply and enforce 
standards and regulations to 
improve shelter and building 
quality and safety 

 (see sections 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 5.1, 5.3, 5.4 
6.3 and 6.4)

 In collaboration with host govern-
ments seek to apply relevant minimum 
standards, building bye-laws and land-use 
planning controls in order to build back 

safer. Make certain that effective supervi-
sion accompanies all aspects of this regu-
latory environment.

9. Firmly position all shelter and 
housing programmes and 
projects within a developmental 
rather than relief context 

 (see sections 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 
6.3 and 6.4)

 As the most visible of all aspects of 
disaster assistance, shelter provision is 
attractive to those wishing to invent univer-
sal solutions or sell products or use shel-
ter images in their fund raising publicity. 
Therefore, it always risks being supply, rather 
than demand driven. All aspects of shelter 
need to be rescued from the debilitating 
welfare tradition that still lingers within many 
external assisting groups, and placed within 
a development framework that supports and 
shares rather than decides and donates.

10. Ensure that shelter and recon-
structed housing are compatible 
with the preservation of  
livelihoods and environment 

 (see sections 4.5, 5.1 and 6.4)
 Temporary settlement or permanent 
reconstruction should not destroy valued 
environments, neither the sites where settle-
ments are built nor the natural resources 
harvested to rebuild. Both need to be 
compatible with people’s lifestyles, espe-
cially in enabling the users and residents 
of such housing to reach their places of 
employment, carry on their remunera-
tive activities and do so without further 
destruction of the environment that 
nurtures and supports such activities.

11. Recognize and support  
the shelter continuum  
from immediate provision  
to a permanent dwelling 

 (see sections 4.3, 4.5, 5.1 and 6.4)
 A persistent problem has been the 
false assumption by assisting groups 
that sheltering can be sub-divided into 
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well-defined stages (or products): such 
as immediate, transition and permanent 
when the reality is a continual, seamless 
sheltering process. Therefore this contin-
uum needs to be understood, respected 
and supported by agencies working in all 
stages on a fully linked basis, rather than 
confining their support to a single phase 
of the process. 

12. Understand the value and 
limitations of transition shelter 
or housing 

 (see sections 4.5 and 6.4)
 Since time is necessary for good 
reconstruction (planning, consultation, 
building safety code revision, site investiga-
tion, etc.) and people have to live some-
where in the meantime,transitional shelter 
is useful to fill the gap. However, in many 
situations, particularly in rural areas, experi-
ence indicates that it is possible to cut out 
this interim stage by extending the life of 
emergency sheltering and by accelerating 
reconstruction by pre- and post-disaster 
planning.

The relevance of the transitional phase 
must be emphasized. The use of transition 
housing allows adequate time for plan-
ning, risk assessment, and this is critical to 
reducing future risks and pursuing social 
development goals.

13. Apply the rich benefits of tech-
nology to the shelter sector 

 (see sections 2.1, 4.5 and 6.4)
 Technology has undergone dramatic 
changes since 1982. These changes 
continue to have major impacts on the 
shelter and housing sector. Examples 
noted in Chapter 2 include: Cell Phones, 
GPS and Remote Sensing, Automated 
Scanning, Internet, Social Media, Digital 
Cameras.

14. Continualy redefine  
the appropriate  
roles of actors in  
the sheltering sector 

 (see sections 4.5, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4)
 The roles of the many actors in the shel-
ter field continue to change as policies are 
refined in the light of new knowledge and 
changing resource flows. The primary user 
standpoint needs continual emphasis and 
there is also the need within international 
agencies and NGOs to work more closely, 
under the authority of host governments.

The Inter-Agency Standing Committee’s 
Shelter Cluster is an innovative attempt to 
improve general performance in shelter 
and housing reconstruction and secure 
enhanced coordination between key 
agencies. 

15. Accompany strategies with  
strategic communications plans 

 (see sections 4.5 and 6.4)
 The cluster or sector strategies are 
viewed as insufficient without strategic 
communications plans. Aggressive imple-
mentation of such plans can be an effec-
tive means of promoting core messages 
and managing expectations.

16. Recognize research gaps  
and seek ways to fill them 

 (see sections 4.5 and 6.4)
 In working on this edition the authors 
have revisited the research agenda 
from the 1982 Guidelines (see Appendix 
B). Sadly, the majority of these gaps in 
research remain unfilled despite the 
increasing number of disasters, and disas-
ter relief assistance. Without well designed, 
applied research into the gaps in our 
knowledge myths will be perpetuated, poli-
cies will fail, resources will be wasted and 
disaster affected will suffer hardship. 
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4.1  
The needs 
and resources
of survivors

Audience

Private sector: 
Manufacturers/contractors

Professionals: 
Architects/planners/engineers

Policy-making administrators:  
National (tertiary) level

Project managers of post-disaster  
shelter/housing projects:  
Regional/provincial (secondary) level

Time phases

Pre-disaster phase 
Preparedness/mitigation/ 
risk reduction

Phase 1 
Immediate relief period  
(impact to day 5)

Phase 2  
Rehabilitation period  
(day 5 to 3 months)

Phase 3  
Reconstruction period  
(3 months onward)

Principle

The primary resource in the provision 
of post-disaster shelter is the grass-
roots motivation of survivors, their 
friends and families. Assisting groups 
can help, but they must avoid duplicat-
ing anything best undertaken by survi-
vors themselves.
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Response 
In the disasters studied, the primary 
response to shelter needs has been 
provided by the survivors themselves. 
The secondary response has been that of 
local organizations, particularly those in 
place at the time of the disaster. The least 
effective response has inevitably come 
from expatriate organizations with no prior 
experience of the disaster-affected area. In 
no case have these organizations provided 
more than 20 per cent of the local shelter 
response. This percentage relates to both 
shelter units and materials provided in the 
emergency phase.12 

The factors limiting the participation of 
external assisting groups include:

1. Time 
 External organizations cannot move 
fast enough to participate fully during the 
emergency period. It is not only extremely 
difficult to mobilize external resources 
quickly, but the enormous problems of 
shelter distribution in the stricken area 
limit the possibility of delivery within the 
emergency period.

2. Scale of disaster 
 The magnitude of many disas-
ters, especially in relation to numbers 
affected and the cost of meeting their 
needs, clearly prohibits any major role for 
imported shelter. No expatriate agency 
has the resources to meet the massive 
needs which can be, and are, more often 
best met by local resources.

3. Self-reliance 
 The peoples of developing countries 
are more self-reliant in the basic skills of 
shelter construction than their counter-
parts in the industrialized countries. This 
is particularly true in rural areas where, in 
any case, families have always built their 
own houses. If the nature of the disas-
ter allows them to stay in place, they can, 
in principle, rebuild their homes quickly, 
although they may require technical and 
material assistance.

Availability of  
building materials
In every type of disaster and post-disaster 
situation, a wide variety of building mate-
rials is available for emergency shelter and 
housing reconstruction programmes.13

Following every type of disaster, one or 
more of the following sources can be used 
to obtain substantial amounts of the mate-
rials needed for construction:

— Inventories of unused materials that 
existed before the disaster.

— Indigenous materials (both commer-
cially and non-commercially available).

— Materials salvaged from the rubble.

12. The ratio of locally provided shelter to external provision bears out  
 be statistics issued by the Office of Foreign Disasters Assistance of the 
United States Government indicating that, in a ten year period (1965–1975), for 
every dollar provided in disaster assistance from external sources, 42 US dollars 
were provided within the countries affected. [Committee on International 
Disaster Assistance (CIDA) The United States Foreign Disaster Assistance 
Programme National Academy of Sciences, Washington D.C., USA, 1978.]
13. Even in international refugee situations, where the refugees themselves  
 may not have access to the normal housing materials supply market, the 
host government and supporting international and voluntary agencies will 
have access to local resources for emergency shelter and housing.
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Of the above, the latter two are the 
most important for widespread housing 
programmes. The vast majority of the 
urban poor usually rebuild from materials 
obtained from non-commercial sources. 
Housing in rural areas is most likely to be 
based on indigenous materials. Industrially 
manufactured building materials are those 
which normally survive a disaster in the 
best condition and are, therefore, the best 
to salvage from the rubble.

In studying the major disasters which have 
occurred during the past ten years, causing 
extensive housing losses, it has been found 
that there have been enough resources 
from indigenous and salvaged materials to 
rebuild nearly three-quarters of the hous-
ing to pre-disaster standards. Indeed, for 
houses rebuilt to a structurally safer stan-
dard, the same materials can be used in 
over 90 per cent of cases, thereby substan-
tially reducing the costs of reconstruction. 
Yet, authorities and agencies responsi-
ble for handling relief and reconstruction 
efforts have repeatedly overlooked these 
resources, and have often, and inadver-
tently, taken steps to destroy them.

The reasons are:

— That few assisting groups have prior 
housing or building experience 
and, therefore, are not familiar with 
the types of materials required or 
available.

— That indigenous and salvageable 
materials are often overlooked when 
the authorities or assisting groups 
reject pre-existing building standards.

— That housing is often over-emphasized 
by assisting groups, though, as will be 
seen throughout this study, it is not 
always the highest priority item for 
low-income families in a developing 
country. They may not, therefore, be 
willing to invest substantial amounts 
of money, time or effort into building 
formal structures.

These problems indicate the need:

1. To understand the local building  
 process which exists before a disas-
ter. The most effective assisting group 
will be one which is conversant with the 
pre-existing norm, and draws upon this 
understanding in the development of the 
post-disaster programme.

2. To survey resources available after  
 the disaster. This will probably require 
the employment by assisting groups of 
personnel with experience of local build-
ing traditions.14

14. In India in 1971, at the beginning of relief operations for the East Bengali  
 refugees, none of the major agencies involved had any prior housing experi-
ence in India. At the peak of the influx of refugees in August 1971, only three of the 
ten largest agencies employed housing or emergency shelter specialists. Over 
the years, the situation has not significantly improved : in reconstruction oper-
ations in Guatemala, 1976, out of the forty agencies involved in reconstruction, 
only five had had prior housing experience in Guatemala; and of the remainder, 
only seven had staff with prior low-cost housing experience. Reconstruction of 
Housing in Guatemala: A Survey of Programs Proposed after the Earthquake of 
February 1976, Charlotte and Paul Thompson, UNDRO/Intertect, 1976.
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Survivors’ priorities
(See table 1)
Survivors show certain distinct prefer-
ences for their shelter in the aftermath of 
disaster. The evidence suggests that their 
priorities are:

1. To remain as close as possible to 
 their damaged or ruined homes and 
their means of livelihood.

2. To move temporarily into the homes of  
 families or friends.

3. To improvise temporary shelters as  
 close as possible to the site of their 
ruined homes (these shelters frequently 
evolve into rebuilt houses).

4. To occupy buildings which have been  
 temporarily requisitioned.

5. To occupy tents erected in, or next to,  
 their ruined homes.

6. To occupy emergency shelters  
 provided by external agencies.

7. To occupy tents on campsites.

8. To be evacuated to distant locations  
 (compulsory evacuation).

A key function of emergency shelter is the storage of salvaged belongings. 
This photograph was taken after the Guatemalan earthquake of 1976. 
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Functions of shelter
Emergency shelter serves several vital 
functions (not listed in order of priorities):

— Protection against cold, heat, wind 
and rain.15 

— Storage of belongings and protection 
of property.

— The establishment of territorial claims 
(ownership and occupancy rights).

— The establishment of a staging point 
for future action (including salvage 
and reconstruction, as well as social 
reorganization).

— Emotional security and the need for 
privacy.

— An address for the receipt of services 
(medical aid, food distribution, etc.).

— Shelter within commuting distance 
of employment. Accommodation for 
families who have temporarily evac-
uated their homes for fear of subse-
quent damage.16 

15. Evidence from two severe winter earthquakes (Van, Turkey, 1976 and  
 Southern Italy, 1980) shows how families take the initiative in reduc-
ing the risks of exposure, by lighting fires made from earthquake debris, 
digging in to form semi-underground structures, thus securing ground 
warmth; or by erecting several tents inside each other to form a cellular 
insulation skin. This shows that the majority of survivors who are frequently 
from the poorest sections of the community are the most resourceful. See 
Ressler, Everett. Issues Related to the Provision of Emergency Shelter in 
Winter Conditions (Report on visit to Caldivan Earthquake, Eastern Turkey). 
UNDRO/Intertect, 1977.
16. A major earthquake and its aftershocks may result in families needing 
 temporary accommodation for a long period. Normally this form of 
shelter will be adjacent to their homes, with many activities still taking 
place inside the house but sleeping occurring in cars, tents or impro-
vised shelters. Following the 1976 Friuli earthquake in Italy, many families 
with undamaged, or partially damaged homes moved out into temporary 
accommodation. Whilst this occurred, a second earthquake took place, 
causing additional damage to the already weakened structures but mini-
mal loss of life due to evacuated houses. A further effect of earthquakes 
is that, in certain instances, surviving families have shown reluctance to 
begin salvaging materials from the rubble until the threat of a secondary 
disaster has passed. In the case of floods, families will be displaced for as 
long as it takes the flood waters to retreat. On their return, the problems of 
inundated soil, contaminated water supply etc., normally delay the repair 
or reconstruction of buildings.
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Policy guidelines
Policies to avoid

1. Actions which duplicate the efforts of  
 survivors.

2. Bulldozing rubble and burning  
 timber from damaged houses, 
which could otherwise be recycled into 
new homes.

3. Importing labour for reconstruction  
 when there is ample labour to be 
found locally.

4. Importing building materials which  
 can be obtained locally.

5. Compulsory evacuation, especially of  
 women and children: although this 
can temporarily reduce the pressure on 
local resources, it can cause social misery 
and apathy.

6. Relocation of survivors on land which  
 is remote from work, markets, schools 
and other social and economic needs.

7. Creating large emergency campsites  
 with risks of adverse social and envi-
ronmental effects.

8. Building imported or prefabricated  
 temporary shelters unnecessarily.

Improvised shelters in Guatemala, made from any waste materials:  
cardboard boxes, earthquake rubble, etc.
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Policies to adopt
Encouragement of people to 
participate in the assessment of 
their own needs and resources 
The objective is to minimize dependency 
on outside support, and concentrate offi-
cial effort on identifying gaps and unmet 
needs with survivor participation. Advice 
on local housing needs is best obtained 
from local builders, architects or engi-
neers. In some situations there may be 
local housing institutions with knowl-
edge of building traditions and resources. 
Official groups, such as local govern-
ment housing officers and public works 
departments, will have knowledge of the 
local housing process. Advice on how to 
make low-cost housing safe against future 
hazards may need to be introduced, but 
there is normally a shortage of local exper-
tise on this subject.

Provision of materials and tools 
Establish programmes which make shelter 
materials available, such as blankets, plas-
tic sheeting, roofing sheets, and locally 
available or traditional building materials. 
In addition, tools for building and clearing 
rubble are always needed.

In cold climates or seasons, 
keeping stocks of robust  
winterized tents 
This policy should be balanced against 
others advocated in this study: in many 
instances where the climate is mild 
or warm, alternative strategies can be 
adopted to mobilize local resources for 
rapid reconstruction.

Provision of transport for 
voluntary evacuation 
Families wishing to leave the affected area 
to stay with friends or relatives who can 
receive them temporarily, should receive 
transport.

Requisition of public or  
community buildings 
Public buildings such as schools, 
churches, community halls etc. can fulfil 
an important function in providing emer-
gency accommodation for homeless fami-
lies. Such buildings should be earmarked 
and checked by qualified civil engineers 
for their structural resistance to the 
prevailing natural hazards. The maximum 
magnitude of hazard against which to 
check these buildings should correspond 
to the expected magnitude of hazard for 
a return period equivalent at least to the 
economic life of the building in question.

Cash grants and sale  
of building materials 
Where stockists are still functioning, the 
provision of cash grants, or low-interest 
loans to enable survivors to buy building 
materials and tools, can be a highly effec-
tive policy. However, prior to embarking 
on such programmes, assisting groups 
must ascertain the scale of needs in rela-
tion to local resources: a small community 
may be able to obtain adequate supplies 
from normal stockist, but in a major disas-
ter shortages may rapidly occur with 
consequent price rises.

Where the supply of materials or tools is 
limited, assisting groups, including the 
local government, should negotiate the 
block purchase of supplies and organize 
their transport and distribution to the 
affected area. Various approaches have 
been adopted to control the prices of 
essential materials (such as governmen-
tal price controls), but these interventions 
in a market economy may result in further 
shortages unless it is financially advan-
tageous to the private sector to increase 
supplies or production substantially. 

It should be noted that the distribution of 
essential shelter supplies is more effec-
tive if they are sold rather than given away, 
though subsidies may be necessary in 
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cases of severe hardship. Although assist-
ing groups may find selling more compli-
cated than free disposal, it is better for the 
following reasons:

— It retains the dignity of the survivor, 
who will be a participant rather than a 
victim, if he purchases goods himself.

— Free distribution creates problems of 
dependency.

— Free distribution can have serious 
adverse effects on local stockists 
trying to sell their goods in a normal 
manner (they themselves may also be 
victims of the disaster).

— The money from the sale of shel-
ter goods is needed by agencies for 
other vital purchases.

Although it is better to offer loans than 
to make outright cash grants, there are 
nevertheless certain instances when cash 
grants may be an important and effective 
form of aid:

— To near destitute people, where 
they form so small a percentage 
of the population that they will 
not significantly drive up prices of 
commodities.

— To labourers, in lieu of wages lost 
following disaster, in order to enable 
them to salvage belongings and 
materials, and build shelters, or begin 
to reconstruct their homes.

— To poor artisans, to replace destroyed 
equipment essential to their liveli-
hood; also possibly in lieu of income 
lost as a result of goods destroyed or 
damaged in the disaster.

— To low income groups across a wider 
spectrum, when essential commod-
ities are available in abundance in 
nearby, unaffected regions, and 
where the cash grant is in effect 
a subsidy for the part of the price 
which traders add for increased 
transport costs.

— Access to land for housing and 
resettlement.

Authorities frequently hold the key to 
rapid recovery, and must recognize the 
need to make land available. Ideally such 
land should be as close as possible to orig-
inal homes and means of livelihood, but in 
a less hazardous area. Inevitably this will 
require loans or subsidies since the new 
land will require purchase and develop-
ment (see Chapter 5).
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Summary of significant 
developments over  
the past 30 years
During this period the role of the disas-
ter affected in managing their own shelter 
and other aspects of their recovery has 
become increasingly significant, due to 
various factors: 

— The use of mobile phones to request 
support from friends and relatives and 
thus enabling surviving families to 
purchase shelter materials and tools 
themselves.

— The scale of certain massive disasters 
(2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, 2005 
Pakistan Earthquake, 2010 and 2011 
Pakistan Floods, 2010 Haiti Earthquake) 
stretched national and international 
resources to the limit and beyond, 
thus requiring more extensive ad hoc 
responses by surviving communities.

— The Code of Conduct of the 
International Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Movement and NGO’s in 
Disaster Relief17 has had a significant 
impact in placing priority emphasis on 
the needs of disaster affected popu-
lation with more than 500 signatory 
organizations.

— A growing awareness of the different 
values and interests of assisting groups 
and recipients. Disaster affected popu-
lations have many priorities includ-
ing the need for shelter and other 
basic requirements. At the same time, 
individuals, agencies, governmental 
departments and manufacturers who 
offer assistance also have their own 
priorities (publicity, political manifes-
tos etc.). Sometimes the pressures are 

balanced (e.g. provision of basic build-
ing materials at no or low cost bene-
fits both the disaster affected and the 
private sector), while in other situa-
tions there are sharp conflicts between 
them. For example, conflict can arise 
in situations of resettlements, when 
the disaster affected prefer to continue 
living near their original dwelling for 
livelihood purposes. Finally, these pres-
sures can sometimes be unbalanced 
(e.g. disaster affected population are 
able to organize their own shelter 
provision, however, there will always be 
a need for much larger scale work by 
other sectors.).

— Most international bodies and NGOs 
now regard shelter and dwelling 
reconstruction as a development 
rather than a relief and welfare issue. 
With typical characteristics of a 
welfare approach being replaced by 
those more often seen in develop-
ment programmes. For instance, there 
is more facilitation of programmes 
as opposed to agencies directing 
programmes. The affected population 
are being encouraged to assess their 
own shelter needs rather than external 
assessments being carried out. The 
disaster affected are more often being 
regarded as active survivors in orga-
nizing their own sheltering or recon-
struction rather than passive victims 
needing support. Where disaster 
affected used to have minimal partic-
ipation in the reconstruction process 
and the overall stance was seen as one 
off hand outs of free shelters, survi-
vors are now fully participating in their 
recovery and where possible pay in 
cash or kind for their own shelter.

17. IFRC. Code of Conduct of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent  
 Movement and NGO’s in Disaster Relief Geneva, 2011. Available at:  
http://www.ifrc.org/en/publications-and-reports/code-of-conduct/ 
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— Finally, training opportunities for the 
disaster affected are widely offered by 
assisting groups for any activity that 
supports recovery and are grasped at 
all levels.
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Audience

Private sector: 
Manufacturers/contractors

Professionals: 
Architects/planners/engineers

Policy-making administrators:  
National (tertiary) level

Project managers of post-disaster  
shelter/housing projects:  
Regional/provincial (secondary level)

Time phases

Pre-disaster phase 
Preparedness/mitigation/risk reduction

Phase 1
Immediate relief period  
(impact to day 5)

Phase 2  
Rehabilitation period  
(day 5 to 3 months)

Phase 3  
Reconstruction period  
(3 months onward)

Principle

The success of a relief and rehabilitation 
operation depends on the correct and 
logical distribution of roles. Ideally this 
allocation should be undertaken by the 
local authorities who are best qualified to 
decide who should do what, when and 
where. However if the local administration 
is too weak to assume this responsibility, 
the priority must be to strengthen it.

4.2  
Allocation of roles  
to assisting groups
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The role of national and local 
governments
Second in importance after the surviv-
ing community’s own role, is that of the 
national and local government. The local 
government has the key task of allocating 
roles for all assisting groups. In undertak-
ing this, it is likely to need assistance from 
the national government. In spite of the 
obvious risk of delegation of authority, this 
pattern of management has been found to 
be much more effective than centralized 
control. Local direction is frequently diffi-
cult for outside groups to accept, but it is 
vital to successful cooperation between 
survivors and assisting groups. The follow-
ing list identifies the main components of 
the local government’s responsibility in 
the recovery of shelter:

— Safeguard employment;

— Repair damaged infrastructure;

— Restore social services;

— Provide safe land for rebuilding;

— Assure a steady supply of building 
materials;

— Provide expertise to introduce safe 
construction and siting;

— Draw up contingency and prepared-
ness plans for any future disaster.

One of the key responsibilities of local 
government, clearing rubble, must be 
considered where large numbers of houses 
have been destroyed, authorities may want 
to move into the area rapidly and bull-
doze the rubble out of the disaster zone. 
Mechanized rubble-clearance usually takes 
place after earthquake and cyclonic storms. 
As heavy machinery (such as bulldoz-
ers, scrapers and tractors) becomes more 
readily available in developing countries, 

this kind of clearance is likely to increase. 
Evidence from countries where massive 
bulldozing has occurred, shows that it plays 
a negative role for the following reasons:

1. It destroys salvageable materials
 Millions of dollars’ worth of both manu-
factured and indigenous materials, which 
could be re-used, are often destroyed by 
bulldozing. Those responsible for carry-
ing out bulldozing often do not realize 
the value of the materials being removed. 
These same materials can actually be 
re-used to build safer houses, if the appro-
priate building methods are adopted.

2. The removal or destruction of 
salvageable materials will delay 
reconstruction

 It may take months, or even years, for 
a low-income family to raise the money  
to acquire new materials. Even if a low- 
interest loan programme is started, it is 
rare for such a programme to be working 
within the first three months after a disas-
ter. Survivors, especially those in towns, 
rely on access to salvageable materials  
for their initial building needs.

3. It destroys landmarks
 The psychological need to be able to 
identify with pre-disaster sites and land-
marks must not be under-estimated. After 
a disaster, people want to re-establish the 
pre-disaster norm as soon as possible. The 
greater their sense of identity, and the less 
they have to replace or rebuild, the faster 
the overall recovery from disaster.

4. The very presence of bulldozers 
inhibits reconstruction

 Mechanized clearance is dusty, noisy 
and frenzied. In areas where people have 
had little exposure to heavy, mechanized 
equipment, bulldozers are often terrifying. 
In some cases, bulldozing can be danger-
ous: when knocking down damaged build-
ings, the debris can spill over into adjoining 
public spaces. Reconstruction rarely begins 
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until all bulldozing has ceased. However, 
there are some instances where bulldoz-
ing is required. Following natural disasters 
in large, urbanized areas, damaged high-
rise and other structures may need to be 
demolished for safety reasons. Finally, it 
is recognized that some clearance will be 
necessary to re-establish communications 
after a disaster. Employed as an automati-
cally-implemented policy, however, rather 
than as a particular emergency measure, 
rapid mechanized clearance inevitably 
retards reconstruction.

The army
The army is often called upon to set 
up emergency tent camps for disaster 
victims. Because these camps are too 
rigid in layout, too uniform, too large, too 
dense, and often too far from original 
homes and work, they are the source of 
unforeseen problems;18 either they remain 
half-empty, or they breed environmental 
and social ills because of induced promis-
cuity. In the administration of emergency 
shelter programmes, military organiza-
tions seek uniformity and conformity. This 
concern for order is simply too much to 

The mechanized clearance of rubble (seen here after the Guatemalan earth-
quake of 1976) can remove vital building materials which are capable of 
being recycled for new construction, such as the beam projecting from the 
front of the bulldozer.

18. An exception to this broad conclusion occurred after the 1963 earthquake  
 in Skopje, Yugoslavia, when military engineers from many countries 
provided valuable assistance in the erection of prefabricated housing. However, 
the context was not, strictly speaking, that of a developing country.
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expect from a civilian population stricken 
by disaster. The period immediately after 
a disaster is a time when people need 
to get together and develop a collective 
responses. A military hierarchy of  
decision-making inhibits this organic 
social process.

The military nevertheless can play an 
important, positive role in the emergency 
phase. It has great potential for rescue and 
relief since it possesses certain unique 
advantages over all other agencies, such 
as the capacity for rapid action, pre- 
established emergency stock-piling facili-
ties, and considerable logistical resources. 
The military’s most effective roles in relief 
operations include:

— Opening up roads and re-establishing 
telecommunication links;

— Providing emergency water supplies and 
sanitation; Transporting and distributing 
emergency relief supplies and personnel;

— Assisting survivors in search and 
rescue operations; Demolishing struc-
tures which threaten to collapse; 
Stockpiling essential demolition 
equipment, building tools and vital 
building materials;

— Undertaking aerial surveys of damage.

After the Corinth earthquake in Greece in March 1981, this man is salvaging 
roofing tiles from his damaged house.
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The role of local professionals
Local professionals have the potential to fulfil 
important technical assistance roles in the 
post-disaster phases. However, their involve-
ment is often limited because of professional 
and social barriers between the liberal profes-
sions and the low-income groups who form 
the majority of those affected by disasters, 
and who live, mostly illegally, in unsafe build-
ings on hazardous land.

The role of the private sector
The private sector includes enterprises oper-
ating on widely differing scales, from the 
small artisan to the large corporation. Overall 
reconstruction policy determines who will 
prosper, and it is therefore important to 
recognize the encouragement that can be 
given to small or medium-scale enterprises. 
Governments have a key social role in the 
way they administer credit, grants or loans to 
the business sector. The evidence suggests 
that a major bottleneck in disaster recovery 
is the lack of cash flow to get goods moving. 
A constraint on the rapid delivery of key 
building materials has been the monopolistic 
practices of a few large stockists and produc-
ers of building materials.

The role of experts
In many developing countries there is an 
acute shortage of local expertise on many 
aspects of shelter and housing provision 
following disaster. Expertise is needed for:

  — Contingency planning (preparedness);

— Damage survey methods;

— Preparation of building codes for 
hazard-resistant construction;

— Appropriate modification techniques 
to rebuild low-income housing, and 
make it more hazard-resistant (this will 
include both traditional housing as 
well as some modern housing);

— Education of local architects, engi-
neers, builders, carpenters, in hazard 
resistant construction.

The role of external voluntary  
and relief agencies
In addition to the primary, altruistic motiva-
tion of emergency relief, there are extraneous 
pressures on voluntary agencies which may 
be harmful to their purpose. These include:

 — The need to impress their contributors 
with a rapid and visible response;

— The need to raise funds;

— Competition with rival agencies;

— The need to avoid offending 
the susceptibilities of the local 
administration;

— In some instances, the limitation of 
their role to a specific relief role, thus 
encouraging them to restrict their 
shelter perception to an artificially 
narrow frame of reference.

However, they have certain inherent advan-
tages which are particularly apparent when 
they operate in close rapport with local 
counterpart agencies. These include:

— The capacity to operate very rapidly;

— A grass-roots link to the local social 
and political structures; flexibility of 
approach;

— Prior experience of disaster manage-
ment (often these groups will have 
greater experience than all the other 
assisting groups including, in some 
instances, the central government).
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The role of donor governments
Similarly to the constraints on volun-
tary agencies, the altruistic motivation 
of emergency relief provided by donor 
governments is often tempered by the 
politics of bilateral aid. However, they 
have the capacity to fulfil important func-
tions throughout all three post-disaster 
phases. They are particularly well placed 
to provide long-term capital and tech-
nical assistance for reconstruction, and 
to link such assistance to firmer disaster 
preparedness and prevention policies.

The role of international agencies 
(United Nations System)
The effectiveness of international agen-
cies may be reduced by extraneous pres-
sures, harmful to their central purpose, 
including:

 — The need to demonstrate their value 
to ensure their future growth and 
funding;

— Competition among UN agen-
cies where there are overlapping 
responsibilities;

— Over-sensitivity to the tenden-
cies and preferences of requesting 
governments.

However, their distinctive contribution lies in:

— The ability to mobilize large-scale 
assistance from a multiplicity of 
sources;

— The reduction of the need for bilat-
eral assistance (where there may be 
strings attached to assistance);

— A unique coordinating role that no 
other agency or government can 
undertake alone;

— Access to international expertise of 
the highest calibre;

— Political disinterestedness.

Project management
Quite apart from the correct allocation 
of roles, the evidence gathered in this 
study suggests that many failures in emer-
gency shelter and housing reconstruction 
programmes stem from bad management. 
This criticism applies to both governments 
and assisting groups.

A survey of the background of relief and 
reconstruction programme managers 
and field directors over the last decade 
in relief operations (Nicaragua 1973, 
Honduras 1975, Guatemala 1976, and 
Andhra Pradesh 1978) shows that none 
of the key staff personnel had received 
prior disaster relief training. It also shows 
that none of the staff had a background in 
management, or had a formal education 
in programme administration. The back-
grounds of field directors were in special-
ized fields such as agriculture, sociology, 
anthropology, economics, and general 
development studies. Also represented 
were members of the legal and medical 
professions, ministers of religion (mission-
aries), and persons drawn from the public 
relations field. Of the field directors of 
the major voluntary/relief organizations, 
only three reported that they had received 
training from their own organizations in 
programme management, and that this 
was limited to short discussions.

This is not to say that field directors and 
their staff are not capable of planning 
excellent programmes. Several projects 
were well thought-out in terms of philoso-
phy and objectives. The failure was caused 
by a lack of expertise in several vital 
functions:
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— Budgeting, especially estimating real 
costs; Properly sequencing activities;

— Forecasting problems;

— Programme analysis;

— Personnel administration.

Few, if any, courses currently exist to train 
field-level staff in programme manage-
ment. (There are several courses to train 
executive-level personnel in disaster 
management; however, most of this train-
ing is strictly for governmental person-
nel.) As pointed out elsewhere in this 
study, there is a lack of solid information 
upon which to base project plans. Without 
management skills, and without the infor-
mation upon which to base decisions, 
relief programmes are doomed before 
they ever get started.

One of the most pressing needs in inter-
national disaster relief is for programmes 
to prepare and train disaster managers at 
all levels.

The lack of information
The present lack of training opportunities 
reflects the severe shortage of informa-
tion on the effectiveness of past projects. 
In the field of emergency shelter and 
post-disaster housing, there are many 
descriptions of past projects, but there 
has been little analysis of the cause and 
effect relationships between the conduct 
of a programme and its results. In review-
ing the information available from studies 
of disasters, we know where the problems 
occur, but we have not fully described 
the problems themselves, nor accurately 
described their causes:

1. How do relief and reconstruction  
 programmes relate to development?

2. What are the different shelter  
 responses required by different  
types of disasters?

3. How can technical assistance be  
 best employed to improve emergency  
shelter management, and accelerate 
recovery and reconstruction?

4. What are the most effective  
 means for controlling the prices  
of building materials?

5. How can experience and technical  
 assistance be communicated to all 
levels of management and execution, and 
how can technology best be transferred?

6. What types of organization are  
 best suited to respond to shelter/
housing needs?

7. What is the true role of emergency  
 shelter in the overall relief and recon-
struction scenario?

8. What makes shelter programmes  
 effective?

These gaps in knowledge stem ultimately 
from a general reluctance to question the 
fundamental nature of the relationship 
between donor and recipient. This ques-
tion is discussed in detail in the conclud-
ing chapter.

Policy guidelines
Policies to avoid

1. The centralization at the national  
 level of all authority and decision 
concerning shelter.

2. Permitting an anarchistic situation to  
 develop, where various agencies perform 
their own tasks in an uncoordinated manner.
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3. Allocating key roles to assisting  
 groups who are unfamiliar with the 
local situation, or who lack any local coun-
terpart group with whom they can effec-
tively collaborate.

4. Any policy that encourages partiality  
 of aid distribution.19

Policies to adopt
The local administration should assume 
responsibility for the allocation of roles 
and subsequent direction of all assist-
ing groups concerned with housing and 
shelter provision, whilst making full use of 
those groups’ particular expertise. In the 
allocation of roles, the following consider-
ations should be borne in mind:

1. Avoid mechanical clearance of rubble  
 (bulldozing) where building materials 
can be salvaged.

2. The local administration should  
 allocate all roles for shelter and  
housing assistance.

3. There are important roles for the  
 military, but they do not necessarily 
include shelter provision.

4. Local professionals can be extremely  
 useful but are often psychologically 

and socially removed from the shelter and 
housing needs of low-income families. 
Their attitudes and commitments need to 
be changed.

5. The local private sector, particularly  
 small enterprises, can play a major 
role in building shelter at economic rates, 
but they must be protected from cartels 
and monopolistic practices.

6. Local experts should always be used in  
 preference to foreign personnel. 
However, not all the expertise required 
can be found locally.

7. Voluntary agencies have a flexible,  
 grass-roots capacity which can be a 
vital asset in providing assistance at local 
levels.

8. There is a noticeable lack of effective  
 project management of shelter and 
housing programmes, with a consequent 
need for training at all levels.

Note
The majority of issues discussed in this 
chapter are examined in more detail in 
Chapter 6, section 6.3, on the accountabil-
ity of donors to recipients of aid.

19. A traditional solution to the problem of proliferation of agencies has 
 been the simple allocation of geographical areas whereby one agency 
will take responsibility for one community and so on. This policy has its 
attractions since it is relatively tidy and it recognizes pre-disaster patterns 
of working where certain agencies may have established close relationships 
with certain communities. However, it has many pitfalls, the most signifi-
cant being partiality of aid distribution, since some agencies will have more 
resources than others. Given the close contact between adjoining commu-
nities, such a policy can cause acute local dissention, and all local goodwill 
can be rapidly turned into hostility towards a particular agency. Therefore, 
the role-allocating authority must be extremely sensitive to the question of 
the choice of different communities for aid projects. The overriding concern 
must be for fair distribution of resources.
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Summary of significant 
developments over the past 
30 years

— 2005 saw the initiation of the cluster 
approach. Its aims are to strengthen 
predictability, capacity, coordination, 
accountability, and partnership in key 
sectors of humanitarian response. It is 
based on 11 clusters, including shelter, 
each with a designated global cluster 
lead agency. At the global level, clus-
ter lead agencies are accountable to 
the emergency relief coordinator in 
UNOCHA. At country level, cluster leads 
are accountable to the UNOCHA human-
itarian/resident coordinator and need 
not necessarily be the same agency 
or organization as the global cluster 
lead agency for that cluster. The Global 
Shelter Cluster is co-chaired by UNHCR 
and IFRC. UNHCR leads the Global 
Shelter Cluster in the area of conflict 
generated IDPs. IFRC is convenor of the 
Global Shelter Cluster in disaster situa-
tions. There are currently 27 members of 
the Global Shelter Cluster.20 

— In the 1982 Guidelines the lack of project 
management skills was seen as a serious 
gap in the field; there has since been 
extensive training. However, this has not 
pre-empted serious failures or short-
comings in shelter response program-
ming and implementation. A shortage of 
expertise in shelter programme planning 
and reconstruction persists, less so in 
management skills, more so in the knowl-
edge of how to assess shelter needs and 
design appropriate responses to those 
needs in line with the shelter after disas-
ter principles. The 1982 Guidelines’ call 
for training needs to be updated and to 
request agencies to commit to address-
ing shelter as rigorously and profession-
ally as other sectors like health, water 

20. https://www.sheltercluster.org/working-group/about-us
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and sanitation. Project management 
skills are not enough. Agencies must 
also have staff who understand and have 
experience in the intricacies, complex-
ities, costs and long-term perspectives 
necessary to implement holistic shelter 
response programming.

— With the increasing scale and complex-
ity of disasters, affected households 
often have to meet their own needs 
with limited or no assistance from 
their government or the humanitarian 
community since the needs generally 
exceed response capacities. Research 
has found that post-disaster recon-
struction projects developed by the 
formal sector in developing countries 
(mainly international organizations and 
NGOs) ignore solutions and strategies 
used in the informal housing sector to 
shelter the poor effectively, in fact they 
often contradict one another.21 While 
the formal sector seeks to reduce costs 
through standardization, uniformity 
and speed through mass production, 
the informal sector emphasizes variety, 
often slow evolution and recycling. The 
implication being that if informal strat-
egies were more often used, the shel-
ter or reconstruction projects would 
be more responsive to the survivors’ 
needs, preferences, economic realities 
and life styles.

— Information management needs to 
be added to the role of experts, i.e. 
the responsibility of tracking who is 
doing what, when and where regarding 
emergency shelter and reconstruction. 
The role also incorporates knowledge 
management, including sharing infor-
mation about shelter case studies, 
good practices, appropriate technolo-
gies and rosters of shelter experts.

Further references
Barakat, S. ‘Housing reconstruction after conflict 
and disaster’, Humanitarian Policy Network, 
Network Paper No. 43, London, 2013.

Davis, I. ‘What have we learned from 40 years’ 
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Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery 
(GFDRR), The World Bank, 2010.

Lizarralde, G., Johnson,C., and Davidson, C., (eds). 
Rebuilding After Disasters: From Emergency to 
Sustainability. Abingdon: Spon Press, 2009.

ProAct Network (undated). Planning Centralised 
Building Waste Management Programmes in 
Response to Large Disasters. Geneva: ProAct 
Network, Disaster Waste Recovery (DWR) and 
Shelter Centre. Available at:  
http://www.proactnetwork.org/proactwebsite_3/ 
images/Documents/Publications/ProAct_
Tools_Guidances/3.3.15.BriefTechnicalGuide_
BuildingWasteInEmergencies_EN.pdf

21. Lizarralde, G., Johnson,C., and Davidson, C., (eds). Rebuilding After  
 Disasters: From Emergency to Sustainability. Abingdon: Spon Press, 2009.
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Audience

Private sector: 
Manufacturers/contractors

Professionals: 
Architects/planners/engineers

Policy-making administrators:  
National (tertiary) level

Project managers of post-disaster  
shelter/housing projects:  
Regional/provincial (secondary) level

Time phases

Pre-disaster phase 
Preparedness/mitigation/risk reduction

Phase 1
Immediate relief period  
(impact to day 5)

Phase 2  
Rehabilitation period  
(day 5 to 3 months)

Phase 3  
Reconstruction period  
(3 months onward)

Principle

The accurate assessment of survivors’ 
needs is in the short-term more import-
ant than a detailed assessment of 
damage to houses and property. Partial 
or inaccurate assessments of the 
human needs by assisting groups have 
been a frequent cause of past failure of 
relief efforts.

4.3  
The assessment of 
survivors’ needs
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Common failures of assessment
One of the first responses to natural 
disaster is to estimate the extent of the 
damage. Assumptions are then made 
about the kind and scale of the survivors’ 
needs. Specific failures in assessment 
occur in three categories:

1. Lack of familiarity of assessors 
 with the local situation
 Lack of knowledge of housing condi-
tions prior to the disaster often makes 
it difficult, if not impossible, to distin-
guish between disaster-related needs 
and pre-existing housing shortages. 
Consequently, shelter requirements may 
be overstated, attributing residual hous-
ing deficiencies to the disaster, lack of 
familiarity with the local situation can also 
result in overlooking all forms of local 
resources, which may be extensive: social 
coping mechanisms which can assist in 
providing emergency shelter; all forms of 
material goods, including existing supplies 
of building products and tools stocked 
– in the normal course of events – within 
any large community; local skills and 
manpower which can be used for both 
emergency shelter and reconstruction; 
local agencies or institutions (e.g. co- 
operatives) able to manage shelter and 
housing programmes.

2. Lack of understanding of appropri-
ate techniques for damage and 
needs assessment

 Conventional methods of data collec-
tion do not work in the chaotic conditions 
of the immediate post-disaster phase, and 
assessment techniques to measure survi-
vors’ needs have to draw the subtle, but 
vital, distinction between needs and wants. 
However, information-gathering technol-
ogy may not be appropriate to the technical 
level of the country being surveyed (data 
requiring computer analysis, for instance, is 
useless if a computer is not readily available 
either in time or locally).

3. Weak management of the 
assessment

 Inappropriate assessments can be 
characterized by:

a. The over-estimation of needs by local  
 or national officials in order to receive 
maximum assistance.

b. A higher priority being placed on  
 damage surveys than surveys of basic 
human needs.

c. A lack of active participation by the  
 surviving community (or even the 
surviving local administration) in the 
assessment of needs.

d. Confusion as to who has the responsi- 
 bility for making the assessment.

e. Problems of communicating the  
 assessments of assisting groups.

f. Lack of definition of the objectives  
 of the assessment (for example, is the 
assessment of needs aimed at regenerating 
the self-help process in housing reconstruc-
tion, or is it aimed at providing emergency 
shelters before all other considerations?).

Defining who should make the 
assessment: The problem of 
authority and information needs
It is a characteristic of all major disasters 
that too many regard it as their role to make 
an assessment of survivors’ shelter needs. 
There may be confusion within government 
departments about where this responsibility 
lies. Health, housing and emergency plan-
ning officials have all often regarded it as 
their particular task. In addition, groups such 
as the military frequently make their own 
assessments, as do voluntary organizations, 
representatives of international agencies, 
etc. They often do so either to suit their own 
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views and operational policies, or as verifica-
tion of official assessments which they may 
be inclined to distrust, or which may not be 
sufficiently detailed for their purposes.

Given this situation, if the government is to 
maintain full control it will be necessary for 
assisting groups to accept ultimate govern-
mental authority in the assessment of 
needs, as in all other relief matters. On the 
other hand, the government must recog-
nize the value of assisting groups’ advice 
on assessment, since many of these groups 
will probably have more experience of 
disaster impact than the government itself. 
Further, the government must be prepared 
to accept – where the assessment of needs 
and damage is a task beyond its resources 
– to enter into a close working relation-
ship with all assisting groups, and, from 
the information so collected, to act as the 
clearing-house for information.

Policy guidelines
Policies to avoid

1. Policies that encourage a proliferation  
 of independent assessments, without 
co-ordination or agreement on the sharing 
of information.

2. Requesting the assessment of needs  
 from those without pre-disaster knowl-
edge of the locality.

3. Awaiting the results of damage  
 surveys and subsequent vulnerability 
analyses before starting any housing recon-
struction. Although damage surveys reveal 
the need for detailed vulnerability and risk 

analyses of various building types and 
sites, the evidence indicates that if such 
studies do not already exist, it is not advis-
able to wait for their completion before 
starting the reconstruction process – both 
should proceed in parallel, for delays dissi-
pate commitment and resources.22

4. Isolating damage or structural surveys  
 from the assessment of social, cultural 
and economic needs.

5. Assuming that the assessment of  
 needs and damage surveys can be 
undertaken after a disaster, without having 
set up a methodology beforehand.

6. Over-reliance on sophisticated  
 technology, such as remote sensing 
or high altitude photographs, for damage 
surveys.

Policies to adopt

1. The governmental body in charge of  
 relief must allocate all roles as a 
matter of priority to those individuals or 
organizations best equipped to make the 
assessment. It is advisable for the assess-
ment of shelter needs to be undertaken 
by a multi-disciplinary governmental/
inter-agency team, covering public works, 
housing, sanitation, community develop-
ment, relief, etc. The composition of the 
team will vary according to the type of 
disaster and local conditions. Although 
there may be extensive damage to hous-
ing, damage to the infrastructure and 
other sectors of the economy may be of 
equal, or greater, concern to the survivors.

22. Following the 1963 earthquake in Skopje, Yugoslavia, the authorities 
 undertook detailed damage surveys in parallel with vulnerability analy-
ses. Both activities continued whilst reconstruction began on less hazardous 
sites. In contrast, following the 1970 Peruvian earthquake, the micro zoning 
studies of Huaraz delayed the start of reconstruction for 3 to 4 years. This 
resulted in social disruption, declining value of cash allocations, and the 
dissipation of will to rebuild.
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2. Some members of the team should  
 be familiar with the normal pattern 
of life in the affected area, so as not to 
confuse immediate emergency needs with 
the norm for the area. This is not an easy 
task in marginal or squatter settlements, 
where, for the most part, people subsist  
in a state of chronic housing shortage  
and need.

3. The assessment must be verifiable.  
 Many assisting groups will be well 
experienced in disaster management, and 
will be quick to detect over-estimations. 
Once assisting groups recognize the accu-
racy of the assessment, they will be less 
likely to insist on their own independent 
assessments. It is essential to capitalize on 
relief assistance for the medium to longer 
terms. There is an urgent need to transcend 
exclusive preoccupation with immediate 
relief needs, and to give more thought to 
reconstruction needs at the outset.

Guidelines for the assessment  
of needs and damage
Pre-disaster planning (preparedness)
The establishment of procedures for 
post-disaster needs’ assessment and 
damage surveys are a vital part of the 
preparedness planning process. The first 
requirement is for a database against 
which the conditions following the disas-
ter can be measured. To this end, certain 
pre-disaster conditions should be met:

a. Identification and mapping of hazard-
ous zones.

b. A description of prevailing building  
techniques.

c. Mapping of elements at risk.

d. Estimation of housing demand. In  
the event of the need to reconstruct 

housing, the scale of demand will be a 
function of:

i. The rate at which the region is being 
urbanized, and under what conditions;

ii. The economic profile of the area 
(incomes, level of employment, skills, 
the building industry, etc.);

iii. The demographic profile of the area, 
especially the rate of population 
growth and the distribution of age 
groups.

e. Preparation of a sociological profile of 
the community. Part of the informa-
tion produced by the profile should 
include a description of the coping 
mechanisms by which survivors, insti-
tutions and public services respond 
with assistance and shelter.

f. Description of the building industry. 
Such information is vital if an outside 
agency is to formulate a shelter 
programme well-coordinated with 
local procedures and resources.

The above information provides not only 
a basis for estimating emergency shel-
ter needs following a disaster rapidly and 
accurately, but it is also the foundation for 
long-term risk reduction and prevention.

Information needed immediately 
after the impact of a disaster

a. The approximate number of housing  
units that have been destroyed.

b. The approximate number of housing  
units that are too severely damaged 
(and in danger of collapse) to provide 
safe shelter.

c. An assessment of exposure to climate 
 and weather.
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d. The capability of the community’s  
social coping mechanisms to provide 
emergency shelter, i.e. how many 
survivors can be housed by family or 
friends, or find refuge in public build-
ings, etc.

e. The feasibility and likelihood of survi-
vors fashioning their own emergency 
shelter from salvaged materials.

f. The proportion of survivors that have  
access to emergency shelter provided 
by the authorities and assisting groups 
within the first 24 to 48 hours.

g. The most appropriate and accessible  
emergency shelter types available, if 
any, for survivors without shelter. 

h. Accessibility to the disaster sites.

i. The risks of secondary disasters that  
may influence shelter needs (e.g. fire, 
after shocks, landslides etc.).

j. The manpower at the disaster site,  
capable of assisting in erecting emer-
gency shelter.

Information needed for reconstruction
The information needed for the subse-
quent post-emergency phases depends 
on the objectives of reconstruction, 
especially in terms of development. This 
is a major policy issue that will be made 
at the national level following all major 
disasters. In contrast to the emergency 
phase, the assessment of needs and 
resources for reconstruction requires a 
thorough and systematic collection of 

information. The specific tool for informa-
tion collection will again be a function of 
the type of disaster, geographical limita-
tions of accessibility to the disaster sites, 
and social conditions.

Damage surveys
Survey methods
The process for collecting the necessary 
information obviously cannot be a system-
atic family by family survey. Therefore 
some type of survey is essential to obtain 
usable data. However, natural disasters 
often reduce access to the stricken area 
by cutting lines of communication (rail, 
roads, and bridges). The most useful 
survey method may include low level 
reconnaissance flights. A trained observer 
can determine the geographic extent of 
the disaster area, the relative degree of 
damage at each location, detect patterns 
of damage, and perhaps see patterns of 
the survivors’ emergency response. Aerial 
survey can also be used to identify areas 
that are accessible by land for limited 
though more accurate ground assess-
ments, and to identify those areas on 
which to concentrate relief efforts.23

But it should be noted that although such 
a survey can help calculate the number of 
buildings damaged, it cannot, of course, 
provide information on damage invisible 
from the air (e.g. cracked adobe walls, 
weakened foundations, roofs in a near 
state of collapse, etc.). For this reason, 
the data assembled must be assessed in 
conjunction with that collected by sample 
field surveys. Interviews with reliable eye 
witnesses may also provide additional 
information of value.

23 . Following the Guatemalan earthquake of 1976, aerial photography was  
 extensive, ranging from low-level high resolution material to photographs 
obtained from high altitude flights. The photographs provided basic information 
on damage to buildings, life-lines, and access ways.
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Field surveys
The field survey must be regarded as the 
most useful method of information collec-
tion, as opposed to aerial survey or sample 
interviews. Field surveys may be limited by 
the following factors:

— Depending on local conditions and 
survey objectives, the cost can be 
high in money, time and expertise;

— The affected areas may be difficult to 
reach;

— Cultural heterogeneity in the area to 
be studied may make it difficult to 
obtain useful data from sampling;

— Interviews may distort the information, 
depending on the interviewer/inter-
viewee relationship;

— Field surveys require consider-
able local knowledge to distin-
guish damage from poor building 
techniques;

— Cultural differences between the 
affected population and foreign or 
national experts may produce differ-
ences of understanding and therefore 
difficulties in designing appropriate 
reconstruction programmes.

Nevertheless, field surveys have some 
important advantages:

— They generally cost less than more 
sophisticated assessment methods, 
such as remote sensing.

— They use less sophisticated, and there-
fore more accessible, technologies 
and equipment than in aerial observa-
tion and remote sensing.

— They yield high volumes of information. 
In sudden onset disasters, data collec-

tion includes estimates of the number 
of injured people, types of injury, 
number of deaths, availability of health 
facilities, medical and paramedical 
resources, quantity of medical supplies 
still available, damage to water supply 
and waste-disposal systems, risk of 
communicable diseases, damage to life-
line systems, and to physical structures. 
Field surveys are also particularly valu-
able for inventorying useful resources, 
such as building materials for temporary 
and permanent shelter, reusable debris, 
labour, building contractors, etc.

Checklists for the assessment  
of needs and damage

a. Figure 1 contains an outline for a needs 
assessment in the field. It is intended 
to demonstrate the scope of informa-
tion that is useful in planning a shel-
ter programme. It can be modified to 
reflect the specific conditions of the 
community and its culture. But it should 
be recognized that the specific design 
of the survey and the manner in which 
it is implemented should be as open 
to influence by the survivors as it is to 
that of assisting groups. Both can bring 
specific skills and expertise to this task.

b. The survey form (Figure 2) is designed 
to identify structural problems and so 
provide information necessary for safe 
rebuilding or repair. A person trained 
in structural evaluation should study 
several damaged houses of each basic 
type of construction in order to be 
able to describe the general pattern 
of structural behaviour in the disaster. 
Once the structural expert has estab-
lished the general pattern of damage, 
he should train local personnel in carry-
ing the survey. They will then be able 
to complete the survey and to tabulate 
the number of damaged houses.
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Figure 1
Suggested information requirements for a needs assessment
Data of head of family at time of interview
Name  .......................................................................... Address  .....................................................................
City or district  ............................................................ State (province) .........................................................
Marital status  married or living together   single Age  ............. Occupation  ........................................
Identification number  ................................................
Name of spouse/partner ............................................ Age  ............. Occupation  ........................................
Number of minor children  ......................................... Sex .............. Ages ....................................................

Housing data before the disaster
Tenancy of the house

 owner occupied with title   owner occupied without title
 rented   occupied (squatter)

If the land is rented or occupied: 
Name of owner ........................................................... Address ......................................................................

Available resources
 savings ......................................................  amount  monthly savings ......................................  amount

   .......................................................................  annual
 building materials that can be salvaged  .......................................................................................................
 time available for work ........................................... per week or other ......................................................

Conclusions
Total damaged

 completely destroyed   seriously damaged
 light damage   no apparent damage

Safety of house
 inhabitable   unsafe but can be repaired
 unsafe and irreparable   not sure of safety

Resolve housing on the same site
 rebuild or repair with owner’s own resources   rebuild or repair with loan
 rebuild or repair but does not have funds

Move to another site
 rent at another site   build at another site

Immediate assistance needed
 materials for immediate shelter   site and materials
 roofing   temporary shelter (refugee centre)
 help to clean the site   other
 information on how to rebuild safely  

Long-term assistance
 building materials   technical information
 loan   other

Information for the family
Evaluation of safety of the house

 good   needs repair
 unsafe without repair   unsafe, must abandon the house
 not sure   other

Your housing plans ..................................................... (the same as Conclusions: Resolve housing 
..................................................................................... on the same site or Move to another site)
Assistance requested ................................................. (the same as Conclusions: Immediate assistance  
..................................................................................... needed or Long-term assistance)

For more information, go to  ..............................................................................................................................
Or call  .................................................................................................................................................................
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Description
Size  ............................................................................. Photo
Materials  ..................................................................... 
Original cost  ..............................................................
Replacement cost  ...................................................... 
Cost of repair  .............................................................

Per cent of damage
 0–25%  .....................................................................  26–50%  .................................................................
 Over 50%  ................................................................

Site
 Urban    Rural
 Open    Protected

If protected, describe  ........................................................................................................................................
Description of terrain  ........................................................................................................................................

Foundations
Anchoring foundation  .......................................................................................................................................
Materials used  ....................................................................................................................................................
Evidence of failure  .............................................................................................................................................
Preservatives  ......................................................................................................................................................

Walls
Configuration  .....................................................................................................................................................
Materials used  ....................................................................................................................................................
Height and width  ...............................................................................................................................................
Reinforcement system .......................................................................................................................................
Damage description location  ............................................................................................................................
Evidence of explosion or implosion  ..................................................................................................................

Roof and roof support
Roof configuration

 Gable    Hip
 Shed    Other

Roof support system  .........................................................................................................................................  
Roof/wall attachment  ........................................................................................................................................
Estimated pitch  ..................................................................................................................................................  
Overhang  ...........................................................................................................................................................
Description of damage  ......................................................................................................................................  
Evidence of uplift  ...............................................................................................................................................
Damage to utilities  .............................................................................................................................................
Description of sequence of failure ....................................................................................................................

General information
Community  ................................................................ Location  ....................................................................
Use  ............................................................................. Age  ............................................................................
Builder ......................................................................... Hazard type  ..............................................................
Magnitude  .................................................................. Frequency/return period  ..........................................
Owner/occupant plans  .............................................. 

Observations ......................................................................................................................................................
Recommendations  ............................................................................................................................................
Date  ....................................................................................................................................................................

Figure 2
Damage assessment survey form
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The damage assessment form includes a 
general evaluation of how well different 
structural elements and materials held 
up. To be useful, the survey should note 
the quality of the materials, their arrange-
ment in the building and the distribu-
tion of cracks, deformations, and so on. 
Information should also be obtained on 
the type of soil, peculiarities of the build-
ing, or interference from neighbouring 
structures.

Role of survivors in the assess-
ment of needs
As has been stated, survivors must have a 
full and effective role in determining their 
emergency needs, especially shelter. This 
principle must be applied to the process 
of damage and needs assessment. In the 
event of a slowly developing disaster, such 
as drought, there is usually ample time to 
involve the affected population. However, 
these types of disasters seldom affect 
shelter, unless the community is relocated. 
In the immediate aftermath of a sudden 
onset disaster, when there is consider-
able damage and chaos, the immediate 
involvement of survivors in assessment 
may be inappropriate, at least until the 
initial rescue and relief operations have 
been organized.

Beyond the emergency period, however, 
survivors should begin to take an active 
role in the assessment of needs. The inter-
view of key individuals within the commu-
nity is often considered the appropriate 
course of action. For this to be success-
ful, the individuals interviewed must be 
not only well informed about the extent 
of damage and needs, but willing and 
capable of providing information, and 
fully representative of their community. 
Obviously, the more familiar the author-
ities and assisting groups are with the 
community, the more secure they will be 
in obtaining reliable information.

Dissemination and sharing of 
assessment information
The dissemination of information to all 
interested parties must be assured. A possi-
ble means of information sharing might be 
the creation of a council of assisting groups 
working in the disaster area. The coun-
cil could be structured with one agency 
responsible for liaison and acting as the 
information clearing-house. Whatever the 
means, it is essential that the information 
reaches the head of the housing task force, 
and is placed in the hands of staff capable 
of effectively interpreting it.

Summary of Policy 
Recommendations
1. Primary level (local)

a. Pre-disaster

i. Carry out hazard mapping, and the 
mapping of elements at risk.

ii. Prepare assessment and survey meth-
odology accordingly.

iii. Prepare logistics for duplicating, 
distributing, and collecting survey 
forms.

b. Post-disaster

i. Identify local people who can partici-
pate in the execution of field surveys 
(they need to be literate and capable 
of learning basic survey and analyti-
cal skills).

2. Secondary and tertiary levels 
(regional and national)

a. Pre-disaster

i. As part of disaster preparedness, 
develop the database of existing 
housing conditions, housing demand, 
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Damage to infrastruc-
ture such as roads/
services

Damage to local stocks 
of building materials

Number and location of houses 
damaged or destroyed, forms 
of damage, degrees of damage

Method of 
assessing 
damage

Air surveys of roads, 
bridges, etc. Field 
sampling techniques 
for well contamination; 
village-by-village surveys 
of damage to water 
supply and sanitation

Air surveys when 
damage is to raw mate-
rials, such as trees, 
coupled with field 
surveys of warehouse 
stockpiles, etc.

A mixture of low-level and 
high-level air surveys coupled 
with field survey sampling 
techniques

Survivors Useful for avoiding 
blocked roads, contam-
inated water supplies, 
etc.

Of possible use, but this 
data is probably already 
known to locals

Limited use

Local 
voluntary 
agencies 
and private 
sector

Necessary for private 
sector in deploying their 
resources

Essential in determin-
ing whether to order 
supplies from external 
sources. Also useful in 
determining stockpiles 
for future preparedness 
planning

Useful for determining: the 
supply of essential materials for 
construction; the supply of tools

Local 
government

Essential in preventing 
secondary disasters 
such as epidemics due 
to contamination, and in 
restoring services

Essential in determin-
ing whether to request 
supplies of materials 
from external sources

Essential to determine the need for: 
supplying, in particular circum-
stances, emergency shelter (e.g. 
tents); allocating funds to survivors; 
establishing what materials will be 
needed for reconstruction

National 
government

Essential in the event 
of major disasters, to 
determine the resources 
needed

Useful in determin-
ing what contributions 
are needed, particu-
larly from adjoining 
countries

Needed to determine: whether 
to provide temporary or emer-
gency shelter; whether to 
provide building supplies (e.g. 
roofing materials); whether 
expertise is needed to guide 
reconstruction

Local 
military

Essential Useful since the army 
may use their own 
stockpiles of materials

Not needed

Foreign 
experts

Essential for all consul-
tancy work

Essential for advice on 
the import of materials

Essential for any advice being 
offered on safe reconstruction

External 
voluntary 
agencies

Not relevant Useful Useful in determining which 
areas to deploy maximum 
resources

External 
donor 
governments

Relevant, if there is bilat-
eral aid

Relevant, if there is 
bilateral aid

Relevant, if there is bilateral aid

International 
agencies

As above As above Relevant for the coordination of 
international assistance

Note: Table 3 provides synoptic guidance on the relevance of damage survey data to the various 
assisting groups concerned, including the survivors themselves. 

Table 3 
The application of data obtained from damage 
surveys to various assisting groups
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house types, labour and mate-
rial resources, the normal building 
process and related social conditions 
against which a post-disaster needs 
assessment can be measured.

ii. Develop an assessment procedure 
that coordinates the efforts of all the 
assisting groups in collecting and 
sharing information.

iii. Support the establishment of a 
national team of experts, who will train 
local government officials and techni-
cians in administrating pre- and post- 
disaster surveys (this team should also 
be on call to assist in the execution of 
post-disaster surveys).

iv. Prepare post-disaster survey models, 
identifying all essential information, 
adapted to specific disaster-prone 
communities.

b. Post-disaster

i. Establish policy and programmes 
for the reconstruction of housing, in 
harmony with the prevailing develop-
ment patterns.

Key references
American Institute of Architects (AIA). How to 
Evaluate Housing Failure following Earthquakes 
(form with checklist for assessors of damage). 
Washington, USA.

Committee on International Disaster Assistance 
(ODA). Assessing International Disaster Needs. 
Washington D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 
1979.

Cuny, Frederick C. ‘Scenario for a Housing 
Improvement Programme in Disaster Prone Areas’ 
in Disasters and the Small Dwelling. Oxford, 
United Kingdom: Pergamon, pp. 117–121, 1981.

Hughes Richard. ‘Guide to Post Earthquake 
Building Damage Assessment’ in Disasters, Vol. 5, 
No. 4, 1982.

Stephenson, R.S. Understanding Earthquake: 
Relief Guidelines for Private Agencies and 
Commercial Organisations. Farnham, United 
Kingdom: International Disaster Institute, 
Foxcombe Publications. 

Taylor, Alan J. ‘Assessment of Victim Needs’ in 
Disasters and the Small Dwelling. Oxford, United 
Kingdom: Pergamon, pp. 137–144, 1981.
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Summary of significant 
developments over the past 
30 years

— A proliferation of damage and needs 
assessment forms and templates has 
made it easier to tailor and adapt them 
for use in similar disasters and commu-
nities as the needs arise. Nevertheless, 
a standardized assessment form or 
template has not been agreed by the 
international community. Although as 
information management practices 
and technologies increasingly enhance 
responders’ abilities to collect infor-
mation, communicate with all stake-
holders and identify gaps in meeting 
survivor needs and resources stan-
dardize assessment formats are being 
increasingly encouraged. This unified 
approach is encouraged even more so 
when the Shelter Cluster is activated. 
However, it is interesting to note one of 
the main comments on external assess-
ment processes following the Indian 
Ocean Tsunami of 2004 was why 
disaster survivors are not entrusted to 
assess their own needs with associated 
cash grants?24

— Computer technology, cell phones, the 
internet, GPS, social networking and 
group source information collection 
has revolutionized emergency shel-
ter assessments. Group sourcing, for 
example, has magnified the number of 
people who provide assessment infor-
mation as well as the speed at which 
the information is transmitted.

— Many agencies now view post-disaster 
shelter and housing needs more holis-
tically. Therefore, shelter assessments 
have evolved to reflect the need to 

collect more information about the 
shelter-to-housing process, current 
and future hazard risks, economic and 
demographic context of the popu-
lation and land tenure issues. Such 
breadth is captured in the Disaster 
Crunch Model (see Diagram 1) more 
particularly in the columns under 
vulnerability and exposure.

 Shelter is also viewed more broadly, 
inclusive of non-food items like clothing, 
bedding and household items. However, 
the economic and demographic 
assessment needs to incorporate more 
analysis of the economic prospects 
for a disaster-affected community, for 
instance, will the disaster become a 
trigger for development, attracting new 
people, or will the disaster accelerate 
a trend towards economic decline and 
out migration from the community? 
Post-disaster shelter and housing activi-
ties can potentially jump start economic 
recovery and provide many other devel-
opmental benefits. Post-disaster assess-
ments must therefore identify economic 
opportunities that can be incorporated 
into shelter programming. 

— There is an increased emphasis on 
rapid repair of damaged houses 
as a post-disaster shelter strategy. 
Assessment surveys immediately after 
disaster impact need to include an 
estimate of the number of houses in 
need of repair in order to be habit-
able, and the relative degree of repair 
required. Assessments also need to 
take into consideration and make the 
relevant distinctions surrounding the 
different stages of recovery (emer-
gency through to permanent).

24 . De Ville de Goyet C. and Moriniere, L.C. ‘The role of needs assessment  
 in the tsunami response’ in Tsunami Evaluation Coalition Annex 9 
Shelter Needs Assessment, London: Overseas Development Institute (ODI), 
pp. 110–112, 2006.
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The close relationship between build-
ings and disaster casualties has been well 
established, as the well-known saying 
puts it: “Earthquakes don’t kill people, but 
buildings do…” It has been estimated that 
75 per cent of all deaths from earthquakes 
occur due to the structural collapse of 
buildings.25 Thus the safe design, siting 
and construction of buildings is of funda-
mental importance in all seismic areas. 

Therefore on the above Disaster Crunch 
Model, one of the unsafe conditions on the 
left-hand vulnerability side of the model 
is an unsafe dwelling, that could be on an 
unsafe site. On the right-hand side of the 
diagram this could be opposite an earth-
quake hazard.

Precisely why that unsafe dwelling is at risk 
requires the exertion of a dynamic pres-
sure, could relate to a number of factors 
such as: lack of education in earthquake 
resistant building design and construc-
tion or on account of another macro-force 
corruption. It has recently been established 
that 83 per cent of all earthquake deaths, 
over a 30 year period, occurred within the 
most corrupt countries in the world, as 
listed on the Transparency International 
Global Corruption Index.26 However, the 
vulnerability of housing to hazard threats 
is not confined to earthquakes, the most 
significant problem, it also relates to other 
risks posed to housing by floods, storms, 
landslides etc.

In addition to the need for there to be a 
more holistic understanding of risk, this 
model highlights the following factors:

— agencies and governments seeking to 
reduce risks by creating safe dwell-
ings need to consider both cause and 

effect. Unless the underlying causes, 
(or drivers of risk) are addressed in 
parallel to the practicalities of safe 
building design, siting and construc-
tion, then over time vulnerability will 
continue to be generated.

— the unsafe condition, where there is an 
absence of a regulatory environment 
has to be rectified since well enforced 
building regulations and land-use 
planning controls form the bedrock of 
safe built environment.

— the macro-forces indicated as 
dynamic pressures contain a potent 
range of pressures that actively 
contribute to unsafe conditions. Some 
of the pressures indicated, such as 
urbanization, industrialization, global-
ization and coastal development 
may bring economic benefits as well 
as negative pressures that generate 
risks. Therefore governments need to 
balance such factors in their strategic 
plans, but always applying the princi-
ple to protect their most vulnerable 
citizens: do no harm. 

25 . Coburn, Death Tolls in Earthquakes. 2005.
26 . Ambraseys, N., and Bilham, R. ‘Corruption kills’ in Nature 469,  
 pp. 153–155, 2011.
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Audience

Private sector: 
Manufacturers/contractors

Professionals: 
Architects/planners/engineers/ 
public health officials

Policy-making administrators:  
National (tertiary) level

Project managers of post-disaster  
shelter/housing projects:  
Regional/provincial (secondary) level

Time phases

Pre-disaster phase 
Preparedness/mitigation/risk reduction

Phase 1
Immediate relief period  
(impact to day 5)

Phase 2  
Rehabilitation period (day 5 to 3 months)

Phase 3  
Reconstruction period  
(3 months onward)

Principle

The compulsory evacuation of disaster 
survivors can retard the recovery 
process and cause resentment. The 
voluntary movement of survivors, where 
their choice of venue and return is 
timed by their own needs, on the other 
hand, can be a positive asset (in the 
normal course of events some surviving 
families seek shelter for the emergency 
period with friends and relatives living 
outside the affected area).

4.4  
Evacuation  
of Survivors
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Conflicting Priorities
After disasters there are normally two 
conflicting sets of priorities:

1. The desire of officials to clear the  
 affected region of everyone, except 
those involved in relief activities, so as to 
relieve public services which may be only 
partially operational.

2. The desire of families to remain as  
 near as possible to their damaged 
homes, in order to protect their title to 
property, their belongings, animals etc. 
In addition, there may be an even stron-
ger motivation, probably based on a 
psychological need for security: to remain 
close to home (even if it has been largely 
destroyed).

Problems of compulsory 
evacuation
The compulsory evacuation of a disaster 
zone creates the following problems:

— It may increase the problems of distri-
bution of relief supplies and services.

— It reduces the possibility of families to 
salvage their belongings and to gather 
building materials. It creates an artifi-
cial need for temporary shelter.

— It turns survivors into refugees [or 
IDPs].

— It reduces the capacity of the surround-
ing communities to assist the survivors

— It retards reconstruction.

— It retards the psychological recovery 
of the survivor by introducing addi-
tional stress: family separation and an 
unfamiliar environment.

In the majority of cases where major evac-
uations were ordered, it was later estab-
lished that the decisions were made:

— Without waiting for full knowledge 
of the services that could have been 
brought into the affected area; and 

— Without any awareness of the poten-
tially adverse social and economic 
costs of a major evacuation.

Risk and evacuation
Most of the reasons given for evacuation 
– protection from epidemics caused by 
contact with the dead, looting, panic, and 
so on – have proved to be ill-founded. The 
policy only seems justified in the excep-
tional circumstances of immediate threat 
of a secondary disaster (e.g. the risk of fire 
after an earthquake, as in San Francisco 
1906, and Tokyo 1923, or the breakdown 
of essential services such as water and 
sewage).

In the case of cyclones or earthquakes 
there may be doubt about whether or not 
to order an evacuation. But in the event 
of a major flood there is usually no such 
option, and public authorities may need to 
evacuate the entire population of a region 
until the water level drops. However, 
flood hazard mapping allows planners to 
designate areas for evacuation. If such 
a provision does not exist, a rapid inven-
tory of unaffected areas must be made 
after flooding, listing the public build-
ings (schools, halls churches etc.) which 
can be made available for emergency 
accommodation.
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Policy guidelines
(See chart 2)
Unless there are exceptional circum-
stances, compulsory evacuation should be 
avoided. However, the voluntary move-
ment of families or pans of families (such 
as women, children and the elderly) from 
the affected area may be a positive asset 
to recovery and the problem of emer-
gency shelter.

Key references
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Consequences of Large-scale Evacuation follow-
ing Disasters: The Darwin, Australia Cyclone 
Disaster of 25 December 1974’ in Natural Hazards 
Research Working Paper No. 27, July 1976.

Perry, Ronald W., Marjorie R. Greene and Michael 
K. Lindell. ’Enhancing Evacuation Warning 
Compliance: Suggestions for Emergency 
Planning’ in Disasters, Vol. 14, No. 4, pp. 433–449, 
1980.

Cordon surrounding the prohibited zone following the enforced evacuation 
of Managua, Nicaragua, in December 1972.
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This chart is of the situation in Masaya, 
a town about 20 miles from Managua, 
Nicaragua. Thirty-two thousand people 
were absorbed by friends or their families 
during the first ten days. 

In contrast to the numbers with extended 
families, the low occupancy of the El 
Coyotepe campsite can be seen.
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Summary of significant 
developments over the past 
30 years

— Methods for damage assessment 
and damage mapping (satellite 
maps, open street maps etc.) have 
become more sophisticated in the 
last decade. Institutional stakeholders 
tend to rely on these results before 
allowing people to return to the 
affected areas.

— Reconstruction policies in countries 
hit by recent disasters (for instance 
Sri Lanka after 2004 Indian Ocean 
Tsunami, Italy after the 2009 earth-
quake) have included no build zones 
in coastal areas and extensive no 
access areas of the damaged city. 
These measures have had conse-
quences both in the short term, as 
temporary shelter solutions needed 
to be created, but also on the long 
term, by extensive resettlement, inev-
itably causing identity and (in)equal-
ity issues. 

Further references 
Paul, B.K., et al. ‘Cyclone evacuation in 
Bangladesh: Tropical cyclones Gorky (1991) vs. 
Sidr (2007)’ in Environmental Hazards, 9.1, pp. 
89–101, 2010.

Haynes, K., et al. ‘Shelter-in-place vs. evacuation 
in flash floods’ in Environmental Hazards, 8. 4, pp. 
291–303, 2009.
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Audience

Private sector: 
Manufacturers/contractors

Professionals: 
Architects/planners/engineers

Policy-making administrators:  
National (tertiary) level

Project managers of post-disaster  
shelter/housing projects:  
Regional/provincial (secondary) level

Time phases

Pre-disaster phase 
Preparedness/mitigation/risk reduction

Phase 1 
Immediate relief period  
(impact to day 5)

Phase 2  
Rehabilitation period  
(day 5 to 3 months)

Phase 3  
Reconstruction period  
(3 months onward)

Principle

Assisting groups tend to attribute too 
high a priority on the need for imported 
shelter units as a result of mistaken 
assumptions regarding the nature, and, 
in some cases, relevance of emergency 
shelter.

4.5  
The Role  
of Emergency  
Shelter
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Common problems of evaluation27

1. Criteria
 Emergency Shelter has more often 
than not been regarded as a product with 
design criteria developed by the donor. 
This approach has consistently failed 
to satisfy the needs of surviving fami-
lies. It stems from a number of mistaken 
assumptions:

a. That there automatically exists a need 
for outside agencies to provide large 
numbers of imported, prefabricated 
shelters;

b. That universal, prefabricated (and 
preconceived) shelter systems are 
desirable and feasible;

c. That shelter implies an industrial prod-
uct rather than a social and economic 
process;

d. That survivors do not possess building 
skills, or resourcefulness in salvaging 
materials or obtaining traditional mate-
rials to carry out their own building;

e. That survivors are passive, dazed and 
willing to accept any form of emer-
gency shelter;

27 . Reference here is made principally to prefabricated products,  
 manufactured in industrialized counties, rather than to that ubiquitous 
relief item – the tent – which is in a privileged category of its own.

Within 24 hours of the 1976 Guatemala earthquake, thousands of families 
moved into streets, public parks, or open spaces. They improvised emer-
gency shelters from plastic sheets, earthquake rubble, linen, etc. The author-
ities assisted the process with the provision of water supply tanks, and by 
digging latrine trenches.
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f. That imported emergency shelter can 
be provided rapidly and cheaply;

g. That temporary housing is not a cost 
factor in the total.28  Reconstruction 
programme, and will be demolished 
after a limited period; 

h. That large sites with concentrations of 
temporary housing are an acceptable 
and effective solution for the community.

2. Timing 
 (see table 4)
 Timing of the delivery of emergency 
shelter is crucial, for its usefulness is 
confined to the actual emergency phase, 
which may last only a few days. Late deliv-
ery may actually impede the recovery of 

housing rehabilitation and reconstruction. 
Due to the logistical difficulty (if not impos-
sibility) of transporting, distributing and 
assembling imported emergency shelters 
within the critical few days of the emergency 
phase itself, such shelter rarely plays a signif-
icant role.29 Moreover, the evidence suggests 
that survivors have the resourcefulness to 
improvise their own emergency shelter 
needs, at least for a limited period. Lastly, it 
should not be forgotten that the relief and 
reconstruction phases often start simultane-
ously, all of which points to the need for new 
and less conventional approaches to emer-
gency shelter provision after disaster. To 
achieve maximum effectiveness, therefore, 
assisting groups should reserve a proportion 
of their resources for the phases beyond the 
immediate emergency period.

Phase 1: immediate 
relief – impact to day 5

Phase 2: Rehabilitation 
– day 5 to 3 months

Phase 3: Reconstruction 
– 3 months onwards

Survivors X X X

Local voluntary 
agencies

X X X

Local government X X X

National 
government

X X X

Local military X X X

Foreign experts X X

External voluntary 
agencies

X X

External donor 
governments

X X

International 
agencies

X X X

Table 4
The timing of assistance: A summary of the most 
effective phases for assistance by various groups

28 . The issue of low-cost is relative, being a function of the general economic  
 level of the recipient country. To the cost of manufacture of the shelter 
itself, must be added the cost of transport, distribution and assembly.
29 . The evidence contained in the case study summary sheets in Appendix A  
 consistently bear out this contention.
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3. Quantities of units produced 
 Assisting groups have frequently set 
a higher priority on supplying shelter 
units than on contributing to the self-help 
process, although there are signs that this 
attitude may be changing. They have also 
been apt to overestimate emergency shel-
ter needs for the following reasons: 

a. The simple correlation between a 
damaged or destroyed house and the 
need for an emergency shelter;

b. The overestimation of needs by 
government officials in anticipation of 
deductions from their assessments, or 
in order to replenish depleted stocks;

c. An apparent lack of awareness of the 
ability of survivors to deal with their 
own shelter needs;

d. A lack of understanding of the priority 
scale with which survivors assess their 
own shelter needs;

e. The desire to give visible aid;

f. The assumption that shelter needs in 
developing countries are similar (or 
even identical) to those in industrial-
ized societies.

4. Standardization
 Relief agencies normally standardize the 
size or form their emergency shelters for ease 
of production and packing. However, this 
approach greatly over simplifies the problem. 
The concept of a universal or standard shelter 
is not feasible because it ignores:

a. The high price and poor cost effec-
tiveness of the product in the disaster 
affected country;

b. Its potentially harmful social 
consequences;

c. The need to involve disaster survivors 
in satisfying their own shelter needs;

d. Climatic variations;

e. Variations in cultural values and house 
forms;

f. Variations in family size;

g. The need of families to earn their liveli-
hood in their houses;

 h. Local capacity to improvise shelter;

i. The problems of obtaining suitable 
land at low-cost on which to build 
such shelters;

j. The logistical problem of transporting 
and distributing such shelters in time 
for the emergency period;

k. Problems of appropriate technology: 
assembly, skills, materials etc.

5. Cost effectiveness
 The unit cost of donor emergency 
shelters is often much higher than the cost 
of a new house in the disaster affected 
community, especially when the latter 
enjoys the built-in savings of self-help 
and the use of locally available, traditional 
materials. If one must then add to the 
unit cost of emergency shelter the costs 
of transport, distribution and assembly, 
the cost-effectiveness is sufficiently poor 
to justify a reappraisal of such solutions, 
and a closer examination of how best to 
exploit local resources.

6. Performance
 Evidence about the performance 
of emergency shelters has not come 
from surveys conducted by the assist-
ing groups themselves, but from inde-
pendent sources. The reluctance of 
many relief agencies to monitor and 
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formally evaluate their post-disaster shelter 
programmes can hamper the development 
of more effective policies for the future.

7. Extra shelter needs following 
earthquakes 

 There often has been a failure to 
grasp that the need for emergency shel-
ter may extend to the entire community, 
families with undamaged homes leaving 
them for fear of damage from aftershocks. 
However, this fear tends to decline as 
the frequency of aftershocks subsides. It 
was particularly apparent after the 1976 
earthquakes in Guatemala and Friuli (Italy), 
that temporary shelter for this group of 
survivors was required almost exclusively 
for sleeping, other normal living functions 
(cooking, washing, etc.) continuing within 
the home. Thus, shelter provision for such 
families must be immediately adjacent to 
their homes.

8. False correlations
 Frequently a direct correlation is 
made between numbers of damaged 
or destroyed houses and the number of 
homeless, neglecting the role of extended 
families, and other kinship patterns, as the 
providers of temporary accommodation.

9. Shelter versus land and services
 The standard approach to emergency 
shelter or post-disaster housing provi-
sion in the past has been to manufacture 
a standard structure. Most programmes 
adopting this approach have come under 
heavy criticism, since many of the shelters 
or houses provided have had low occu-
pancy rates, or have been unpopular with 
their occupants. This has prompted much 

discussion on the cultural acceptability 
of such designs, but cultural rejection is 
rarely the most important factor in a fami-
ly’s refusal of a shelter. Recent research 
has shown that far more significant to the 
occupant is its relationship to land tenure, 
its security, its proximity to employment, 
and its access to services and utilities.30

10. Indigenous emergency shelters
 Recently, several assisting groups 
have attempted to build standard emer-
gency shelters, using indigenous mate-
rials designed in such a way that the 
performance of the structure would be 
improved. These programmes, too, have 
shown little success. Their rate of failure 
seems tied to deficiencies of sites and 
services, the costs and difficulties of long-
term maintenance, and the inability to 
adapt the structure to non-housing needs 
(such as shelter for animals, storage of 
food, crops implements etc.).

11. The place of emergency shelter on 
the survivors’ scale of priorities 

 The majority of developing countries 
are situated between the equator and the 
sub-tropics, i.e. in regions where climatic 
exposure does not systematically post a 
threat to survival.31 The result is that emer-
gency shelter is not systematically the first 
priority of survivors. As this study empha-
sizes, the priorities are for land, infrastruc-
ture, income (employment), and early 
access to the means of reconstruction.

30 . In Managua, Nicaragua, following the 1972 earthquake, there was initially  
 no more than 30 per cent occupancy of the Las Americas wooden shel-
ters provided by the US Government. However, once services were provided, 
including water, sanitation, surfaced roads transport, shops and schools, this 
figure was dramatically increased.
31. There are exceptions to this rule: areas located in the temperate belt,  
 continental climates, or at high altitudes.
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Summary of significant 
developments over the past 
30 years
From 1982 until about the time of the 
Gujarat Earthquake of 2001 and later the 
Indian Ocean Tsunami in 2004 there was 
a relatively low level of interest in shelter 
and reconstruction by the UN and most 
NGO sectors. Since then the sector has 
seen a number of developments, the most 
significant of which are:

— The Sphere Project’s production in 
2004 of the Humanitarian Charter 
and Minimum Standards in Disaster 
Response which included minimum 
standards for shelter. The Sphere 
standards were revised in 2011 with 
updated shelter standards.

— The Shelter Project, later to become 
the Shelter Centre, has been a key 
influence in raising agency awareness 
from 2004 until the present. Advice 
and training is provided primarily to 
the international shelter community, 
comprising international NGOs and 
donor bodies, as well as biannual 
meetings providing a global forum for 
shelter practitioners.

— The Shelter Projects annual publica-
tion (since 2008) developed by IFRC, 
UN-Habitat and UNHCR. These provide 
summaries of a range of program-
ming experiences in post-crisis situa-
tions encouraging the emergence of 
a number of principles and lessons to 
be learnt from.

— The development of specific 
Masters course in Shelter After 
Disaster (or modules of Masters 
courses) at Copenhagen and Lund 

Universities and also at the Centre 
for Development and Emergency 
Practice (CENDEP) Oxford Brookes 
University started in 2011. In 2012, 
IFRC’s Shelter and Settlements in 
Emergencies course was credit rated 
to Masters level.

— In 2005, the Inter-Agency Standing 
Committee formed the cluster system 
in which two clusters have link to shel-
ter: the Global Shelter Cluster – leader-
ship is shared between IFRC (convener 
in disaster situations) and UNHCR (who 
leads in the area of conflict generated 
IDPs) and the Early Recovery Cluster 
which is led by UNDP.

— The growth of an awareness of the 
economic impact of shelter assistance 
in post-disaster settings. Research 
carried out in 2005 in El Salvador, 
Colombia and Sri Lanka32 found that 
the incomes of persons who were 
provided with shelter assistance 
tended to increase at a faster rate 
than the incomes of persons who did 
not receive such assistance, and that 
this effect persisted for years after the 
provision of the assistance. This was 
mainly seen through a higher produc-
tivity of those living in adequate 
shelters, investments being made 
to enhance the shelter, the creation 
of home-based enterprise activities 
and the use of the shelter as a capital 
asset; all of which can in turn bene-
fit the local community. Overall, the 
research found that shelter assistance 
generated multiplier impacts conser-
vatively estimated at three to eight 
times the value of investment.

32 . CHF International. The Economic Impact of Shelter Assistance in Post- 
 Disaster Settings, Silver Springs: CHF International, 2005. Available at: 
http://www.globalcommunities.org/publications/2005-shelter-assistance- 
post-disaster.pdf 
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Audience

Private sector: 
Manufacturers/contractors

Professionals: 
Architects/planners/engineers

Policy-making administrators:  
National (tertiary) level

Project managers of post-disaster  
shelter/housing projects:  
Regional/provincial (secondary) level

Time phases

Pre-disaster phase 
Preparedness/mitigation/risk reduction

Phase 1
Immediate relief period  
(impact to day 5)

Phase 2  
Rehabilitation period  
(day 5 to 3 months)

Phase 3  
Reconstruction period  
(3 months onward)

Principle

Between emergency shelter provision 
and permanent reconstruction there 
lies a range of intermediate options. 
However, the earlier the reconstruction 
process begins, the lower the ultimate 
social, economic and capital costs of 
the disaster.

4.6  
Shelter  
Strategies
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Options
In the light of the obstacles posed to emer-
gency shelter, this section examines alter-
native shelter strategies, and proposes 
corresponding policy guidelines.

1. Tents;

2. Imported designs and units;

3. Standard designs incorporating  
 indigenous materials;

4. Temporary housing;

5. The distribution of materials; 

6. Core housing;

7. Hazard-resistant housing;

8. Accelerating reconstruction  
 of permanent housing.

1.  Tents
 The tent is often viewed as the most 
obvious form of emergency shelter, and 
remains an effective and flexible relief item, 
especially when compared to the many alter-
native forms that have been tested and failed. 
The tent will therefore continue to survive as 
a major resource. 

a. Tents have certain characteristics which 
have made them very popular:

i. They are relatively lightweight, 
compact, and easy to transport;

ii. They can be erected rapidly and 
easily;

iii. They are the only form of disaster shel-
ter that is stockpiled by donor coun-
tries and relief agencies in readiness 
for the potential demand.

b. They are similarly popular with the 
governments of affected countries for 
certain additional reasons:

i. They are normally stockpiled by the 
army and can be quickly released for 
disaster survivors;

ii. Unlike improvised settlements, 
they are unlikely to become perma-
nent, since they possess built-in 
obsolescence;

iii. They are a visible demonstration that 
authorities are taking action to help 
the homeless.

c. However, despite the obvious necessity 
for, and effectiveness of, tents in certain 
situations, such as severe winter condi-
tions, they have a number of limitations:

i. They fail to fulfil some essential shel-
ter functions. They are not suitable for 
storage of salvaged goods, belong-
ings and animals.

ii. They are frequently too small for a 
family’s needs, and are impossible to 
extend;

iii. If the transit costs of imported tents 
are added to the cost of the tents 
themselves it is likely that, in many 
countries, the total cost will be 
substantially greater than that of 
rebuilding a normal, traditional house. 
This is particularly true of houses built 
out of local materials in the warm, 
humid tropics. But as a result of the 
divorce that often occurs between 
officials managing relief operations, 
and those concerned with longer-term 
reconstruction, such comparisons are 
rarely, if ever, made, and local cost- 
effectiveness is ignored;
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Where there is a severe exposure to risk there is obviously a need for emer-
gency shelter with a strictly life-saving function. But it should never be 
assumed that an able-bodied person will willingly die of exposure with-
out taking personal action such a lighting a fire from debris. Here, in the 
mid-winter earthquake at Van, Turkey, in 1976, survivors have dug a hole in 
the ground and covered it with an improvised structure of plastic sheeting, 
thus obtaining warmth from the ground surface.
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iv. Inevitably, the climatic range of 
disaster-prone environments makes 
it highly unlikely that one (or even 
several) tent designs will be appropri-
ate for all conditions;

v. They deteriorate very rapidly as a 
result of exposure to the weather. In 
addition, they are very vulnerable to 
wear and tear.

d. A further difficulty has arisen in numer-
ous disasters: tents have been erected 
on emergency campsites, but have been 
under-occupied. This probably results 
from reticence toward camp life and the 
desire of families to remain close to their 
damaged or destroyed homes. In rural 
areas families are reluctant to leave their 
damaged property for fear of losing their 
crops and animals. A final reason (prob-
ably the major one) has been the fear of 
losing possession of land if it is vacated.

A 1976 flood in the Pansear Valley of Afghanistan washed most of this home 
away. Relief tents were placed within the building ruins, possibly to protect 
belongings (including animals) and preserve the ownership of the home.

U
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2.  Imported designs  
and units

 As already mentioned, there has been 
a general quest for a universally applicable 
emergency shelter to meet the shelter and 
housing needs of the developing world. 
Members of the design professions, volun-
tary agencies, industry and many univer-
sity graduate programmes have been 
active in this type of research. Hundreds 
of designs have been offered; many have 
gone into limited production; a few have 
actually been used in disaster areas. Most 
of these shelters have been designed to 

take advantage – mostly in vain – of  
simplified construction processes and 
pre-fabrication, or to make use of new 
materials initially developed for use in 
industrialised countries. Examples of such 
units include the Bayer/Red Cross poly-
urethane igloos used after earthquakes 
in Gediz (Turkey), Chimbote (Peru), and 
Managua (Nicaragua), and the OXFAM 
polyurethane igloos used in Lice (Turkey). 
A survey of the success of these shelters 
has indicated that their use as emergency 
shelter or as temporary housing has been 
extremely limited, their performance and 

It is important to under-
stand survivors’ priority 
concerns for shelter 
if assistance is to be 
effective. Tents may be 
useful, but it should be 
stressed that the emer-
gency campsite run on 
military lines is never 
an attractive option, 
which is apparent from 
the evidence of the 
underuse of campsites 
from various disasters.

Following the 1970 Gediz 
earthquake in Turkey, 
the West German Red 
Cross in collaboration 
with the Bayer Chemical 
Company used their 
polyurethane disaster 
shelter igloos for the first 
time. They were used on 
three other occasions: 
Chimbote, Peru 1970, 
Nicaragua 1972 and the 
1975 Lice earthquake in 
Turkey. They were finally 
abandoned as a system 
following the experi-
ences in Lice in 1975. 
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acceptability poor, and their cost high. 
The reason (as has already been pointed 
out) is that their design criteria tend to 
be donor, rather than survivor orien-
tated. The technology is often inappro-
priate, and assembly may require the 
skilled know-how of non-local personnel. 
Costs of transportation and the means 
of distribution are often ignored, adding 
substantially to the total costs of such 
units. While the donor may wish to have 
a standard unit that can be easily airlifted 
and rapidly installed, the recipient of aid 
will want a unit which is socially, culturally 
and climatically suitable, easy to maintain, 
and suitable also for other uses linked to 
this livelihood. In cases where there is a 
risk of climatic exposure, the provision of 
imported shelter often receives a fairly 
high priority. In these cases the emer-
gency shelter is basically a humanitarian 
consideration. The long-term impact of 
the units is not considered, and ques-
tions of cost- effectiveness normally do not 
come into play. 

The record of the performance of 
imported emergency shelters and the role 
they play during the emergency period 
suggest the following conclusions:

a. Emergency shelters made of local mate-
rials are both helpful and necessary in 
refugee camps resulting from war and 
civil strife, but their effectiveness after a 
natural disaster appears to be limited.

b. The majority of foreign assisting 
groups have concentrated on design-
ing emergency shelter units which 
can be quickly flown in and erected in 
large volume. The problem, however, 
lies less in initial transportation, or in 
speed of erection, but in the distribu-
tion of the units within the disaster- 
affected area.

c. In practice, few donor-designed emer-
gency shelters serve the purpose for 
which they were intended, i.e. life 
support or protection from the elements. 
The uses to which the survivors  

El Coyotepe, Masaya, Nicaragua. Fifteen months after the igloos had been 
built, families had already made extensive additions/modifications. Note the 
rectangular profile of the additions, to suit local building traditions, in lieu of 
the alien circular form. Since the igloos could easily be cut, this proved very 
easy for such additions to be made.
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have put the units have normally been 
of a secondary type, i.e. storage, with 
the families themselves living in adja-
cent, improvised shelters, built at a frac-
tion of the cost of the donor shelter.

d. In the poorer disaster-prone devel-
oping countries, donor shelters have 
consistently cost more (by any stan-
dard of comparison) than traditional 
structures.

e. The bulk of shelter provision following 
a disaster is provided and built by the 
survivors themselves. Even in cases 
where emergency shelters have been 
provided by external groups, most 
have arrived and been erected long 
after the emergency period).33

f. In the few cases where the shelters 
have arrived during the actual emer-
gency, they have usually been set up 

as camps. As already discussed, the 
evidence indicates that the creation of 
such camps following natural disasters 
has a negative impact, creating long-
term problems. Indeed, the introduc-
tion of emergency shelter units from 
the outside often forces relief officials 
to adopt hastily conceived plans for 
distribution and erection.

g. There are cases where imported emer-
gency shelters proved to be of a lower 
priority than other relief items, espe-
cially medical and food items, thus 
leading to a waste of resources.

h. To summarize, there may be occasions 
when emergency shelter units are 
needed, but in such cases the evidence 
is overwhelmingly in support of their 
provision by the government, rather 
than by external assisting groups.

Adjacent to the El Coyotepe campsite in Masaya, Nicaragua, following the 
1972 earthquake the West German Red Cross donated 500 polyurethane 
igloos. Although such units only take two hours to fabricate, it took 148 days 
for the first igloo to be occupied due to logistical problems as well as diffi-
culty in obtaining a site with approval to build. Approximately 30 per cent of 
the igloos were occupied despite the fact that there were no rent charges. 

33 . In Nicaragua the Bayer/Red Cross polyurethane igloos were not in use  
 until 138 days after the earthquake of 1972.
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3.  Standard designs  
incorporating  
indigenous materials

 In recent years there has been much 
interest in the development of designs 
for emergency shelters using indigenous 
materials. Most of the effort has centred 
on designs making better structural use 
of these materials.34 While there is little 
doubt that the structural performance 
of traditional buildings can be greatly 
improved, many programmes of this type 
have been unacceptable to the local 
people and have therefore also been a 
disappointment to the agencies funding 
them. The reasons are as follows:

a. Structural improvements often 
increase the quantity of materials 
required, thus making the unit more 
costly (even though it may be less 
costly than one made of industrialized 
materials).

b. The modified units often result in 
architectural forms less functional 
than those traditionally used, repre-
senting the failure of designers to 
define problems from the survivor’s 
point of view.

This is a typical scene in most of the Italian towns that suffered from the 
earthquake. Caravans came from all over Italy and Europe to serve as emer-
gency accommodation. Most were on long-term loan pending the building 
of temporary housing.

34 . In 1974, the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance of the United States  
 Government financed over 11,000 temporary houses in Managua 
Nicaragua, made from locally produced timber and corrugated iron sheeting.
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c. Very few assisting groups employ 
qualified housing specialists who 
understand the building properties 
of indigenous materials in their local 
context (for example, if an agency 
decides to utilize bamboo, it must 
not only know how best to use the 
bamboo structurally, but the proper 
time to cut it; how to recognize 
whether it has been cured properly; 
how to treat it for different climatic 
conditions; and what materials to use 
with it, etc.).

d. There is the risk of environmental 
damage, by depleting supplies of 
indigenous materials. Unfortunately, 
little information on environmental 
impacts is available from developing 
countries.

Quonset huts provided 
in Skopje by the US 
Army. These houses are 
still occupied, nearly 20 
years later, by the local 
population of gypsies.

In the early 1970s two 
agencies developed 
these disaster from poly-
urethane foam. However, 
after their initial use 
in four contexts both 
systems were aban-
doned. A great deal of 
money, time and energy 
was spent in the pursuit 
of a universal disaster 
shelter, but gradually 
their sponsors recog-
nized that the effort 
was doomed to failure 
given local cultural and 
climatic variations, which 
resulted in diverse forms 
of shelter.
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4.  Temporary housing
 Temporary housing is usually provided 
by wealthy governments, and is extremely 
expensive in relation to its intended life-
span. The units provided are expected to 
last for a period of several months to several 
years, prior to replacement with permanent 
housing. Temporary housing programmes 
are adopted when damage covers very 
large areas, and when the government 
feels that is short of capital and will take 
years to rebuild normal housing. The theory 
of temporary housing is that a low-cost, 
temporary unit can be provided at little or 
no cost to the disaster survivor who will 
be able to live in it long enough to obtain 

the capital necessary to rebuild a normal, 
permanent house. However, the main prob-
lem is that a temporary unit often costs 
more than a permanent structure (espe-
cially where the survivor normally builds 
his own home from indigenous materials). 
The evidence suggests that officials advo-
cating temporary housing are frequently 
unaware of this. Where temporary houses 
are provided at a cost attractive to the survi-
vor, they may receive a wider distribution 
than those sold at an unsubsidized price. 
However, a review of such cases shows that 
the houses become permanent, with all the 
ensuing problems of having created prema-
ture slums.

Prefabricated housing built by the Turkish Government at Lice following 
the earthquake of September 1975. Many families objected to the form and 
siting of the housing. These objections related to their lack of participation in 
what was provided, and the cultural and climatic unsuitability of the housing.
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The following conclusions can be drawn 
from experience with imported temporary 
housing:

a. The distinction that is apparent in 
industrialized countries between 
temporary and permanent housing 
cannot be readily applied to devel-
oping countries, where a permanent 
house may be cheaper and built in 
less time than an imported temporary 
unit from an industrialized country.

b. The description temporary housing has 
frequently been used where shelter 
has been designed for a short life-span, 
but owing to its cost of replacement, it 
inevitably becomes permanent.

c. The term temporary housing has been 
used in some instances by officials 
to persuade people to accept hous-
ing that does not conform with their 
normal expectation.

d. In certain developing countries (e.g.  
in Latin America and the Indian sub- 
continent) families possess a form of 
temporary shelter in addition to their 
normal house – most frequently in 
rural areas where, during the harvest 
season, families move close to their 
crops – and which fulfils a very useful 
emergency role following disasters.

e. The policy of two stage reconstruction 
– pursued in the Italian earthquakes of 
1976 and 1979 – where prefabricated 
temporary housing is subsequently 
replaced by the full reconstruction 
of damaged homes, is not viable in 
developing countries because of the 
extremely high cost of what amounts 
to reconstruction twice over.

This picture illustrates three types of disaster assistance following the 
Lice earthquake in Turkey in 1975. On the right, a pre-fabricated house as 
provided by the Turkish government; on the left an emergency shelter made 
of polyurethane provided by OXFAM; and in the centre, an improvised addi-
tion to the house made by occupants. Many families objected to the form 
and siting of the housing. These objections related to their lack of participa-
tion in what was provided, and the cultural and climatic unsuitability of the 
housing. OXFAM used their polyurethane house for the first and only time. 
Four hundred and sixty-three units were produced.
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5.  The distribution of 
materials

 Many assisting groups feel that the 
key to shelter provision is to provide 
adequate or improved building materials 
(or machines to produce these materials), 
thereby omitting the design process alto-
gether. In some instances, this approach 
is intended only to replace housing 
destroyed by the disaster; in others, minor 
improvements, such as the introduction 
of lightweight roofing materials, have 
been attempted in the hope that these 
will reduce vulnerability. Assisting groups 
have not only provided building materials, 
but have also undertaken extensive hous-
ing education programmes, concentrat-
ing on the improvement of local building 
construction skills in order to strengthen 
housing against natural hazards. Use of 
this educational approach is encouraging, 
though its impact is not yet clear. There 
are three main problems with the materi-
als’ distribution approach:

a. If the material is not local, the demand 
it creates may not be met in the long-
term for maintenance and repair;

b. The introduction of such materials 
may necessitate the modification of 
basic designs, creating unforeseen 
problems;

c. Perhaps most importantly, this 
approach requires the introduction of 
effective price controls.

d. There are various measures which 
can be employed by national govern-
ments and assisting groups to assure 
a steady supply of materials at fair 
prices after a disaster.

These include:

a. Stockpiling
 This topic is discussed in section 4.7. 

It is a mechanism with many limita-
tions, but a stockpile programme may 
be necessary to guarantee a materi-
al’s supply, and mitigate the effects of 
commercial speculation.

b. Price subsidies
 If the scale of the subsidy programme 

is great, it virtually ensures that retail 
suppliers at the disaster site cannot 
ask higher than competitive prices.

c. Congregate purchasing
 Another measure might be called 

congregate purchasing, necessary to 
control prices of the manufacturer or 
wholesaler. Assisting groups could 
pool their resources and seek competi-
tive bidding from suppliers or manufac-
turers of materials. It is most likely that 
they would get more favourable prices 
than if they were in competition with 
each other for the same materials.

d. Price controls
 Price controls placed on materials 

by national governments have had 
mixed success. The policy is not 
completely effective if the controls do 
not extend throughout the distribu-
tion network. This type of policy has 
had some success in Peru, where the 
government not only fixed the price 
of cement, but also purchased it and 
resold it directly to the consumer at 
the fixed price. It should be stressed, 
however, that controlling costs in 
post-disaster situations encompasses 
more than just the cost of building 
materials. Cost control policies should 
also take into account the costs of 
land, building repairs, the installation 
of new infrastructure, and building 
labour.
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6. Core housing
 A simple, low-cost frame or solid core 
is provided and can be used as an emer-
gency shelter or temporary structure. The 
core is designed to be permanent and 
more hazard-resistant. Over a period of 
years the occupants are expected to fill 
in the walls with whatever materials are 
available. This approach has had varying 
degrees of success, depending on the 
relative cost of the core, security of land 
tenure, the extent to which accompanying 
education programmes were carried out, 
and other socio-economic factors.

7.  Hazard resistant housing
 Since the rebuilding by owners of 
damaged or destroyed houses usually 
starts very soon after a disaster, there is 
always an urgent need for technical advice 
on safer siting, structural improvement, 
and basic architectural improvements, 
in order to improve overall resistance 
to hazard. However, it has been found 
that there are considerable difficulties in 
making advice available to house builders. 

These include:

a. Providing such advice in time;

b. Finding an appropriate format for the 
advice, given that many builders may 
be illiterate and unable to read work-
ing drawings;

c. Providing technical advice relevant to 
the skills of local builders on structural 
improvements, using the available 
building materials;

d. Making proposals that are economical 
and culturally acceptable.

8.  Accelerating the  
reconstruction  
of permanent housing

 Following the 1976 earthquake in 
Guatemala, a number of assisting groups 
developed a different strategy: instead of 
attempting to provide emergency shelter or 
temporary housing, they concentrated on 
encouraging rapid reconstruction of normal 
housing. This approach assumed that people 
would look after their own emergency shel-
ter or temporary housing needs, enabling 
assisting groups to put the emphasis on rapid 
reconstruction. In this approach, houses 
could be rebuilt to the standard represented 
by those which did not fail. Reconstruction to 
an improved standard would occur where the 
majority of houses failed as a result of inher-
ent weaknesses of design, building methods 
and use of materials. Rapid reconstruction 
requires that the survivors have the means to 
accede, in one manner or another, to perma-
nent housing. As most building will be carried 
out with self-help methods, reconstruction 
to an improved standard necessitates the 
introduction of more advanced building tech-
niques, but at a technological level which can 
be assimilated by the community, and at a 
price it can afford. The advantages of using 
this approach are as follows:

a. It enables limited resources to be 
concentrated where they will have a 
permanent effect, and thereby be cost 
effective;

b. It reduces the time during which 
people are without permanent 
accommodation;

c. The use of self-help methods keeps 
housing at a price the local people can 
afford, and allows decision-making to 
be kept at a grass roots level; 

d. It uses and builds upon the existing 
housing process and the skills which 
exist in the community.
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There are few, if any, major disadvantages in 
opting for rapid reconstruction, but it does 
require the support of the government, and 
a long-term commitment on the part of 
the assisting groups. Assistance can come 
in the form of price controls, low interest 
loans, technical assistance, training, self-
help and employment schemes linked to 
housing, etc. It may also require the local 
government to address some sensitive prob-
lems such as land reforms, security of land 
tenure and alteration of land-use patterns. 
Such a policy pre-supposes that, for certain 
hazards, reconstruction will take place in 
different locations.

Of all the shelter strategies available after 
a natural disaster of sudden onset, rapid 

reconstruction appears to be the best: 
it accelerates full recovery and makes 
optimal use of local resources, human 
and material. In the past, some agencies 
have undertaken a 1-2-3 strategy, i.e. they 
provide emergency shelter, temporary 
housing, and then permanent housing. 
Some agencies have taken the shorter 
but still costly routes of 1-3 or 2-3. These 
routes can be wasteful unless the mate-
rials and skills contributed in the first 
instance contribute significantly to the 
final 3 stage of reconstruction.

The emergency shelter needs of survi-
vors may be regarded as a function of the 
time taken to build a house under normal 
circumstances.

In the Van earthquake in Turkey in 1976, there was evidence of families 
beginning to rebuild their own homes at once, and in many cases the impro-
vised shelters form the core of a new house. Here, the provision of tools and 
building materials (or the money to buy them), together with training for safe 
rebuilding, is clearly the most effective form of relief.
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Policy guidelines
Policies to avoid

1. Determining shelter needs for survivors  
 based on the roles and perceptions of 
assisting groups alone.

2. Designing, manufacturing and stock- 
 piling prefabricated emergency shel-
ter units (other than tents), as this solution 
is too costly and a waste of resources for 
developing countries.

3. Assuming that there will be a direct  
 correlation between numbers of houses 
damaged or destroyed, and numbers of 
families needing emergency shelter.

4. In the case of earthquake disasters,  
 neglecting the emergency shelter 
needs of families who fear to occupy 
undamaged houses, in case of aftershocks 
and subsequent damage.

5. Considering shelter as a product  
 rather than as a process.

6. Erecting large, camp-like concentrations  
  of tents or temporary housing.

7. Building temporary housing as a form  
 of emergency shelter.35 Since tempo-
rary housing is rarely, if ever, replaced 
by permanent housing, assisting groups 
should, whenever possible, by-pass 

Subject to safety 
checks, undamaged 
public buildings may 
provide temporary 
accommodation such 
as this convent in Bolivia 
used to house flood 
victims. These buildings 
should be identified in 
advance of a disaster. 
They may play a signif-
icant role, but this will 
always be limited to the 
need to return them to 
their original function as 
soon as possible.

35. There may be certain exceptions to this, principle where rapid recon 
 struction cannot occur, i.e. in extreme winter conditions, or in the indus-
trialized countries. The evidence from Skopje (Yugoslavia) 1963, Friuli (Italy) 
1976, and El Asnam (Algeria) 1979, indicates that there was a massive demand 
from both the public and the authorities for temporary housing. Reasons for 
this included: high expectations of governmental aid; climatic risk; an active 
private building sector; expectations of very slow reconstruction.
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this option, and move directly towards 
assistance in providing permanent 
reconstruction.

8. Spending all resources for shelter in  
 the emergency period while aid is 
plentiful, rather than earmarking a propor-
tion of these resources for rehabilitation 
and reconstruction, when the need for 
cash, materials and expertise is likely to 
be extensive in scale and prolonged in 
duration.

Policies to adopt

1. A study of the normal (pre-disaster)  
 housing process.

2. Follow the advice already given in  
 section 4.3 (The assessment of survi-
vors’ needs), in order to achieve accuracy 
in forecasts of shelter needs.

3. Provide appropriately designed tents,  
 but only if they are found to be abso-
lutely necessary (caution is needed to 
avoid any conditioned reflex that disaster 
recovery equals the need for tents).

Another response of many families displaced by sudden onset disasters is to 
move in with relatives or friends living in unaffected areas. In some cases officials 
may improvise this form of assistance by requisitioning schools or churches, etc. 
however, with the likelihood of overcrowding, and the need for public buildings to 
return to their normal use, such measures are strictly short-term.
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4. Provide building materials and tools  
 for emergency shelter and recon-
struction programmes. Plastic sheeting 
and blankets have been found to be very 
effective relief items in all types of natural 
disaster.36 

5. Accelerate the housing reconstruction  
 process to hazard resistant standards, 
consistent with the resources and capabil-
ities of the community.

6. Include land and infrastructure  
 as integral components of housing 
reconstruction.

7. The evaluation and continual monitoring  
 of shelter provision is a vital require-
ment for the development of more effec-
tive policies by assisting groups. It is 
proposed that a proportion of all disaster 
assistance, perhaps ten per cent be desig-
nated for this purpose.
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Summary of significant 
developments over the past 
30 years

— In 2005, the Inter-Agency Standing 
Committee established the Global 
Shelter Cluster. In natural disasters, 
the cluster is convened by IFRC and in 
conflicts by UNHCR. 

— Impact of mobile phones; diaspora 
remittances increased and money 
transfers in promoting rapid shelter 
repairs and rebuilding are far more 
widely used:

 This capacity is based on certain 
assumptions: 

 – there are local suppliers of the 
appropriate supplies, such as shel-
ter and building materials, but their 
capacity may not be as effective in a 
truly catastrophic event.

 – mobile communication and data 
transfer infrastructure are both 
robust and resilient. 

 – the emergency response system 
focuses on rapid checking of 
and restoration of mobile towers 
and local decentralized) power 
systems.37

— Development of shelter standards as 
part of the Sphere Project (2004 and 
2011).38

— The Use of Tents
 Tents continue to be regarded as an 

unsatisfactory solution and should 
not be considered in isolation. They 
should be complemented by non-food 
items appropriate infrastructure, 
services and support.

— Plastic sheeting
 Since 1982, plastic sheeting has 

emerged as an emergency shel-
ter strategy. As noted in the IFRC 
and Oxfam publication of the same 
name,39 plastic sheeting is a sheet 
of strong, flexible, water resistant or 
waterproof material. Plastic sheet-
ing should be distributed only when 
more durable or superior materials are 
not locally available. Plastic sheet-
ing usually has advantages over tents 
in that the sheeting can be used in a 
multitude of ways, including as part of 
a repair kit of damaged housing.

— Pre-fabricated imported shelters
 The problems associated with pre- 

fabricated imported shelters cited 
in the text still hold, but there is 
increased awareness of the lost oppor-
tunity, caused by importing shelters, 
for the local economy.

— Transitional Shelter
 Transitional shelter has evolved as 

a controversial shelter strategy. 
One school of thought and practice 
proposes a three stage approach 

37. Franklin Macdonald, ex-National Director of Disaster Management  
 Agency in Jamaica
38. Sphere Project. The Sphere Project Humanitarian Charter and Minimum  
 Standards in Human Response, Chapter 4 Minimum Standards in 
Shelter, Settlement and Non-Food Items, Geneva: pp. 240–267, 2011. 
Available at: http://www.sphereproject.org/ 
39. IFRC and Oxfam. Plastic sheeting: A guide to the specification and use  
 of plastic sheeting in humanitarian relief. Geneva: 2007. Available at: 
http://un.org.np/sites/default/files/attachments/2010-06-06-plastic- 
sheeting-2007.pdf
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to shelter and housing, as a default 
position,40 while the opposing view41 
challenges the need for transitional 
shelter, (except for certain extreme 
conditions, such as severe climates, 
urban needs in industrialized coun-
tries, delays in reconstruction because 
of revisions on codes and tenure 
issues). The implementation of tran-
sitional shelter is more complex – it is 
a process rather than a product. The 
transitional shelter concept supple-
ments the Sphere Project minimum 
standards, which are designed to 
meet individual and families’ emer-

gency shelter needs. In Diagram 2 the 
following two alternative options are 
described:

— The three stage approach, including 
transition shelter is indicated below as 
Scenario 1.

— The two stage approach, excluding 
transition shelter is indicated below 
as Scenario 2. This option can only be 
made possible by extending the life of 
immediate sheltering and promoting 
rapid reconstruction.

40. Shelter Centre. Transitional Shelter Guidelines. Shelter Centre. Geneva,  
 2012. Available at: http://www.sheltercentre.org/node/25121 
41. Davis, I. ‘What have we learned from 40 years’ experience of Disaster  
 Shelter?’ Environmental Hazards 10, pp. 193–212, 2011.

Dwelling
Collapse

Scenario 1: Three stage recovery

Scenario 2: Two stage recovery
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Host Family etc.
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by extending Sheltering in Stage 1 and 
by advancing Stage 3 by rapid reconstruction

Stage 3
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Diagram 2
Scenarios for the shelter and housing continuum
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New shelter strategies have 
emerged since 1982

— Host families
 In many disasters, survivors are able 

to find refuge with host families, typi-
cally from members of their extended 
family or neighbours. Nevertheless, 
host families as a solution is not long 
lasting because of the cost and stress 
put on both host and survivor families. 

— Rental housing
 A variation of host family for survivors 

is rental housing, i.e. paying the owner 
for the use of the accommodation that 
is available. Assisting agencies may 
be able to support this option as well 
but it is more complicated if property 
owners appear to profit unfairly from 
this arrangement.

Shelter following conflict

— The 1982 Guidelines focused on shel-
ter after natural disasters, with little 
attention given to conflict and yet 
more frequently natural disasters are 
occurring in protracted conflict areas. 
Therefore it is important to be mind-
ful of the distinctions between the 
two, for instance the capacity and/or 
appropriateness of the national and 
local government to take the lead in 
allocating roles for shelter and hous-
ing assistance. Furthermore, agencies 
need to determine if the govern-
ment subscribes to their responsi-
bility to provide assistance without 
bias. Additionally, agencies may have 
an extra challenge to strengthen the 
capacity of government when it has 
been weakened by the consequences 
of the conflict.

— There are fundamental differences 
between shelter after disaster and 
shelter after conflict. In the short run, 
the challenge of reconstruction after 
conflict is primarily to avoid conflict 
and to contribute to stability and 
national reconciliation. Shelter and 
housing reconstruction programmes 
in post-conflict stands a higher 
chance of success when integrated 
with other peace building strategies. 
The following matrix42 compares and 
contrasts these two scenarios:

42. Paul Thompson developed this comparative table, reviewing the following  
 paper: Barakat, S., Housing reconstruction after conflict and disaster, 
London: Humanitarian Policy Network, Network Paper No. 43, 2003. 
Available at: http://www.odihpn.org/documents/networkpaper043.pdf. 
However, Baraket makes few, if any, references to the differences between 
post-disaster and post-conflict housing in this paper.
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After natural disasters After conflict 
Survivors are usually able to return to their home 
community in a matter of days 

Survivors may have been displaced for a long 
period, even decades

Disasters often strengthen social bonds and 
commitment to community, energizing collective 
determination to rebuild

Housing may have been destroyed as part of a 
strategy of ethnic cleansing; reconciliation may 
be a prerequisite for reconstruction 

Land tenure problems are less frequent or 
contested

Legal records may be lost, land tenure or prior 
ownership may be difficult to determine or 
negotiate, houses may have been destroyed or 
confiscated 

Many disasters result in an outpouring of interna-
tional support

The risk of a return to hostilities may suppress 
international support, investment and recon-
struction activities 

The basic enabling environment of government, 
financing mechanisms, physical infrastructure, 
building material supply, construction labour and 
social networks may still be in place or return to 
operations relatively quickly

The enabling environment may be non-existent 
or destroyed and require considerable time to 
rebuild, especially local authority, security and 
legal frameworks 

Sites of destroyed houses may be unsafe because 
of geological or hydrological reasons

Reconstruction zones may be mined

Appropriate reconstruction usually requires 
improvements to the site and/or construction 
technology

No changes in site or construction technology 
may be required

Shelter and housing reconstruction programmes 
should be designed to maximize the economic 
potential to jump start recovery

The employment of young men and ex-combatants, 
especially in the construction sector, is one of 
the highest priority strategies for peacebuilding 
and must be linked with the other priority strat-
egies of providing basic services and support to 
clean government
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Audience

Private sector: 
Manufacturers/contractors

Professionals: 
Architects/planners/engineers

Policy-making administrators:  
National (tertiary) level

Project managers of post-disaster  
shelter/housing projects:  
Regional/provincial (secondary) level

Time phases

Pre-disaster phase
Preparedness/mitigation/risk reduction

Phase 1
Immediate relief period  
(impact to day 5)

Phase 2  
Rehabilitation period  
(day 5 to 3 months)

Phase 3  
Reconstruction period  
(3 months onward)

Principle

Post-disaster needs, including shelter 
requirements, can be anticipated with 
some accuracy. Effective contingency 
planning can help to reduce damage 
and distress.

4.7 
Contingency 
planning 
(preparedness)
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Preparedness and development
Many of the problems which must be 
confronted in pre-disaster planning are 
problems of development with which 
countries do not always cope quickly or 
easily. Thus, in the short-term, disaster 
prevention policies can have only limited 
results. Although disaster preparedness is 
not the better solution, it is something that 
even the poorest governments and local 
authorities can do now. Disaster prepared-
ness measures can be undertaken usually 
without massive outside assistance or 
investments. The most disaster-prone 
areas can be quickly identified; contin-
gency plans for relief can be developed; 
essential supplies can be stockpiled in the 
area; and plans can be drawn up, outlining 
the action to be taken by all concerned. 
While most of the money spent on disaster 
preparedness is not a direct investment in 
development, in an emergency this invest-
ment can save lives and property.

Contingency planning  
for shelter needs
Very few of the case studies developed 
during the course of this study revealed 
the existence of shelter contingency 
plans, and it is apparent that there is a 
great reluctance by authorities to think 
about an unforeseeable disaster, though 
when a disaster has actually occurred, 
interest in pre-disaster planning suddenly 
comes to life. In determining emergency 
shelter needs, planners must decide 
on those responses which will facilitate 
reconstruction. Since the vast majority of 
emergency shelters in developing coun-
tries are provided by the survivors them-
selves during the emergency, capital or 
material assistance can be provided in 
such a way that it will serve both emer-
gency and reconstruction needs. The role 
of assisting groups, therefore, should be 
to encourage more comprehensive and 
responsive disaster preparedness plans;  
to assist in identifying long-term post- 

disaster needs; to help local governments 
and agencies prepare to meet these 
needs; and to accelerate reconstruction.

Evaluation of buildings  
and site conditions
Qualified engineers/architects should 
undertake the following evaluations, 
and communicate their findings to the 
authorities in charge of preparedness and 
prevention, giving estimations of probable 
damage for given hazards:

1. A study of the historical vulnerability  
 of different types of construction to 
the prevailing hazards;

2. A study of the quality of building  
 materials (it should be remem-
bered, however, that most houses fail 
not because of the quality of materials, 
but because of the way in which they are 
used);

3. An examination of the quality of the  
 workmanship typically used in 
building houses (the performance of 
many structures could be enhanced by 
simple, improved masonry or carpentry 
techniques);

4. Taking note of those features of  
 traditional houses making them 
particularly vulnerable to hazards (e.g. 
asymmetrical forms in plan, section and 
elevation which increase vulnerability to 
earthquakes; porches and large roof over-
hangs which are particularly vulnerable in 
tropical cyclones, etc.);

5. An examination of the suitability of a  
 house to its environment (building 
techniques and building types follow 
population migration, often into areas for 
which they are climatically and physically 
unsuited, thus increasing their vulnerabil-
ity to natural hazards);
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6. Analysing the site, especially location  
 and soil conditions in relation to prevail-
ing hazards (unstable slopes, loose uncon-
solidated soils, flood plains, etc. should in 
principle be avoided in housing reconstruc-
tion programmes). When suitable land is 
not available for housing reconstruction 
programmes – this is especially the case with 
low income populations living in marginal or 
“squatter” settlements – the continued risks 
must be reduced by other means, notably 
through improved disaster preparedness 
plans for evacuation and rescue.

Stockpiling
The stockpiling of appropriate materials in 
strategic locations close to disaster-prone 
countries is a measure which has been 
discussed extensively for many years. This 
proposal, which has wide acceptance in 
the donor countries, has received little 
support from the governments of disaster- 
prone countries likely to receive aid. An 
examination of the problem of distribution 
following a disaster indicates that:

— A massive influx of supplies following 
a disaster clogs ports, airports, and 
other points of entry; and in the mass 
confusion that results, the relief items 
most urgently needed are delayed;

— The main problem of relief distribu-
tion occurs inside the disaster-stricken 
country. This is especially true when 
the disaster affects remote areas –
heavy or bulky supplies may take days 
to reach the intended recipient, long 
after the emergency need has passed.

The problem is not so much how rapidly 
materials can be moved from the donor 
country to the recipient airport, but rather 
how rapidly they can be distributed inter-
nally. Therefore, if a relief agency wants to 

be effective during the emergency period, it 
must be able to distribute its supplies before 
the disaster occurs. In practice, the rapid 
distribution of shelter materials will receive a 
low priority, compared with medical services, 
emergency food supplies, etc. Thus, large 
numbers of people within the affected area 
may not receive materials to build emer-
gency shelters until after the initial emer-
gency has passed. This is not to say that 
there is no need for these materials, but that 
if they are to play a significant role during the 
emergency, they must already be within the 
existing community, or very close to it.

Stockpiling is perhaps a poor choice 
of words to describe what is needed. 
Stockpiling should be active, not passive. 
The materials, skills, tools, etc., need not 
be sitting in a warehouse or depot until 
they are needed. Tools can be placed 
in a community and used. Materials can 
be introduced, and plans developed to 
encourage a gradual change-over by incor-
porating them into new housing construc-
tion, and also non-housing activities. This 
active use of materials is still considered 
stockpiling, because it would be carried 
out on a priority basis, according to vulner-
ability and risk within the country.

An active stockpiling programme can only 
be successful, however, if local people 
are involved in planning, and understand 
the intended uses for all the materials and 
skills once a disaster has occurred. It must 
be recognized that in practice, however, 
there are likely to be three difficulties with 
stockpiling:

— There is a well-founded reluctance 
to immobilize capital expenditure on 
stockpiles against an eventuality that 
may never occur;

— Stocks of machines and materials are 
expensive and difficult to maintain 
over long periods;
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— Authorities are understandably reluc-
tant to create stockpiles for fear of 
improper use.

Contingency planning in areas 
subject to storm surge, flooding 
and high winds

1. Warning systems 
 Some warning is likely to be available 
for tropical cyclones and floods. The major 
problem is to communicate the warning, 
and to assure availability of an effective 
evacuation to follow it up.

2. Protection options
 The authorities have several options 
open to them:

a. To build cyclone shelters for the local 
population (and possibly for their 
livestock);

b. To devise comprehensive contin-
gency plans for the evacuation of 
the affected population (these plans 
will need to include the building of 
all-weather roads);

c. To relocate people living in the most 
vulnerable areas.

3. Community cyclone shelters
 On the east coast of southern India, 
in the states of Andhra Pradesh and Tamil 
Nadu, the local authorities have combined 
with the Indian Red Cross Society to build 
community cyclone shelters. Such struc-
tures have been provided close to the 
highly vulnerable coastline for the protec-
tion of the local population against storm 
surge and winds. In addition to this func-
tion (for which they will only be required 
at certain times of the year), they serve a 
variety of everyday needs such as schools, 
dispensaries, crèches and, in certain 

instances, holiday centres for disadvan-
taged urban children.

But despite these additional uses, and the 
capacity of such structures to save lives, 
their creation raises some important prob-
lems which, as yet, have not been resolved. 
The very existence of these shelters could 
have a detrimental effect on the evacua-
tion of populations from areas of extreme 
hazard. In effect, the shelters could immo-
bilize an entire population in a very danger-
ous location. Moreover, the shelters have 
frequently been built in, or adjacent to, 
fertile delta regions. Since tropical cyclones 
occur during the summer harvest season, it 
is likely that the population of such areas will 
be swollen with seasonal, migrant labour-
ers. Inevitably, the cyclone shelters will not 
be able to provide accommodation for all; in 
fact in some areas they are not even large or 
numerous enough to provide accommoda-
tion for half of the resident population. Thus 
a problem could arise as to who should, or 
should not, be admitted to the shelters; and, 
coupled with this issue, who should make 
the decision. Such shelters are usually built 
in communities where resources are scarce. 
The money used on their construction 
could probably be more effectively used 
to improve warning systems, evacuation 
routes, and local mitigation measures such 
as levees, dykes and wind breaks.

Policy guidelines
Policies to avoid

1. Large capital expenditure on 
 prefabricated or in-situ emergency 
shelters, leading inevitably to capital losses 
owing to non-productive investment.

2. The immobilization of substantial 
 stockpiles of emergency shelters and/
or building materials at the cost of the 
housing process as a whole.
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Policies to adopt

1. Shelter
 A number of related items can be 
made available to disaster-prone commu-
nities ahead of disaster:

a. Tools to facilitate salvage operations. 
Many types of tools can be provided 
for salvage, rather than the destruc-
tion of materials (for example, saws 
are better than axes).

b. Building materials for emergency shel-
ters, which can also be used in the 
re-construction of housing. Foremost 
among these are roofing materials and 
plastic sheeting.

c. Simple guidelines and training aids 
for action which can be distributed 
quickly following the disaster.

d. Tents, particularly in extreme climatic 
conditions.

e. Skills and ideas. During the emer-
gency period, there will be little time 
to train teams or to develop thor-
ough, well thought-out plans: the time 
to place these skills and ideas in the 
communities is before the disaster 
occurs.

2. Land
 In areas subject to regularly recur-
ring disaster, especially floods, safe land 
should be earmarked ahead of time for 
evacuation and shelter. While this may 
pose the problem of requisition, owner-
ship and tenure are not affected.

3. Sanitation
 In limiting damage to the sani-
tary infrastructure, the measures to 
be adopted are mainly of an engi-
neering type, and are part of the tech-
nical measures adopted at the time 
of construction of houses and other 

community facilities. The simple water 
supplies to which some resort in emer-
gency are the norm for other less affluent 
communities. Indeed, the acute prob-
lems of repair and maintenance of water 
supplies in natural disasters represent a 
dramatic concentration of the issues that 
confront most water supplies of develop-
ing countries. The types of solutions in 
disasters depend heavily on the previous 
pattern of water supplies. Similarly for 
sanitation, the form of latrine proposed 
in some places for disaster situations is 
in other places the standard of everyday 
sanitation facility. Conversely, many of 
the methods which fall short of full water-
borne sewerage systems are much less 
liable to be damaged by natural hazards. 
The problems of contingency planning 
for sanitation are therefore extremely 
complex, bridging the social, economic, 
engineering and medical fields. UNDRO 
has devoted a full study to this subject 
(see Key references).
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Summary of significant 
developments overe the past 
30 years

— A vast number of countries have elab-
orate national contingency plans. 
However, there is now a greater aware-
ness that a plan in itself is insufficient 
to reduce the impact of disasters. A 
preparedness gap analysis is needed 
to consider areas for improvement, 
and safe evacuation exercises, drills 
and simulations have become manda-
tory in public buildings, office spaces 
and schools.

— There is increased evidence that the 
same intensity disasters (such as the 
regular cyclones in India, Vietnam, 
Bangladesh, the Philippines) have 
had a phenomenal decrease in terms 
of loss of lives, due to early warning 
systems, safe shelters, evacuation 
routes and maps.

— Some agencies have opted to set up 
strategically located logistic platforms 
to stockpile emergency shelter items 
for post-disasters distributions.

— Worldwide logistic services have 
become more effective in terms of 
speed, quality and delivery.
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5.1 Reconstruction:  
the opportunity for risk  
reduction and reform

5.2 Relocation of settlements

5.3 Land tenure and land use

5.4 Housing finance

5.
Post-disaster 
housing
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Audience

Private sector: 
Manufacturers/contractors

Professionals: 
Architects/planners/engineers

Policy-making administrators:  
National (tertiary) level

Project managers of post-disaster  
shelter/housing projects:  
Regional/provincial (secondary) level

Time phases

Pre-disaster phase
Overall mitigation/risk reduction

Phase 1
Immediate relief period  
(impact to day 5)

Phase 2  
Rehabilitation period  
(day 5 to 3 months)

Phase 3 
Reconstruction period  
(3 months onward)

Principle

A disaster offers opportunities to 
reduce the risk of future disasters by 
introducing improved land-use plan-
ning, building methods, and building 
regulations. These preventative 
measures should be based on hazard 
and vulnerability analyses, and should 
be extensively applied to all hazardous 
areas across the national territory.

5.1  
Reconstruction: The 
opportunity for risk 
reduction and reform
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Hazard, vulnerability  
and risk analyses
In order to assess the disaster risk of an 
area, data are required on natural hazard, 
vulnerability and elements at risk.43

1. Natural hazard
 Techniques for the assessment of 
natural hazards are reasonably adequate, 
but in some areas and in some scientific 
disciplines there may be deficiencies of 
basic data both in quantity and quality. 
For the natural phenomena of main inter-
est – meteorological and hydrological 
phenomena, earthquakes and volcanoes 

– it is essential that data requirements for 
the assessment of natural hazard should 
be formulated and, where gaps are iden-
tified, urgent steps should be taken to 
close them. These steps are important 
since natural phenomena are complex, 
and for their complete description and 
future development a number of different 
parameters are required. (Thus, a tropical 
cyclone is described in terms of its direc-
tion, speed of movement, maximum wind 
strength, the value of the surface pres-
sure at its centre, etc.). The preparation of 
hazard maps presents no particular prob-
lems, given adequate data of reasonable 

43. Definitions of these terms are contained in Appendix C.

The vulnerability siting of settlements is apparent in this example of flood devas-
tation following Hurricane David and Frederick in the Dominican Republic, 1979.
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quality. In order to establish risk, a planner 
would expect to be provided with hazard 
maps for each phenomenon which is 
known to occur in the area under consid-
eration. For example, hazard maps might 
be prepared for the extent of flooding for 
one or more average return periods, for 
flooding due to river flows exceeding the 
bank full discharge, and for flooding due 
to storm surges in coastal and estuarine 
areas. There might, in addition, be other 
hazards of a geological nature which 
would have to be mapped (for example, 
fault lines, loose unconsolidated soils, 
etc.) and overlaid.

2. Vulnerability
 Information on vulnerability is less 
plentiful, less reliable and less clearly 
defined than the information usually 
available on natural hazards themselves. 
Various categories of data are required, 
relating not only to the details of possible 
material damage but also to the degree of 
social and economic disorganization that 
may take place. There is a pressing need 
to assemble and publish as much infor-
mation as possible on the damage that 
has occurred in past disasters. It might be 
met by the coordination and extension of 
damage surveys which have already been 
undertaken in a number of developed and 
developing countries.

3. Elements at risk
 Information on elements at risk, such 
as population, housing public utilities, 
industry, infrastructure, etc., is normally 
taken into account as standard planning 
and engineering practice, even when 
disaster prevention and mitigation are 
not specifically considered. The inclusion 
of a disaster prevention and mitigation 
perspective in land-use planning, build-
ing generally, and housing in particular, 
is a basic requirement of planning for 
reconstruction.

Housing, hazards  
and vulnerability
In earthquake-prone areas the collapse of 
buildings is the primary cause of death. 
Landslides and subsidence are also 
primary sources of structural collapse and 
death. Houses built on loose unconsoli-
dated soils, soils prone to liquefaction, and 
unstable slopes are therefore particularly 
at risk. The vulnerability of buildings under 
these conditions of hazard is increased 
where there is a lack of structural timber 
and lightweight building materials – for 
example in the arid zones of Asia and the 
Middle East.

The least problematical are the warm, 
humid tropics where timber, bamboo 
and thatch will normally be available, and 
can form the basis of safe, rigid, light-
weight housing. An added advantage 
is that exposure to the climate is not a 
major risk: the basic needs are for space, 
shade and screening off for privacy, and 
basic services (water supply and waste 
disposal).

The widespread failure of reinforced 
concrete buildings in the Andhra Pradesh 
cyclone in India in 1977, and in the south-
ern Italian and El Asnam (Algeria) earth-
quakes of 1980, is a reminder that not all 
modern, high-technology housing is safe. 
There is a very real need to improve the 
quality of structural design and build-
ing supervision in urban mass-housing 
projects.

Removing housing from fertile flood plains 
is practically impossible for economic 
reasons. Indeed, land-use control for the 
mitigation of flood disasters acknowledges 
that high waters will occasionally invade 
the land, on river floodplains and along the 
coast, in spite of man’s increasing efforts 
to hold them back. The purpose of control 
is to implement patterns of land use which 
reduce danger to life and property when 
the inevitable inundations occur.
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Relevant controls may take a number 
of different forms: directing people and 
economic activity away from the most 
hazardous places, insisting on designs and 
construction techniques that make build-
ings and other structures comparatively 
flood resistant, altering land-use patterns 
so that only those with low-damage poten-
tials occupy the high-risk areas, and ensur-
ing escape routes to higher buildings on 
higher ground for people in vulnerable 
low-lying areas.

Building modification
The preceding findings, which emphasize 
the importance of local building traditions, 
may have given the unqualified impression 
that local building methods, materials and 
traditions are always the best answer to 
Phases 2 and 3 (rehabilitation and recon-
struction) of a disaster. But both histor-
ical evidence and case studies indicate 
that this is not always the case, the time 
intervals between certain types of hazard 
(particularly earthquakes) being too great 
to influence these traditions. Only if a 
disaster recurs relatively frequently (i.e. 
the last recurrence being within recent 
living memory and with a locally intoler-
able degree of intensity) will adaptation 
occur, bringing improvements to house 
siting and types of construction. 

Local constraints on and  
opportunities for modification
Without support, such as subsidies and 
training programmes, it is unrealistic 
to expect low-income families to make 
changes in the siting, construction or 
form of their homes. The risk of unfore-
seen disaster appears to weigh lightly 
against everyday needs and established 
customs. Everyday needs, for families 
living at subsistence levels, pose contin-
ual hazards to their survival. For example, 
the short-term risks of crop failure, animal 
disease, or loss of income will be regarded 

as infinitely more important than the risks 
posed by infrequent hazards. However, 
while the modification of existing build-
ings may present difficulties, there will be 
greater opportunities for improvement in 
new housing, either during reconstruction 
or in the normal context.

Post-disaster housing programmes are 
different from normal low-income housing 
to the extent that:

a. In major disasters there is more money 
available for housing assistance;

b. The need to modify housing to 
achieve hazard resistance is generally 
accepted;

c. There are more agencies present than 
in normal conditions;

 
d. The provision of post-disaster shel-

ter for the poorest sections of the 
community is of special international 
interest; and

e. The euphoric mood of the reconstruc-
tion period presents unusual opportu-
nities for improvements.

The relevance of bye-laws
Bye-laws regulating land use and build-
ing construction, though they may be 
appropriate to middle-income hous-
ing, have been found to be ineffective in 
the low-income sector where mitigation 
measures must be introduced through the 
local community structure, rather than 
simply introduced by legal and regulatory 
process. Reasons for this ineffectiveness 
include a lack of public awareness among 
those at whom the bye-laws are aimed,  
a lack of accompanying funds to achieve 
the higher standard of materials and 
construction stipulated, and difficulties  
of enforcement.
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Opportunities for  
wholesale reform
Disasters will inevitably be regarded as 
ideal opportunities to introduce wholesale 
reforms in housing, building and planning. 
In reality, reforms are costly, technically 
difficult and politically complex. Progress in 
reform is generally slow, and an incremen-
tal approach is therefore easier to adopt.

Pre-conditions required  
for change
Reforms in methods of housing recon-
struction are dependent on a number of 
pre-conditions:

— The capacity to keep the cost of 
construction and maintenance within 
the reach of the occupants;

— The need to limit changes, respecting 
traditional values and housing forms;

— The assurance of the long-term avail-
ability, at controlled costs, of materials 
required by new building methods;

— The need for the confidence of survi-
vors in those advocating change;

— The capacity to teach new technology 
in a way that will be understood by the 
users;

— The willingness of groups providing 
technical assistance to remain active 
in a given area, with sustained support 
and encouragement to the surviving 
community beyond the relief period.

In both the southern Italian and Algerian (El Asnam), earthquakes of 1980 there 
was widespread damage to recently built, reinforced concrete buildings, despite 
the existence of aseismic building codes. This highlights the need for improved 
training of builders and the need for effective enforcement of building codes. 
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Technology transfer
Following disasters where the structural 
failure of houses has been a major cause 
of death, assisting groups involved in 
housing reconstruction have attempted 
to introduce improved building methods. 
Many groups, however, do not have tech-
nical staff experienced in undertaking 
structural analyses of indigenous struc-
tures, from which to develop an appro-
priate reconstruction process. Therefore, 
they develop prototype designs of their 
own and attempt to provide enough 
units for those in need. These units are 
built as models for those who are not 
direct beneficiaries of the scheme. A 

second approach has been to develop 
intensive educational programmes and 
teach new building methods to the 
disaster-affected population.

The record of both approaches in trans-
ferring technology has been disappoint-
ing. The weakness of the first approach 
is cost of construction and maintenance, 
and the long-term scarcity of build-
ing materials (often imported) – factors 
rarely considered in programme plan-
ning. Secondly, the hastily designed 
techniques of crash programmes are not 
always the most readily understood or 
rational for those being trained.

This masonry house in Corinth, Greece was badly damaged in the earth-
quake of March 1981. Inadequate bracking of stones, and the use of mud 
mortar were two reasons for the failure. Techniques can be communicated 
to local craftsmen on a seismic building techniques.
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Concerning the second approach, incen-
tives have been required to get people 
to accept new building techniques. The 
best incentive has been the provision of 
building materials. However, the ability to 
transfer technology is dependent upon 
the continued availability of the selected 
materials: many techniques to improve 
structural performance in earthquakes, for 
example, require the use of lightweight, 
industrially manufactured materials. These 
materials, plus the improved building 
techniques, may be too costly for the 
majority of survivors.

In several instances, agencies involved 
in emergency shelter operations have 
attempted to introduce new technology 
in the hope that, when they re-entered 
the normal building process, the survivors 
would carry with them these improved 
techniques, and incorporate them into 
their new structures. But there is no 
evidence that this approach has worked, 
the primary obstacle being that the people 
do not equate their emergency shelters 
with permanent housing.

Training for improved 
construction
To date the best approach has proven to be 
combined programmes of building demon-
stration houses, and training in improved 
construction techniques. This work is still 
in its infancy, however, and much research 
and development are needed.

Training for the management of 
reconstruction programmes
In addition to training needs at the grass-
roots level, there remains the need  
for training in the management of post- 
disaster housing programmes.

There are two general classifications of 
assisting groups active in disaster relief 
and reconstruction: development orga-

nizations, working for long-term objec-
tives; and relief organizations, working 
principally in emergency situations. The 
primary difference between the two is that 
the development organization will have 
on-going programmes in the country, and 
can reallocate the existing staffs time to 
meet emergency needs; whereas the relief 
agency will have only a skeleton staff in 
the country, bringing in personnel from 
outside to conduct their relief operation 
for a relatively short-term period.

A survey of both the development and 
relief organizations (conducted through the 
American Council of Voluntary Agencies 
and the International Council of Voluntary 
Agencies) reveals that among development 
organizations, little time is spent on train-
ing the staff in disaster preparedness or in 
managing post-disaster programmes. Few 
training aids exist within the organizations, 
other than their written standard operat-
ing procedures. Nevertheless, four of the 
largest development organizations have 
appointed officers at headquarters, respon-
sible for preparing disaster operations 
guidelines, and maintaining liaison with 
other agencies/organizations. Training for 
field staff or volunteers on the planning and 
management of relief operations is virtually 
absent. As the majority of developing coun-
tries are disaster-prone, this lack of training 
represents a serious omission on the part of 
the development agencies, for there is the 
likelihood that their staff will be confronted 
with a disaster during their tour of duty.

In the relief organizations there is, of 
course, more emphasis on planning and 
managing disaster programmes. However, 
the nature of relief organizations tends 
to limit training to the higher, perma-
nent echelons. In reviewing the training 
programmes of a sample of major relief 
organizations, it was found that few train 
their field staff on emergency shelter 
programmes, and especially on how to set 
objectives and choose options. Surveys of 
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the libraries of two important relief organi-
zations revealed little or no information on 
housing or emergency shelter, other than 
tent catalogues and several manuals on 
setting up tent encampments.

The apparent lack of staff training in the 
major development and relief organiza-
tions on emergency shelter and post- 
disaster housing must be remedied, for 
experience has shown that these areas 
constitute a substantial proportion of relief 
and reconstruction activities, both materi-
ally and financially.

Technical improvements
The roofing problem
Most research on emergency shelter and 
post-disaster housing has concentrated on 
the development of either whole structural 
units, or improved materials for use in the 
walls (e.g. stabilized adobe). Field experi-
ence has shown, however, that the major-
ity of the problems encountered relate to 
the roof and roofing materials.

Building research has shown that the 
performance of a structure in high winds 
or in an earthquake is in large measure 
dependent upon the weight and design 
of the roof, and how it is attached to the 

Housing with heavy roofs supported on unreinforced, dried mud (adobe) walls 
is one of the most vulnerable types of construction in seismic areas. This is 
indicated in an example of failure, with high loss of life, from an earthquake in 
Golbuf, Iran, in 1980.
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frame. Once these problems have been 
solved, it is almost inconsequential what 
type of infill is used in the walls. Normally, 
the local materials which were used before 
the disaster can be used again.

At present, the most common material 
used in post-disaster housing programmes 
is corrugated metal sheeting, available in a 
variety of forms and usually manufactured 
in the developing countries (corrugated 
galvanized iron, corrugated aluminium, 
etc.). A large market exists for the sale of 
these materials.

Only minimal efforts are being made to 
develop other types of light-weight mate-
rials from indigenous sources in the 
developing countries. Simultaneous and 
coordinated research is needed in two 
areas: development of new roofing  materials 

using purely indigenous materials; and 
analysis of traditional structural types in 
order to determine how to improve their 
performance.

There is a major safety problem with 
heavy, flat earthen or tiled roofs, espe-
cially in earthquake areas. The need here 
is to try and devise a lightweight substi-
tute that can retain the flat roof form and 
incorporate the insulation needed for 
extremes of climate.

In areas subject to high winds, the roof is the most vulnerable part of 
the structure, as is indicated in this example after Hurricanes David and 
Frederick in the Dominican Republic, 1979. Improved building techniques 
can greatly reduce this risk.
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The transfer of technical 
information
Currently, there is adequate technical 
information available for qualified archi-
tects and engineers to make decisions 
on design, the selection of materials, etc. 
However, this information is too technical 
for most relief or rehabilitation programme 
administrators. Therefore, simple technical 
information must be provided, in a form 
comprehensible to administrators, on:

— Advice on the most appropriate type 
of shelter programme to select for the 
local situation;

— How to use various types of indige-
nous materials;

— Simple structural methods.

This information is needed at all levels of the 
relief system, to enable a greater number of 
people to become familiar with the options 
available. But, most importantly, it must 
be available at the field level, where the 
survivors’ points of view can be taken into 
consideration. It is necessary to prepare the 
information needed beforehand, and store it 
in the disaster-prone developing countries for 
use by the government and assisting groups, 
when needed. If one continues to rely on 
storing information in industrialized societies 
alone, third world access to it will continue 
to be limited, no matter how well established 
are the connections between the disaster- 
prone countries and the outside storage 
system. Recent research has indicated that 
the basic decisions in setting up post-disaster 
housing programmes are made within two 
weeks of the disaster’s occurrence.44

Thus, the information must be on hand, in 
usable form, as soon as the disaster has 
happened. 

The developmental context
Development issues
Any assisting group involved in post- 
disaster assistance, whether for relief 
or reconstruction, is automatically 
concerned with long-term development. 
Thus, all the problems of development, 
such as the growth of dependency rela-
tionships through the inadvertent stifling 
of local initiative, are vital considerations. 
Relief and reconstruction programmes 
cannot be regarded or conducted as sepa-
rate or distinct operations. They must be 
conducted in the context of development.

The development issues which are most 
overlooked by assisting groups when 
formulating post-disaster housing strate-
gies and programmes are:

a. Land tenure and land-use patterns
 Few agencies initially realize the connec-

tion between their housing programmes 
and land tenure, and prevailing land-
use patterns: there is often the need 
for better quality, safer land equitably 
distributed at affordable cost.

b. The need to upgrade self-help skills
 Assisting groups consistently overlook 

the fact that a house provided to a disas-
ter victim is of only limited value, and for 
the benefit of too few. With housing must 
come the development of skills.

c. The need to facilitate 
 co-operative actions 
 Agencies normally gear their housing 

programmes to help individuals; yet 
it has been consistently shown that, 
if a society is to develop socially or 
economically, residents must maintain 
a degree of sophistication in conduct-
ing co-operative activities. Many agen-
cies overlook this opportunity.

44. Post-Disaster Technical Information Flow for the Reconstruction of  
 Housing, Everett Ressler, Intertect, Dallas, Texas, 1976.
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Policy guidelines
Policies to avoid

1. Restoration of pre-disaster conditions
 Merely to restore normal pre-disaster 
conditions will result in the loss of unique 
opportunities presented after a disaster to 
use the financial resources offered, as well 
as the political and social will for change 
to building and settlement patterns, which 
will improve general living conditions and 
reduce future risks.

2. Taking too narrow a view of risk- 
reduction policies

 It is important to avoid regarding the 
provision of safe housing in isolation from 
other needs and priorities (land, utilities, 
employment, education, health, etc.). 
Communities vulnerable to natural hazards 
are normally aware of the risks they face, 
but their economic survival may be directly 
dependent on their particular location. In 
such circumstances, to propose relocation 
or modification of homes, without subsi-
dies to cover the full costs, or technical 
assistance, is unrealistic.

3. Confusing the normal housing deficit 
with that created by a disaster

 Experience indicates that authorities 
undertaking reconstruction are frequently 
asked to address chronic problems as 
part of the reconstruction process. Thus, 
pre-disaster housing deficits are added to 
disaster losses and reconstruction targets. 
Such a policy is probably inevitable but 
unrealistic, unless additional resources 
of cash, land, building skills and planning 
expertise are made available.

4. Regarding reconstruction as being 
limited to buildings or infrastructure

 There is an urgent need following a 
disaster to strengthen all the components 
of reconstruction: institutions (administra-
tion and management), training, employ-
ment, community development, financing, 
the building materials industry, etc.

Policies to adopt

1. Risk reduction
 It is important to introduce policies 
to modify the conditions which caused 
the disaster. There are unique opportuni-
ties following a disaster to make substan-
tial improvements to the infrastructure, 
building forms, building techniques and 
land-use patterns. The foundations of risk 
reduction are hazard mapping, vulnerabil-
ity and risk analyses.

2. Varied policies
 The need is not to place reliance 
on a single, technocratic risk reduction 
policy, such as the introduction of struc-
tural regulations or land-use controls, but 
to develop a policy combining technical, 
social and economic measures.

3. Establish priorities for building 
improvements

 It is axiomatic that all buildings must be 
made safe. However, pragmatism dictates 
that such a formidable task needs to be 
tackled according to a scale of priorities:

a. Buildings for social groups such as 
children, the disabled and the elderly: 
schools, crèches, old people’s homes;

b. Public buildings: community halls, 
churches, mosques, cinemas, 
markets;

c. Buildings in regular rather than occa-
sional use;

d. Vital public buildings that cannot be 
damaged or destroyed without major, 
secondary adverse consequences: 
hospitals, dispensaries, fire stations, 
stockpiles of emergency goods, 
cyclone shelters, power stations;

e. Buildings that are known to be in a 
dangerous condition.
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It is proposed that priority lists of this 
nature should be drawn up in localities at 
risk. On the basis of the list, a system of 
regular structural checking and mainte-
nance should be instituted as a standard 
preparedness measure.

4. Modification of existing housing 
 It is recognized that this poses consider-
able difficulties, particularly in a pre-disaster 
context, in view of potential social upheaval 
and the cost of such modifications. 
However, in some situations – most notably 
houses in arid, seismic zones where there 
is an absence of timber and other spanning 
materials – the risks are such as to make it 
imperative to modify the design of exist-
ing structures, as well as offer guidance on 
improved building methods. More research 
is required into vulnerable types of indige-
nous construction. Safe alternatives need to 
be developed which satisfy the demands of 

culture, local economics, climate, available 
materials, skills and risks. In any given area, 
research priorities need to be formulated 
and communicated to appropriate national 
or international bodies providing assistance 
for upgrading projects.

5. Training for management of relief 
and reconstruction 

 There are gaps in training at all levels 
of relief and reconstruction management. 
Lack of formal expertise is evident in both 
administration and technical understand-
ing. It must be emphasized that the provi-
sion of shelter and post-disaster housing 
is as specialized an activity as, for exam-
ple, the organization of medical or nutri-
tional programmes. The need for properly 
trained personnel is therefore vital, and 
applies to both governmental and external 
agency staff.

Low-income 
housing and 
settlement

Middle/
high-income 
(conventional) 
housing

Commerce 
industry

Public 
services,  
utilities,  
community 
facilities

Hazard mapping, vulnerability 
analyses, risk

X X X X

Structural modification X

Land-use adjustment X

Building regulations and 
enforcement

X X X

Compulsory reinforcement  
of buildings

X X X

Land-use regulation and 
enforcements

X X X

Training of small builders X

Official control and supervision 
of work done by major building 
and public works contractors

X X X

Community preparedness, 
warning

X X X X

Table 5
Constituents of a risk reduction policy
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6. Training of local builders 
 The collapse of, or damage to, a 
structure in a disaster may result either 
from ignorance of how or where to 
build in order to resist extreme forces, 
or from basically inferior building 
construction. But normally, a combina-
tion of both factors provides the funda-
mental cause of failure. It is apparent 
that local builders or craftsmen often 
require basic education in the rudimen-
tary principles of building construction 
and safe building techniques. Training 
programmes should be devised and 
implemented by the secondary and 
primary levels (regional and local), but 
the allocation of resources requires a 
policy decision at the tertiary (national) 
level. On the one hand, the process of 
urbanization has resulted in a migration 
to the town or city of skilled craftsmen 
who can often obtain higher wages 
working for contracting firms. This can 
seriously deplete rural skills. On the 
other hand, families migrating to towns 
from rural areas frequently include 
men with building skills. However, such 
skills may relate only to the handling of 
local materials found within the original 
village – mud, stone, timber, thatch, etc. 
Once in the town or city, these builders 
cannot gain access to such materials, 
and they have to switch to an impro-
vised mode of construction, normally 
involving makeshift use of recycled 
materials salvaged from refuse dumps, 
etc. Inevitably, the resulting buildings 
are frequently unsafe. In both of these 
situations, training programmes are 
necessary. To be fully effective, they 
should be linked with:

a. Financial assistance for those being 
trained;

b. Incentives in cash or kind to build 
safer homes;

c. The supply (possibly at subsidized 
prices) of key building materials such 
as timber and lightweight roofing;

d. The provision of simple educational 
aids.45 

7. Mitigation policies as an element of 
upgrading programmes

 Within large towns or cities, local 
authorities have frequently undertaken 
upgrading programmes for the improve-
ment of areas of low-income housing and 
marginal settlements. Such programmes 
normally include:

a. Official recognition of the existence of 
marginal or squatter settlements, i.e. 
they have been legalized;

b. Provision of essential infrastructure, e.g. 
roads, bus services, electricity, water, 
sanitation, schools, dispensaries, etc.;

c. Some form of assistance with local 
housing, e.g. supply of materials, 
provision of subsidies and loans;

d. In disaster prone areas, upgrading 
programmes should also include 
hazard resistant building methods, 
and the safe siting of housing. These 
measures should be based on hazard, 
vulnerability and risk analyses.46

45. These will probably be needed for people with little reading ability. 
 Techniques originally developed for medical or agricultural education 
may be adapted to the housing sector. For a detailed description of a major 
integrated training programme for builders in safe construction, see McKay, 
Mary, 1981 (Key references to this section).
46. See Appendix C.
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Summary of significant 
developments over the past 
30 years

— A number of initiatives surround-
ing safe housing reconstruction 
have been in existence since the 
1960s (UK Government’s Building 
Research Establishment, UNESCO, the 
University of Roorkee in India and the 
NGO Development Workshop); and 
1970s (the development of building 
safety programmes by Intermediate 
Technology now renamed: ‘Practical 
Action’). However, in the past 20 
years awareness of such needs has 
expanded greatly.

— The 1990s saw the campaign for 
building safety in traditional buildings 
being stimulated by the International 
Decade for Natural Hazard Reduction 
(IDNDR) with a number of specific 
references being written including 
the Building for Safety project47 and 
Earthquake Protection.48

— Additional stimulus for building safety 
was provided in 2000 with the creation 
of the International Strategy for 
Disaster Reduction (ISDR) and creation 
of the Nepal based NGO National 
Society for Earthquake Technology 
(NSET) led by Amod Dixit has played a 
major role in building safety in Asia.

— The impact of the 2004 Indian Ocean 
Tsunami was decisive as a tipping point 
in agency awareness of safety needs, 
resulting in initiatives such as the The 
Hyogo Framework for Action 2005–2015 
which provided the first internation-
ally agreed framework for Disaster Risk 

47. Four books were developed by teams in Cambridge University and  
 Oxford Polytechnic. Aysan et al (1995)
48. There are key chapters in the following classic study on the safety of  
 indigenous building from seismic impact: Coburn, A. and Spence, R. 
1992; and second edition 2002 Earthquake Protection.
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Reduction and prompting UN-Habitat, 
the IFRC and the World Bank’s Global 
Facility for Disaster Reduction and 
Recovery to provide vital leadership 
roles in safe construction in traditional 
low-cost buildings and settlements.

— Housing reconstruction in 1980s and 
1990s was primarily contractor based. 
However, there were notable excep-
tions such as reconstruction after the 
1993 Latur earthquake in India when 
EFICOR/Tearfund/DFID adopted a safe 
user-build approach in the village of 
Malkondji. This approach has since 
been expanded upon by a number of 
agencies. UN-HABITAT and the World 
Bank promoted large scale user-build 
approaches to reconstruction in succes-
sive reconstruction projects: after the 
2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami and the 
2005 Pakistan and 2010 Haiti earth-

quakes and guidelines such as IFRC’s 
Owner-Driven Housing Reconstruction 
(ODHR) have been produced.

— ODHR reconstruction programmes 
integrate community infrastruc-
ture needs, livelihoods needs and 
reduce vulnerability to future disas-
ters, promoting a sense of ownership 
and self-esteem and encourages cash 
flows to stay within the communities. 
However, it does require a high level 
of human resources per family and 
can be slow in the initial phases.

— In 2011, user-build approaches linked 
to training in safe construction for 
builders is becoming the default 
reconstruction policy of international 
agencies despite commercial pres-
sures for contractor-based policies.

Time
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— Although not a significant or new 
development there is a continued 
need to move beyond replacement 
recovery into development recovery. 
Diagrams 3 and 449 seek to underline 
the importance of satisfactory disaster 
reconstruction: 

 — Progress with recovery diagram (see 
page 136): recovery fits into four broad 
categories that are clearly depicted on 
the diagram as scenarios 1 to 4: Scenario 
1 being the works solution, while 
scenario 4 is clearly the target to aim for.

— Recovery Sectors diagram (see below) 
is a reminder that while the focus of  
this edition is on shelter and housing, 

(as part of the physical sector of disas-
ter recovery), it is closely related, and 
dependent on the other four main 
sectors of disaster recovery. The 
insight that is hardly new, is the need 
to relate shelter and housing to its 
capacity to create new jobs, to assist 
grieving families with the therapeu-
tic value of participating in the shelter 
and building reconstruction process, 
to the environment with a concern 
for sustainable building materials and 
technology and finally to the process 
of governmental and institutional 
recovery. 

49. These diagrams were initially used in Davis, I., (2012) What is the Vision  
 for sheltering and housing in Haiti? Summary Observations of 
Reconstruction Progress following the Haiti Earthquake of January 12th 2010 
Port-au-Prince Haiti: UN-HABITAT pages 3–5.
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Audience

Private sector: 
Manufacturers/contractors

Professionals: 
Architects/planners/engineers

Policy-making administrators:  
National (tertiary) level

Project managers of post-disaster  
shelter/housing projects:  
Regional/provincial (secondary) level

Time phases

Pre-disaster phase 
Overall mitigation/risk reduction

Phase 1
Immediate relief period 
(impact to day 5)

Phase 2  
Rehabilitation period 
(day 5 to 3 months)

Phase 3  
Reconstruction period 
(3 months onward)

Principle

Despite frequent intentions to move 
vulnerable villages, towns and cities at 
risk to safe locations, such plans are 
rarely feasible. However, at the local 
level, a disaster will reveal the most 
hazardous sites (e.g. earthquake faults, 
areas subject to flooding etc.). Partial 
relocation within the same town or city 
may therefore be essential.

5.2 
Relocation of 
settlements
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General characteristics  
of relocation policies
Experience indicates that governments 
frequently consider the relocation of 
entire settlements as part of their recon-
struction policy. Relocation usually reflects 
the will to vacate land that is excessively 
hazardous. It can also be an attempt to 
remove people from illegally occupied 
land (such as squatter settlements), or  
it can express a political will for change 
and reform.

The role of assisting groups
Assisting groups often purchase plots of 
Land outside the immediate disaster area 
and erect large numbers of housing units 
for survivors. Families are given the oppor-
tunity to purchase houses and parcels 
of land, provided they can afford loan 
reimbursements.

Problems of relocation

1. Relocation away from urban centres  
 is largely motivated by the availability 
of cheap (and often undesirable) land.

2. Distances from jobs and the costs of  
 commuting are a cause of either a 
reduction of income, or missed opportuni-
ties for employment.

3. Urban services are frequently missing  
 (schools, hospitals, shops, markets, etc.).

4. Utility systems such as water, 
 sewerage, and electricity are often 
insufficient, or non-existent, for lack of 
planning and preparation.

5. Few assisting groups are equipped to  
 master-plan this type of development 
as part of relief management. The situa-
tion is worsened when the local authorities 
also lack planners, architects, administra-
tors and capital resources.

6. If the economic and environmental  
 situation worsens beyond endurance, 
people migrate back towards their original 
sites and jobs, leaving a vacuum behind 
them, quickly filled by rural-to-urban 
migrants, thus compounding problems of 
uncontrolled urbanization.

7. There are problems of default and  
 difficulty to pay instalments on time, 
creating, for example, problems of over-
crowding in order to obtain additional 
rent, with the environmental and social 
degradation that ensue.

8. If the new settlements are within the  
 administrative boundaries of the disas-
ter-stricken town, utilities (water, sewerage, 
electricity, etc.), will have to be extended. 
The demand for new services will compete 
with the need for repairs and reconstruc-
tion inside the devastated area, at the cost 
of social and economic recovery.
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9. Settlements created outside municipal  
 boundaries subsist in a kind of limbo, 
with neither the local nor the regional 
authorities willing to bear the costs of 
development and maintenance.

10. In developing countries, urban infra-
 structure costs are extremely high, 
the per capita costs far exceeding the per 
capita capacity to amortize such costs. 
The price of serviced land has risen out 
of all proportion to the costs of other 
resources and services, and especially in 
relation to wages.

A frequent response of governments is the 
promise to move survivors into new, less 
hazard-prone areas. But the evidence is 
clear that in practice this is rarely feasible, 
for the following reasons:

1. Reconstruction, especially of 
 housing, normally starts very rapidly 
after a disaster.

2. People are unwilling to abandon well- 
 established patterns of land ownership.

3. Even in a major catastrophe, it is  
 likely that a relatively small propor-
tion of the total urban fabric will have 
been destroyed. The costs of relocation 
heavily outweigh the costs of repair and 
reconstruction. 

4. Vested interests usually apply  
 pressure to rebuild rather than move.

5. Despite the effects of a disaster,  
 people naturally resist moving from 
their familiar surroundings.

Policy guidelines
An alternative to wholesale relocation is 
the selective relocation of segments of the 
community away from the most hazard-
ous sites, but remaining within the same 
general area. Even this alternative can 
be prohibitively expensive for the public 
and the local authorities. In any case, it is 
more than likely that vacated land will be 
rapidly re-occupied by others who will in 
turn live at risk, because of the extreme 
scarcity of serviced urban land, and espe-
cially land that is within reach of jobs. In 
many developing countries there is no 
formal way out of the dilemma: perhaps 
the only approach is to persuade commu-
nities to reduce their own vulnerability, 
through public education on the effects of 
severe natural hazards, and the gains to be 
derived from partial relocation.

There are five pre-conditions for success-
ful, partial relocation:

— The consent of the affected 
community;

— The availability of safe land at a cost 
the community can bear;

— Proximity to employment and social 
services;

— The provision of utilities at the 
community level if not for every 
family);

— Facilities for home building as 
described in this study.
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Summary of significant 
developments over the past 
30 years
This area of practice has developed 
so much since 1982 that it can now be 
considered as a sub-topic in its own 
right. For an overview of the subject area 
please refer to chapter 5 of Safer Homes, 
Stronger Communities (The World Bank 
Guidelines).

Further references
Jha, A., et al. ‘To Relocate or Not to Relocate 
Annex How To Do It. Developing a Post-
Disaster Resettlement Plan’, Chapter 5 in Safer 
Homes, Stronger Communities. A Handbook 
for Reconstructing after Natural Disasters. pp. 
77–87, 2010. Available at: https://www.gfdrr.org/
housingreconstruction

IFRC. Post-Disaster Settlement Planning 
Guidelines. Geneva, 2012. http://www.ifrc.org/ 
PageFiles/71111/PostDisaster_Settlement_
Guidelines.pdf

Oliver, P. ‘Factors affecting the acceptability of 
resettlement housing’, Chapter 14 in Built to Meet 
Needs Cultural Issues in Vernacular Architecture. 
Oxford: Architectural Press, Elsevier, pp. 223–245, 
2006.
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Audience

Private sector: 
Manufacturers/contractors

Professionals: 
Architects/planners/engineers

Policy-making administrators:  
National (tertiary) level

Project managers of post-disaster  
shelter/housing projects:  
Regional/provincial (secondary) level

Time phases

Pre-disaster phase
Mitigation/risk reduction

Phase 1
Immediate relief period 
(impact to day 5)

Phase 2  
Rehabilitation period 
(day 5 to 3 months)

Phase 3  
Reconstruction period 
(3 months onward)

Principle

Success in reconstruction is 
closely linked to the question of 
land tenure, government land 
policy, and all aspects of land-use 
and infrastructure planning.

5.3 
Land tenure 
and land use
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Land and population
The major regions of the world exposed 
to violent natural phenomena (espe-
cially earthquakes, tsunamis and tropi-
cal cyclones) stretch across the tropical 
and sub-tropical portions of Africa, Asia 
and Latin America. These areas coincide 
with areas of rapid population growth and 
urbanization, and are extremely disaster- 
prone. In addition, virtually no country is 
entirely safe from floods.

Indeed, the rapid growth and spread of 
population in hazardous areas is a matter 
of increasing concern, and is rapidly 
contributing to mounting costs of disas-
ters in terms of lives lost, and damage to 
property and investments. Most devel-
oping countries are doubling their popu-
lation every 20 to 25 years (assuming 
national population growth rates of 2 to 
3 per cent), while the urban population in 
these countries is doubling every 12 to 15 
years (assuming urban growth rates of 4 to 
7 per cent). Equally significant, and of crit-
ical importance in areas subject to natural 
phenomena likely to cause disasters, is 
the growth rate of low-income slum and 
squatter settlements around major urban 
agglomerations.

Slum and squatter populations grow 
at about twice the average urban rate. 
In settlements such as these there is a 
doubling of population every 5 to 7 years, 
and the density is usually very high. In 
many cases, entire families may occupy a 
single room. Urban population densities 
per square kilometre, as measured in slums 
and squatter settlements, are even more 
revealing. In squatter areas, densities may 
be as high as 100,000 persons per km2 
(Morocco) and rise to 148,000 (India).

Even the average densities for urban areas 
as a whole are high enough to cause 
concern in areas exposed to earthquakes, 
floods or landslides. The older sections 
of some cities may contain as many 
as 20,000 to 60,000 persons per km2, 
although the average densities for such 
cities may be less than 10,000 persons per 
km2.50 Densities such as these are all the 
more critical in hazardous areas. 

The problem of exposure to disaster risk 
among rural populations, however, should 
not be underestimated. Although the 
population growth rate in rural areas is 
usually lower than the national average 
due to rural-urban migration, the scar-
city of arable or developed land in many 
developing countries, combined with 
the fact that on the average more than 
70 per cent of total national populations 
are still rural, can create significant risks 
in areas exposed to natural phenomena. 
Rural population densities can surpass 
1,000 persons per km2 in areas where 
rainfall and tropical soil conditions limit 
the amount of arable land. Wherever rural 
populations are sedentary (as opposed to 
being nomadic and pastoral) and engaged 
in agriculture on hazardous land, the risk 
of substantial disaster cannot be ignored.

Dramatic increases in population size, 
distribution and density increase disas-
ter risk: natural hazards such as floods, 
earthquakes or tropical cyclones do not in 
themselves constitute disasters until they 
strike at human lives and property.

The earthquake in Guatemala in February 
1976 serves to illustrate how global and 
unselective disasters can be,51 affecting 
rural and urban populations with equal 

50. World Housing Survey 1974, (ST/ESA/30), United Nations, New York,  
 1976. Sales No. E.75.IY.8).
51. Damage Caused by the Earthquake in Guatemala and its  
 Repercussions on the Country’s Economic and Social Development 
(CEPAL/MEX/76/Guat.1), February 1976.
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intensity. More than 3.4 million people  
out of a total of 5 million (64 per cent) 
were affected by the earthquake. More 
than 1 million persons were left homeless, 
and more than 222,000 dwelling units 
were partially or totally destroyed. Of the  
1.2 million people left homeless, 350,000 
were in the country’s largest urban area, 
Guatemala City. The remainder were 
largely rural populations living in small 
towns or villages, scattered throughout 
the earthquake zone. The single largest 
damage impact was on housing. The loss 
to the private sector (and particularly 
to low-income housing) was more than 
two-and-a-half times that incurred by the 
public sector.

There are two fundamental alternatives to 
disaster mitigation: the first aims at steer-
ing development away from hazardous 
areas toward safer locations; the second 
comprises structural measures aimed at 
resisting or deflecting the impact of natu-
ral phenomena. Comprehensive land-use 
planning is a discipline which began early 
in the twentieth century in industrialized 
countries with scarce land resources, such 
as the Netherlands, Denmark and Great 
Britain. It is a physical planning tool which 
has since gained widespread acceptance 
in most industrialized countries. The more 
centralized the system of government, 
the more effectively can land-use be 
controlled, usually because private owner-
ship of land is limited or strictly regu-
lated. In free market economies, land-use 
controls are more complex and policies 
more difficult to implement, due to the 
high rate of private land ownership and 
the resultant tensions between public and 
private interests. In disaster-prone devel-
oping countries, land-use planning and 
control for disaster mitigation may act as 
a spur to comprehensive land-use plan-
ning, especially where natural disasters 
have become a permanent development 
problem owing the their intensity and 
frequency.

Land-use planning and control are key 
factors for the orderly and safe growth 
of human settlements. Although there is 
no immediate shortage of raw (undevel-
oped) land for urban expansion in most 
developing countries, land is ultimately a 
finite resource and is extremely costly to 
develop.

Alternative methods have been explored, 
seeking to expand urban infrastructure 
and housing in planned and progressive 
stages with heavy reliance on purely local 
resources, including self-help. In disaster- 
prone areas orderly urban expansion 
becomes prohibitive unless investments in 
infrastructure, housing and other services 
are protected from damage at all stages 
of their development. Land-use control 
measures establish not only static norms, 
such as function, density, and location, 
but also dynamic norms, such as the rate 
of development and growth.

The major elements of land-use may be 
summarized as follows:

— Land-use policies and plans setting 
out the social, economic and envi-
ronmental goals of comprehensive 
land development, and their stages of 
development;

— Land ownership and land tenure 
patterns, identifying the legal, social 
and economic basis of ownership and 
tenure;

— Land values and prices, reflecting 
the forces of supply and demand 
for land with respect to free market 
economies;

— Land-use controls which may be 
subdivided into three broad cate-
gories: legal, fiscal and directive (by 
direct government intervention).
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A consequence of land-tenure problems can be seen in these photographs 
taken after the Guatemalan earthquake of 1976. Within the city area, poor fami-
lies had illegally occupied unstable, sloping “Barracks” (ravines in the city with 
very steep slopes subject to landslides). The earthquake resulted in the progres-
sive collapse of houses. Assisting agencies were faced with the dilemma of 
whether or not to provide assistance to rebuild in such dangerous locations. 
The ultimate solution is a change in the pattern of land tenure, with the govern-
ment making safe land available for low-income families.
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Land and post-disaster housing

1. A policy of homeowners only
 Many assisting groups are apprehensive 
of the problems related to land acquisition. 
Their programmes offer housing preferably 
to families who have title to land. However, 
few low-income families are landowners. 
Thus, programmes such as these only help 
those who are better off to begin with, and 
who would in any case be eligible for finan-
cial assistance. In the aftermath of a disaster 
this built in discrimination against the major-
ity of survivors (who, as we have seen, are 
mostly poor and landless) can be the source 
of social and political tensions.

2. Provision of housing for those who 
do not own the land

 Many agencies offer to provide emer-
gency shelter and/or temporary hous-
ing to families on the site of their former 
house. These units usually evolve into 
formal structures over a period of years, 
and become permanent dwellings. If the 
family has paid for a house, built on land 
which it does not own, a legal question 
arises as to who owns the structure, the 
landlord or pant.52

3. Reconstruction on unsafe sites
 To head off demands for land reform 
some governments will turn tracts of land 
over for low income housing reconstruc-
tion. Usually, however, this land is of little 
economic value, and is likely to continue 
exposing its occupant to risk.53

4. State ownership
 In general, countries enjoying state 
ownership of land have been more 
successful with resettlement than those 
in which private land ownership prevails, 
even though the latter frequently possess 
emergency powers of compulsory land 
purchase, such powers, however, being 
rarely used. One example of the use of 
emergency powers occurred after the 
1963 earthquake in Skopje, Yugoslavia. 
Safe land on the outskirts of the city was 
scheduled by the government for hous-
ing. The ability to requisition land was 
the reason why 14,000 housing units 
were erected within eight months of the 
earthquake.

52. In a number of recent post-disaster operations in Latin America, where  
 in many counties the law holds that the property owner has title to any 
structures on his land, low-income families have been hit hard by having to 
pay off the cost of their shelter, while still paying rent on both the land and, 
eventually, the structure.
53. In one country, land designated for resettlement of refugees was  
 subject to intense flooding. In another, a site chosen lay directly down-
stream from an impending mud slide In yet another, some resettlement land 
was on an unstable plateau at the edge of a steep ravine. While the demand 
for land was met, the people were no better off than they had been before in 
other equally vulnerable areas.
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Policy guidelines

1. The land issue must be recognized as  
 an integral part of post-disaster 
housing programmes. The political and 
economic nature of the issue may pres-
ent difficulties, but nevertheless there may 
be opportunities for land reform, and safe 
land for resettlement must be made avail-
able after a disaster.

2. The release of safe land for building,  
 designated for low-income families, 
must be supplied with basic infrastruc-
ture – at least water, waste disposal and all 
weather roads – and must be within reach 
of employment. It is recognized that this 
may appear unduly idealistic, since safe 
land near urban centres will inevitably be 
very valuable. However, it is essential to 
recognize that poor families have to live 
close to centres, since their livelihood may 
depend on it. They are unlikely to have the 
time or money for travelling long distances 
to work.

3. The costs of land development cannot 
 be overlooked. It is necessary there-
fore to incorporate land purchase and 
development costs within the financ-
ing system established for housing 
reconstruction. Financing systems are 
described in section 5.4.

4. For low-income groups, security of  
 land tenure must be assured in order 
to encourage the entire grass roots system 
of self-help and popular participation in 
development. The evidence clearly indi-
cates that families will put their resources 
(skills, energy, money) into housing only 
if they can see some personal return from 
such investment safe house construc-
tion by local families requires security of 
tenure at the outset of building (not at the 
completion of the loan repayment period). 
In many countries such provision will 
require land reforms.

Key references
UNDRO. ‘Disaster Prevention and Mitigation:  
A Compendium of Current Knowledge’ in Land 
Use Aspects, Vol. 5, Geneva, Switzerland, 1977.

Westgate, Ken. ’Land-Use Planning, Vulnerability 
and the Low-Income Dwelling’ in Disasters and 
the Small Dwelling. Oxford, United Kingdom: 
Pergamon, pp. 27–31, 1981.

Whitmore, Claire. Land for People: Land Tenure 
for the Very Poor. Oxford, United Kingdom: 
OXFAM, 1981.

Summary of significant 
developments over the past 
30 years

— There have been and continue to be 
several cases where land tenure issues 
have severely contributed to the prob-
lems of re-sheltering survivors. Such 
cases highlight the need to prioritize 
addressing land tenure and land-use 
issues after disaster or conflict. For 
example:

 – According to customary land 
tenure systems in Rwanda, only 
men had rights of access to land 
and land was divided among male 
heirs only. After the 1994 genocide, 
many women were widowed and 
lost access to their homes.

 – In Bosnia Herzegovina 1995, ethnic 
cleansing resulted in more than  
1 million people being evicted 
from their homes. All national level 
government bodies passed laws 
which allowed the municipalities 
to allocate empty space, privately 
and socially owned. Apartments 
and houses were declared aban-
doned and then given to refugees 
or displaced persons for temporary 
use. Sometimes the practice was 
not to wait until the dwellings were 
abandoned, to declare them as 
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such and place somebody in them. 
The laws had various provisions on 
return, making it difficult or prac-
tically impossible for the original 
occupant to repossess his or her 
property. 

 – After the 2004 Indian Ocean 
Tsunami, some governments 
prohibited land owners from 
rebuilding on their property within a 
specified distance of the coast line.

 – Legal records of land ownership 
destroyed in disasters, such as 
the 2010 earthquake in Haiti, have 
greatly complicated the ability to 
plan reconstruction projects.

— Since 1995, land tenure issues in 
conflict and post-conflict settings 
have received more attention than 
in disaster settings with the conse-
quential development of relevant 
standards54 which although relevant 
to natural disasters were borne out 
of conflict issues. The complexities 
of recent disasters has resulted in 
a number of policy and operational 
guidelines being developed with 
respect to natural disasters.55 

— There is an on-going need to under-
stand the intricacies of land owner-
ship issues on a contextual basis from 
the outset of displacement, realizing 

not only the formal systems in place 
but also the informal and customary. 
A number of assessment tools have 
recently been developed for post 
disaster and as a means to assess land 
governance generally.56 The Local 
Emergency Needs for Shelter and 
Settlement (LENSS) Tool Kit,57 prepared 
by the Global Shelter Cluster in 2009, 
developed a series of questions to 
assist in assessing post-disaster land 
issues. These questions apply to transi-
tional and durable forms of shelter  
but should more generally contribute  
to understanding the intentions of 
disaster-affected individuals and 
communities and to develop appropri-
ate response programmes to support 
their strategies. These shelter ques-
tions should be combined with land 
availability and risk mapping assess-
ments to allow effective early planning 
in the shelter sector.

54. For instance, the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement  
 (www.idpguidingprinciples.org) and Principles on Housing and Property 
Restitution for Refugees and Displaced Persons (‘Pinheiro Principles’) 
55. For instance, the Inter-Agency Standing Committee’s Operational  
 Guidelines on the Protection of Persons in Situations of Natural 
Disasters, 2011 and UN-Habitat, 2010 ‘Land and Natural Disasters: Guidance 
for Practitioners’. 
56. The World Bank’s Land Governance Assessment Framework, 2011 and  
 UN-Habitat’s Handling Land: Innovative Tools for Land Governance and 
Secure Tenure, 2012.
57. LENSS Toolkit. Available at: http://unhabitat.org/books/enss-tool-kit- 
 local-estimate-of-needs-for-shelter-and-settlement-field-version-iasc- 
emergency-shelter-cluster/ 
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Audience

Private sector: 
Manufacturers, contractors, banks, 
co-operatives

Professionals: 
Architects/planners/economists

Policy-making administrators:  
National (tertiary) level

Project managers of post-disaster  
shelter/housing projects:  
Regional/provincial (secondary) level

Time phases

Pre-disaster phase
Risk reduction, preparedness

Phase 1
Immediate relief period 
(impact to day 5)

Phase 2  
Rehabilitation period 
(day 5 to 3 months)

Phase 3  
Reconstruction period 
(3 months onward)

Principle

One of the most important components 
of a post-disaster shelter programme is 
its financing system. Outright cash 
grants are effective in the short-term 
only, and can create a dependency rela-
tionship between survivor and assisting 
groups. It is far more advantageous for 
both the individual and the community 
to participate in the financing of their 
own shelter programmes, especially 
permanent reconstruction.

5.4  
Housing Finance
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The need for housing finance
One of the most important components 
of a post-disaster shelter programme is its 
financing system, i.e. the means by which 
the survivor ultimately pays for shelter 
aid. Unfortunately, it has been one of the 
components whose importance has been 
least understood. Some assisting groups, 
as long as a year after the completion of 
their project, have not even finalized the 
financing system. The recipients of aid have 
often been unaware of their financial obli-
gations, leaving a cloud of uncertainty and 
anxiety hanging over them. On the other 
hand, financing programmes that have been 
well planned have had the positive effects 
of reinforcing the recipients’ self-esteem, 
furthering local development and contribut-
ing towards economic recovery.

The following is an overview and critical 
evaluation of the most common financing 
systems or arrangements that have been 
used for post-disaster shelter and housing 
programmes:

1. Outright gift
 Some shelter programmes solve the 
question of financing by simply eliminat-
ing its attendant charges. The assisting 
group gives the aid to the recipient who 
has fulfilled certain, more or less formal, 
conditions of entitlement, such as proof of 
being a genuine disaster victim, proof of 
ownership of the land on which the shel-
ter is to be built, evidence of low income 
level, etc. Once the aid has been given, 
the recipient has no further obligation to 
repay part, or all of the cost of the shelter. 
This may seem justifiable when the shelter 
is clearly temporary and erected on land 
not ultimately destined for housing. 

Advantages

— It eliminates the need to recuperate 
the money: it may be difficult for an 
assisting group to do this, especially if 
it only operates in the disaster area for 

a short time, or has no staff qualified 
to direct a financing programme;

— It may conform to the charter or 
mandate of certain assisting groups 
who are required to give their aid;

— It allows the recipient to spend 
what money he may have on other 
necessities.

Disadvantages

— The money may be used inappropri-
ately, thus compromising the recon-
struction process;

— It may undermine the vital resource 
of the survivors’ own coping mecha-
nisms, including traditional, commu-
nity self-help;

— It may result in the imposition of hous-
ing solutions which do not respond to 
people’s needs and preferences;

— It may weaken local co-operatives, and 
other institutions, by bypassing them;

— It deprives the donor from recuperat-
ing funds for new projects;

— Because construction materials are 
expensive, and because agencies have 
limited funds, it limits the number of 
people it can serve.

2. Straightforward purchase
 This is virtually the opposite of the 
outright gift, and is seldom the financ-
ing mechanism used by assisting groups, 
especially those which are charities. It is 
employed by profit-making businesses 
that see the demand created by the disas-
ter as a marketing opportunity. Its advan-
tage is that it maintains the freedom of the 
open market, though this could obviously 
become a disadvantage if the seller is in 
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a position to exploit survivors with few 
options. In practice the numbers of survi-
vors who can afford full market prices will 
probably be very limited.

3.  No-cost self-help
 Several assisting groups have insti-
tuted programmes where they give 
building materials, and usually furnish 
supervisory and administrative person-
nel to an organized group of families 
who build their own houses. As with the 
outright gift of a house, the recipients 
do not repay any money for the costs 
of materials. This method is viewed as a 
means of involving the recipient in the 
programme without straining his meagre 
or reduced economic resources.

Advantages

— As with the outright gift, it eliminates 
the need for an organization and 
procedure to recuperate money;

— It allows the recipient to spend 
what money he may have on other 
necessities;

— By virtue of building the shelter, the 
recipient will have a greater commit-
ment to the programme than if he had 
been a passive spectator.

Disadvantages

— To a lesser extent, the disadvantages 
of the outright gift will tend also to 
hold true with the no-cost self-help 
approach;

— The assisting group may feel it has 
a right to influence the organization 
and timing of the self-help because it 
is giving the materials and technical 
assistance, to the possible detriment 
of the recipient community.

— The time spent on the construction of 
the shelter is valuable to the recipi-
ent. He may have difficulty in choosing 
between building a house and provid-
ing the family with economic support.

— The successful implementation of 
a no-cost self-help programme can 
only be achieved with great care. 
The design of the programme must 
respond to traditional patterns of 
building, to the time available, and to 
the economic priorities of the victims.

4. Loan programmes
 Loan programmes may take a variety 
of forms, and be either a part, or the whole, 
of an assisting group’s shelter programme. 
Specific loan conditions vary considerably, 
but they generally require that the recipi-
ent be a genuine disaster victim, living in a 
given locality; that his income falls within 
a prescribed range; that his employment 
is secure; that he has prior experience of 
credit repayment, and that he agrees to 
the terms of the loan. The lender may also 
make the additional condition that the new 
building must conform to minimum stan-
dards of safety, or that it be built away from 
hazardous areas. The non-profit lender is 
often capable of providing advantageous 
terms of repayment. Various programmes 
have allowed subsidies in the form of low 
interest, no interest, repayment of only 
a percentage of the principal, long-term 
repayment, or repayment at an affordable 
proportion of the family’s income.

a.  Long-term straight loan
 The long-term straight loan is perhaps 

the most commonly conceived 
form of loan financing. It is typically 
extended by a bank or lending institu-
tion at prevailing or subsidized bank 
rates. After many major disasters, the 
World Bank and the regional develop-
ment banks in Asia and Latin America 
have made large scale loans to  
financing institutions within national 
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governments. These institutions in 
turn offer loans to survivors (individ-
uals or communities) for reconstruc-
tion, but may not always offer the 
complementary assistance of building 
materials or technical support, which 
the lowest incomes require as well. 

Advantages

— It accommodates survivors who typi-
cally do not have cash to spend on 
building materials right after a disas-
ter, but who can pay the full costs of 
the materials, plus interest and admin-
istrative charges in the long-term;

— It removes the stigma and problems of 
free aid;

— It introduces the discipline of credit, 
becoming an experience that may 
facilitate future credit for economic 
development;

— The lending institution is likely to 
expand its own experience and 
capabilities, and perhaps extend its 
services to the lowest income groups;

— The amount of the loan can be tailored to 
the need and capability of the recipient;

— The recipient has the freedom to 
rebuild a house of his own choosing 
or design, and not be tied to a uniform 
housing programme;

— The lending institution, will in its 
own interest, be concerned with the 
economic well-being of the recipients 
for at least the life of the loan.

Disadvantages

— The lender may place unduly restric-
tive conditions on the loan. In rural 
areas, it is unlikely that credit loan 
administration facilities will exist;

— The recipient may not have been 
adequately prepared for the economic 
burden of repayment. This could 
occur if he has no experience of 
credit, does not understand its 
concept, or is not adequately moti-
vated to make repayments;

— Some people are reluctant to take out 
loans because they believe that their 
property will be placed in jeopardy if 
they do not repay instalments on time;

— The costs of loan administration 
are high and add to the burden of 
repayment;58

— Conservative financing institutions 
tend to make loans exclusively  
to middle class, relatively high- 
income groups, i.e. to people who 
 are a low risk.

b.  Loan for loan
 Many lending institutions require a 

substantial down-payment, for exam-
ple, 20 per cent of the loan they make. 
For those without the cash, a loan is 
therefore an inaccessible form of aid. 
Assisting groups, particularly volun-
tary agencies, have therefore made 
additional loans to cover the down 
payment, hence the concept a loan-
for-a loan.

58. In Guatemala, the staff of the OXFAM/World Neighbours housing  
 programme estimated that the loans would cost about 30 per cent to 
administrate in the first year alone. In the end, the costs of administration 
would have to be added to the original cost of the programme.
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c.  Guaranteed loan
 As previously noted, a disadvan-

tage of many loan programmes is the 
tendency for lending institutions to 
make loans available only to the most 
credit-worthy individuals. Lending 
institutions have also been reluctant 
to venture out of familiar territory, i.e. 
into marginal, low-income settlements 
and rural areas. Assisting groups 
addressing the problem have made 
guarantees to these lending institu-
tions, enabling them to extend loans 
to previously disadvantaged popu-
lations. This is a particularly effec-
tive form of assistance from agencies 
involved in development programmes 
continuing beyond the emergency 
phase of a disaster. The advantage of 
the guaranteed loan is its cost effec-
tiveness, for it reaches a proportion-
ately large number of people, thus 
introducing economies of scale.

d. Revolving loan
 A revolving loan system allows money 

brought into a  disaster-affected 
community to be used many times 
over. As the original recipients begin 
to repay the loan, a new fund is 
created which can in turn be used 
to lend to other survivors. This form 
of aid is most appropriate when the 
assisting group provides assistance 
in the form of a grant that does not 
have to be recovered, as with the 
traditional loan. The financing system 
has the multiple advantage of extend-

ing the use of the original money to 
many times the number of the origi-
nal loan recipients. This money also 
has the side effect of creating addi-
tional employment in the community. 
It may further assist in the creation of 
new credit institutions, providing them 
with a sound base of experience, the 
funds and financial expertise carrying 
far into the reconstruction period.

e. Material price subsidy and  
money reflow 

 This financing system is actually a 
hybrid of material supply and commu-
nity economic development, combin-
ing the advantages of both, at a period 
when the disaster-stricken community 
is most in need of these kinds of exter-
nal support. Although they are actually 
two separate financing mechanisms, 
material price subsidy and money 
reflow have been successfully linked 
in several shelter programmes, the 
money recovered from the initial sale 
being used to pay disaster survivors for 
their labour on public works projects.59

Advantages

— Subsidized prices, as opposed to full 
prices, make materials available to 
poorer, and more numerous families;

— The programme’s benefits are three-
fold: the survivors receive materials; 
community projects are built; personal 
income is generated;

59. After the 1976 earthquake in Guatemala, USAID implemented a  
 programme utilizing this approach. Corrugated galvanised iron roofing 
sheets were bought in large quantities and shipped to Guatemala. USAID 
made agency agreements with local co-operatives for the distribution of the 
material which was then sold directly to survivors at approximately half the 
cost, with a limit of 20 sheets per family. The community was asked to iden-
tify community projects that needed attention. The money received from the 
material sales was used to finance these projects, the survivors who formed 
the labour being paid a daily wage. This, of course, increased the purchasing 
power of the survivors and accelerated their economic recovery.
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— The poorest families, initially unable 
to purchase materials, can do so later 
by participating in public works or 
community projects;

— The managerial experience acquired, 
especially if the executing agency is 
governmental, may contribute signifi-
cantly to the long-term recovery and 
development of the affected region in 
general;

— A materials purchase programme 
allows the recipient the freedom to 
use the materials when he chooses.

Disadvantages

— The only major disadvantage with this 
approach is that it must inevitably be 
carried out on a large scale, and there-
fore requires an extensive adminis-
tration which may be difficult to staff 
with enough, and adequately trained, 
people.

Conclusion
Where there are a number of assisting 
groups providing shelter programmes, 
there is likely to be a wide range of financ-
ing systems in operation. This variety can 
itself lead to problems, irrespective of 
the merits or otherwise of the individual 
systems being used.60 

The issue of financing is closely interre-
lated with the total cost, value and desir-
ability of the project. It should also relate 
to survivors’ incomes and ability to pay. As 
obvious as that may seem, it has not often 
been the case.

60. These problems are clearly illustrated by the experience at Cholma,  
 Honduras, after Hurricane Fifi in 1974. They were exacerbated by the 
fact that there was also a great range in the quality and user desirability of 
the housing projects. The cost of the agency built housing ranged from  
USD 400 to USD 2,150. Some families received highly desirable concrete 
block houses which cost USD 1,000, and did not have to pay anything. 
Others received less desirable USD 600 wooden houses and had to pay a 
portion of the cost, whilst others received USD 450 wooden houses, and 
were required to repay the entire cost. Such inconsistencies led to frus-
tration, confusion and anger on the part of the beneficiaries. For many, 
there was the uncertainty and insecurity created by an unknown status of 
payment, many months or even years after occupancy. These feelings some-
times leave a bitterness which upsets social patterns in a community for 
years to come.
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Policy guidelines
It is necessary to create a common 
approach to financing systems among all 
assisting groups. Some authoritative body, 
such as the disaster coordinating agency 
of the national government, should estab-
lish a policy to achieve this objective. The 
policy could take the form of a set of crite-
ria which all shelter programme financ-
ing systems must meet. Because of the 
great diversity of cultural traditions and 
economic bases, it is not possible here to 
set forth a model set of criteria. Rather, 
a set of principles can act as a guide for 
each country to develop its own criteria:

1. All recipients of aid should be required  
 to repay a substantial proportion of 
the cost of that aid. A nominal repayment 
of only 5 or 10 per cent may be perceived 
as a gift. On the other hand, 100 per cent 
repayment of costs may be too great a 
burden for families that may have suffered 
economic losses from the disaster.

2. The cost of a shelter should approx- 
 imate the cost of pre-disaster housing. 
There may be extenuating factors justi-
fying a somewhat higher cost that may 
include, for example, structural modifica-
tions using additional building materials. 
The form of the repayment should be as 
similar to traditional debt repayment prac-
tices as possible, allowing repayment to 
reflect income, capacity, and taking place 
at a familiar location.

3. Preparedness plans should identify  
 lending institutions which would 
cooperate with special post-disaster loan 
programmes, such as the guaranteed 
loan or loan-for-loan. These same insti-
tutions might also agree to act as loan 
recuperating agencies in contract with 
assisting groups who choose not to set up 
their own loan recovery administration. 
This would effectively eliminate the chief 
argument such groups have for giving 
away their assistance. Where a reflow 
programme is anticipated, the mechanism 
and institution to operate it could also be 
anticipated.

4. It is the responsibility of all assisting  
 groups, and their target communi-
ties, to identify the financing systems that 
serve the best interests of the survivors. 
Financing and loan mechanisms, in the 
last analysis, are better than outright gifts: 
human dignity is preserved; more people 
benefit from the resource made available; 
and the ends of development are served.
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Summary of significant 
developments over the past 
30 years
This is an area that has advanced consid-
erably since 1982 and like section 5.2 on 
Relocation of Settlements has become 
a subtopic in itself. For further informa-
tion, refer to Chapter 15 of the World Bank 
Guidelines.

Further references 
IFRC. Guidelines for Cash Transfer Programming. 
Geneva, 2010. Available at:  
https://www.ifrc.org/Global/Publications/disasters/
guidelines/guidelines-cash-en.pdf

Jha, A., et al. ‘Mobilizing Financial Resources 
and Other Reconstruction Assistance’, Chapter 
15 in Safer Homes, Stronger Communities. A 
Handbook for Reconstructing after Natural 
Disasters. pp. 221–238, 2010. Available at:  
https://www.gfdrr.org/housingreconstruction
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The most significant finding of this 
study is that the emergency shelter 
problem in developing countries is 
fundamentally different from that in 
industrialized societies, for in the third 
world the question of emergency shel-
ter cannot be dissociated from the 
prevailing housing problem as a whole. 
This finding alone has influenced every 
other conclusion of the study.

6.1. 
General 
conclusions

The process of rapid and uncontrolled 
urbanization in developing countries has 
resulted in the proliferation of vast slums 
and squatter settlements. These account, 
on the average, for more than 70 per cent 
of urban development. In such areas, and 
therefore for the majority of urban popula-
tions, the concept of temporary shelter in 
times of emergency is somewhat equivo-
cal when, under normal conditions, urban 
dwellers are permanently lodged in hous-
ing which the authorities do not recog-
nize, or which they consider as temporary 
to start with. Furthermore, in conditions 
of chronic housing shortages, overcrowd-
ing, unsanitary conditions and high rents, 
the investment of scarce capital resources 
in prefabricated temporary or emergency 

shelters, specifically designed to be 
stockpiled and used only in case of natu-
ral disasters, can only create additional 
obstacles to the provision even of minimal 
housing.

In rural areas, tradition dies hard, and 
cultural resistance to donor emergency 
shelters often provokes frustration and 
misunderstanding among all concerned. 
So called temporary or emergency shel-
ters are often inappropriate, but at the 
same time become permanent, only to 
create fresh sets of problems.

Emergency shelters, especially those 
donated by the international community 
and imported into disaster-stricken areas, 
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can serve to upset a delicate socio- 
economic balance by raising expectations, 
which, in most cases, neither the local, nor 
the national, or indeed the international, 
authorities have the means to satisfy. The 
importation of shelters can furthermore 
play a negative role by stifling local and 
even national initiative, especially when 
they comprise prefabricated systems 
invariably posing problems of appropriate-
ness, assembly, and cost-effectiveness.

In several major natural disasters through-
out the developing world over the last 
decade, it has been shown that imported 
donor shelters have never produced the 
impact that most relief agencies would 
have desired. Shelters often arrive in 
insufficient numbers, or too late to be 
of value during the emergency phase 
properly speaking. Their unit cost is 
nearly always disproportionate vis-à-vis 
the recipient economy, and if one adds 
the cost of transport they are seen to 
be quite uneconomical. For this reason 
alone, the emergency shelter policies of 
the donor community at large need to be 
 re-examined, and this study, it is believed, 
suggests some of the alternatives.

A further important conclusion is that the 
problem of emergency shelters is less one 
of product, design or manufacture, than one 
of planning, management and the mobiliza-
tion of local resources. The problems posed 
are not, as a priority, technological (as is so 
widely believed), but are functions of devel-
opment policies themselves, and of the 
changing relationships between donors and 
the developing countries. The study stresses 
that relief agencies and international  
organizations should encourage disaster- 
prone developing countries to build up 
their own state of preparedness, notably 
in the emergency shelter field, by mobiliz-
ing local material and technical resources, 
and to encourage self-help schemes for this 
purpose. It is essential to link donor assis-
tance to local initiative and effort.

The study has revealed quite clearly that 
the spontaneous reconstruction of housing 
begins extremely rapidly after a disaster, 
and often during the emergency phase 
itself. All action to discourage this process 
should be avoided, except in cases of 
extreme danger. Assisting groups who 
support rapid reconstruction policies 
are likely to obtain the most positive and 
far-reaching results. However, the assist-
ing groups themselves require education 
and training on how to assist and manage 
post-disaster housing programmes within 
a risk reduction framework: they require 
education on what is the housing process 
as a whole in developing countries, on 
appropriate building technology, on 
financing and management, and on the 
socio-economic aspects of low-income 
housing.

The key to success ultimately lies in the 
participation of the local community – the 
survivors – in reconstruction.

Assisting groups, and those they help, 
must be accountable to each other 
in order to ensure social satisfaction, 
economically viable housing, technically 
sound buildings, and a safer environment. 
Accountability is therefore a key criterion 
of assistance to survivors, especially those 
in the developing countries. As it is not 
a widely understood or accepted policy, 
it has been given special treatment in 
concluding this study.

Linked to the question of accountabil-
ity is that of rising expectations among all 
peoples in the developing countries. Rising 
expectations are frequently the source of 
conflict and confusion in post-disaster hous-
ing policies and programmes, and a lack of 
awareness of the phenomenon can compro-
mise, not only post-disaster housing, but 
the entire housing policy of a country. In the 
final analysis social, economic, and cultural 
obstacles are far more difficult to overcome 
than purely technical, material problems.
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Lastly, the study recognizes that guidelines 
on emergency shelter and post-disaster 
housing for individual communities must 
be drawn up at the local level itself. The 
design of local guidelines cannot, there-
fore, be incorporated in a global study of 
this nature. Nevertheless, in concluding the 
study some guidance is given on how to 
design a local plan.

Conclusions: Since 1982
This edition reflects a high level of conti-
nuity over the past 30 years – where 
many similar challenges remain, and 
the same principles are retained. But 
there are also major differences, as this 
edition highlights. The world today, 
is radically different from that of 1982 
where the scale of disaster impact is 
vast in comparison with disasters that 
occurred in the 1970’s. The twin sets of 
case studies – those from the original 
version as compared to those that have 
been added make this point vividly. As 
noted in this text, vulnerability is rapidly 
expanding due to the combination of the 
macro-pressures of population growth 
and urbanization and certain cities such 
as Tehran, Tokyo, San Francisco, Istanbul 
and Kathmandu face extreme earthquake 
risks, and further lists could be compiled 
for areas prone to cyclone and flood risks. 
We confidently predict that in future 
years the problems and opportunities for 
sheltering will continue to expand.

Response patterns have dramatically 
expanded with the Global Shelter Cluster 
now forming a vital coordination focal 
point. Such a notion would have been 
unthinkable when the first edition was 
written. Progressive shelter and hous-
ing reconstruction policies, such as the 
user-build, safe housing reconstruction 
approach that was pioneered by Oxfam 
and World Neighbours following the 
1976 Guatemala earthquake, have now 
matured into major programmes with 
the support of key donors. An example 
being the construction of an astonishing 
463,243 rural houses following the 2005 
Pakistan earthquake in a Government, 
UN-HABITAT and World Bank partnership. 

The clear focus of the 1982 Guidelines 
was on shelter needs within develop-
ing countries. However, in the subse-
quent years many devastating disasters 
have occurred in wealthy industrialized 
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countries. Examples include the Mexico 
City earthquake in 1985; the Kobe, Japan 
earthquake in 1995; Hurricane Katrina 
in USA in 2005; the Christchurch, New 
Zealand earthquake in 2011; the Tōhoku- 
Japan, earthquake and tsunami of 2011; 
and the Chile earthquakes of 2010 and 
2014. In each of these cases there were 
major shelter needs where the pattern 
has been to provide transitional houses 
to the survivors while permanent recon-
struction proceeds. 

Perhaps the most disturbing conclusion is 
that the international community of prac-
titioners, educators and researchers still 
know remarkably little about this topic 
and about disaster recovery in general. 
What are the varied functions of shelter 
and the priorities of survivors for varied 
modes of shelter? Which modes of shel-
ter are the most effective in which situa-
tions and what are the long-term effects 
of shelter provision? While there are 
strongly held opinions amongst officials 
on all these questions, and no shortage of 
advice in guidelines, there has been mini-
mal applied research, in varied countries 
experiencing different hazards to secure 
objective answers to these concerns. 
Thus the serious mismatch between 
what is spent in the shelter sector and 
detailed research findings that we noted 
in 1982, still persists. This gap remains an 
acute problem and continues to risk the 
waste of resources and the development 
of policies based more on whim rather 
than fact. We hope that the agencies 
that provide shelter and construct dwell-
ings will recognize this urgent need and 
devote resources to gather the informa-
tion that is needed.

As we reflect on where we have come 
since that initial meeting in UNDRO 39 
years ago, when these guidelines were 
launched at a time when shelter was still 
a minor concern, we have three overrid-
ing convictions: 

— … that shelter must not be merely 
considered as the delivery of a tangi-
ble product, in the form of a shelter or 
dwelling, it needs to be regarded as a 
process of sheltering and housing. 

— … that shelter cannot be confined to 
any agency or government defined 
disaster relief phase. It needs to be 
regarded as a seamless process that 
extends from damaged building 
materials and belongings to a safely 
built house and the well-being of its 
occupants. 

— … that shelter is not merely a non-food 
item, or a covering or a structure. It 
has to be regarded as a foundation for 
livelihoods, a location where building 
skills are taught, a place to recover 
damaged identities, an opportunity 
for psychosocial recovery for a family 
as they re-group and a structure that 
is environment friendly. Most of all, 
every shelter has to become a home 
not just a house.
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6.2 
Rising expectations 
since 1982
Despite the frequent rejection of tempo-
rary shelters, there is evidence of rising 
expectations for permanent housing. 
Whilst expatriate experts are advocating 
appropriate low technology solutions, 
poor families are inclined to reject their 
traditional form of housing in favour of 
a modern, or urban image. Such aspi-
rations are accelerated by the distribu-
tion of goods following a disaster. The 
sudden (and possibly unique) presence 
of large amounts of relief aid may gener-
ate expectations for vastly improved 
housing, which are unlikely to be fulfilled. 
Under the circumstances, it is best to help 
the survivors form an accurate picture 
of the situation by providing them with 
clear information on the capacity and 
constraints of their own resources in the 
long-term, as well as those of their govern-
ment and assisting groups. In addition, it 
is apparent that shortages of traditional 
materials in the aftermath of a disaster will 
in themselves stimulate the private sector 
to bring to the area specialised building 
materials not normally used locally. This 
also increases expectations for modern 
solutions.

It has been pointed out that a solution to 
the problem of supplying large numbers 
of houses for disaster survivors may be 
found in examining the types of housing 
which existed before the disaster. Housing 
can be rebuilt to pre-existing standards, or 
can be improved with safer construction 

techniques or improved materials. This 
strategy based on local tradition is apt 
to meet the housing demand following a 
disaster. 

But there is a strong and growing demand 
on the part of numerous groups and 
individuals within developing countries – 
particularly in urban areas – for so-called 
modern housing. This may be due to 
the view that traditional houses symbol-
ize poverty; to the desire for a mainte-
nance-free house; or it may be simply an 
urban/metropolitan image of affluence 
and progress.

Many governments have attempted to 
develop low-cost housing schemes that 
would produce large numbers of units 
similar in appearance to those found in the 
industrial nations, or in their own middle 
class urban environments. In spite of the 
fact that these units are uneconomic for 
the majority follow income groups, and 
perhaps unsuitable for their climate and 
life-styles, demands for this type of solu-
tion are increasing. Assisting groups must 
be aware of the trend, and must be able 
to provide reasonable alternatives in the 
post-disaster context.

Assisting groups who decide to opt for 
indigenous-style housing, or to improve 
existing housing types, may be rebuffed 
by the government and others. Many 
groups within developing countries view 
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the movement towards appropriate tech-
nology as an attempt to perpetuate the 
poverty of nations, and rebuild slums. Until 
all parties to the post-disaster housing 
process fully understand the meaning of 
appropriate technology (perhaps better 
termed appropriable technology), assist-
ing groups can expect to come under 
increased criticism for opting for these 
types of solutions.

The evidence further shows that many 
assisting groups and experts commit-
ted to low-technology responses, have 
regarded rising expectations as irrational. 
But although aspirations for housing which 
is still out of economic range, and which 
may possess for its potential occupants 
unforeseen difficulties of maintenance 
and payment, rising expectations must be 
recognized as an element in the percep-
tion of shelter needs.

Assisting groups involved with shelter or 
assistance, need to present their advice for 
appropriate housing, and the housing types 
they will support, with an awareness of 
the distinction between expectations and 
aspirations. In general, their policies should 
not be socially deterministic; and if families 
have a desire for housing which may be 
beyond their resources, assisting groups 
(whilst explaining the inherent problems) 
should support these aspirations.

To summarize:

1. There is a need for any group involved  
 with shelter or housing to recognize 
the importance of the house as a symbol 
of wealth, progress, or urban sophisti-
cation, and not to merely regard it as 
protection from the elements (or extreme 
hazards).

2. Assisting groups must recognize the  
 positive value of rising aspirations 
within poor communities.

3. Support for such aspirations, however,  
 does not imply the need to support 
inappropriate modern housing with 
unconditional aid.

4. If there is a strong movement for  
 modern housing, assisting groups 
must use their resources to educate (not 
coerce) people as to the relative strengths 
and weaknesses of alternative housing 
systems.

5. Assisting groups should provide  
 their help in terms of cash grants only 
for what they consider is suitable hous-
ing. However, they may offer expertise in 
the provision of modern housing, even 
if they are unconvinced as to its local 
appropriateness.

6. Greater sensitivity is needed to  
 the issue of intermediate or appro-
priate technology in view of the frequent 
response that this advocacy is a form of 
paternalism.

7. Public information and education on 
 housing economics is a vital need 
from all assisting groups.

Rising expectations  
since 1982
We have nothing to add to the above text. 
We believe that the aspiration remains 
but we have not encountered it as a seri-
ous constraint in our work on shelter and 
housing during this period
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6.3 
The accountability  
of assisting groups  
to recipients of aid
Accountability: A key issue of 
shelter after disaster
Since the most effective relief and recon-
Since the most effective relief and 
reconstruction projects result from the 
participation of survivors in determining 
their own needs, and in the decision- 
making process for the rebuilding of their 
own settlements, the successful perfor-
mance of assisting groups is dependent 
on their accountability to the recipients of 
aid. Evidence from the 1976 earthquake in 
Guatemala has revealed a number of emer-
gency shelter and housing programmes 
where voluntary agencies have attempted, 
probably for the first time, to establish and 
maintain accountable relationships, and 
where mutual responsibilities of assisting 
groups and surviving communities were 
defined and accepted by both parties. This 
radically improved the acceptance of their 
proposals by the local community and 
assisted rapid recovery.

The development of accountability to survi-
vors will foster working relationships likely to 
result in more appropriate shelter and hous-
ing provision, and in avoiding the waste of 
local resources and misallocation of funds. 
However, since the concept of accountabil-
ity is still largely untried in the post- 

disaster context, to judge its usefulness on 
the evidence of past disasters is still difficult. 
But, if the findings on accountability in the 
low-cost housing sector of western, indus-
trialized societies are accepted, there is 
considerable positive evidence of its value.61 

Table 6 offers an analysis of the functional 
and attitudinal relationships between vari-
ous types of assisting groups and survivors.

Corrective mechanisms 
to establish accountable 
relationships
In most disaster situations, there tends to 
be a gulf between assisting groups and the 
survivors. The gulf may be political, social, 
cultural, economic, linguistic, or a combi-
nation of these and other factors. It inhibits 
the accountability relationship between 
assisting groups and survivors. In practice 
many relief agencies are accountable to:

— Their donors and their constituency 
 at home; 

— Their own government;

— The news media.

61. Turner, J. E C., and R. Fischer, Freedom to Build, Macmillan, New York,  
 1972; J. F. C. Turner, Housing by People, Marion Boyars, London 1976.
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Ostensibly, foreign assisting groups are 
also accountable to the government of 
the disaster-affected region, but in prac-
tice few real controls exist. Ultimately, 
accountability must be to the survivors 
and must include the concept of mutual 
accountability. Hardly anyone questions 
humanitarian aid following a disaster, but 
few assisting groups involved in relief feel 
pressure to assume long-term responsi-
bility for their actions. Unfortunately, relief 
agencies are only present for a relatively 
short period, and usually leave before the 
full impact of their actions on develop-
ment is felt (or before they have had time 
to analyse the results). Finally, there is no 
process for the redress of grievances by 
survivors.

There are a number of corrective mecha-
nisms which can help assisting groups to 
become accountable to survivors. Among 
these are:

— New models of administration and 
programme organization, placing 
planning and decision-making at the 
field level;

— Participatory management, i.e. mean-
ingful participation by the survivors in 
the administration and control of relief 
and reconstruction programmes;

— The formulation and application of 
preparedness policies by the disaster- 
prone countries;

— Informing and educating the public on 
their rights and responsibilities follow-
ing disaster;

— Adapting standard relief procedures 
to the local situation;

— Working through existing local organi-
zations, rather than setting up a sepa-
rate circuit of relief groups.

Difficulties in establishing 
accountability relationships
It is recognized that there are major 
difficulties in establishing account-
able relationships. There is the risk, for 
instance, of assisting groups from outside 
short-circuiting the local administration 
by attempting to achieve direct contact 
with survivors. A further subtle problem of 
accountability arises when the survivors 
may want one form of assistance, while 
the local authority advocate another.

Accountability and the equitable 
distribution of assistance
The concept of accountability is closely 
related to the equitable distribution of 
assistance. Evidence from case studies 
of earthquakes in the Middle East, Europe 
and Latin America indicates that the 
recovery of a community can be retarded 
by the uneven distribution of assistance.  
In these studies, a very wide variety of 
housing types, building components and 
materials were distributed. Survivors saw 
some as of superior quality and consid-
ered others as inferior. In addition, assist-
ing groups often adopted differing policies 
for the distribution of goods, some selling 
while others were making outright gifts. 
Further, survivors observed some commu-
nities receive a considerable volume of 
aid while others (perhaps adjacent) were 
receiving little or no assistance.

The evidence has shown that such dispar-
ities in distribution have caused internal 
dissention, and can have long-term detri-
mental effects. Nevertheless, in fairness, it 
has to be recognized that any relief or reha-
bilitation programme must, at some stage, 
be selective, possibly resulting in some 
unevenness of assistance. This only serves 
to highlight the need for the adoption of 
the corrective mechanisms listed above.
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Accountability and emergency 
shelter provision
The delivery of an artefact, such as a 
shelter, from one culture to another may 
unintentionally represent an imposition 
of the donor’s cultural values. The priority 
attached to shelter and housing by donors 
may in itself reflect alien cultural values 
(this form of property being a key indi-
cator of wealth in industrial urban-based 
cultures), whereas in the third world, land 
ownership, crops or livestock may be of 
far greater significance.

The decisions which are incorporated in 
the design of a shelter also represent an 
accumulation of the cultural values and 
priorities of the donor and his society. 
Assumptions are made about the relative 
importance of such elements as family 
life, storage of belongings, the functional 
layout of rooms, sanitary habits, etc. These 
functions are expressed as a physical 
statement of cultural priorities, which the 
foreign designer often assumes are similar 
to his. Although the finished artefact may 
represent a rational ordering of priorities 

Assisting groups Reason for their 
presence

Officially To the victim?

Local voluntary 
agencies

To help disaster 
survivors

To the director of their 
charity

Normally accountable 
to survivors

Local administration To help disaster 
survivors

To the local affected 
community

Normally accountable 
to survivors

National government To help disaster 
survivors

To the local affected 
community

When it works with 
local grassroots orga-
nizations, otherwise no 
direct accountability

Local military To help restore 
normality

To their superiors; 
to their national 
government

No direct 
accountability

Foreign experts To use their exper-
tise in conjunction 
with one of the above 
organizations

Possibly to their supe-
riors in home univer-
sity or agency; to those 
who have sponsored 
their work

No direct 
accountability

External voluntary 
agencies

To aid disaster victims To the director of their 
charity; to their chari-
ty’s financial support-
ers including their 
home government

Through the local 
grassroots organiza-
tions when they work 
with them, otherwise 
no accountability

External donor 
governments

To assist less fortunate 
nations, often formal-
ized in official treaties

To their home govern-
ment; to the local 
government

No direct 
accountability

International agen-
cies (United Nations 
system)

Responsibility to 
member nations, 
embodied in their 
terms of reference/
mandates

To agency heads, 
recipient government, 
and to the Secretary 
General of the United 
Nations

No direct 
accountability

Table 6
The present accountability 
of assisting groups
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in terms of designer/donor values, it may 
represent an unacceptable ranking of 
priorities to the recipient.62

Thus, one of the most important conse-
quences of an accountable relationship 
between assisting groups and the surviv-
ing community will be to minimize the 
adverse socio-cultural impacts of shel-
ter assistance. It is apparent that where 
the local community are regarded as the 
client, with their evaluation of shelter 
needs being sought and followed, shelter 
programmes will enjoy wide acceptance 
and high rates of occupancy.

Accountability and the 
monitoring of emergency 
shelter and housing 
programmes
One of the most important constraints on 
the development of accountable relation-
ships is the lack of information which, in 
the last resort, can serve as evidence of 
liability. After disasters, assisting groups 
usually prepare detailed reports listing 
the assistance which they have provided 
during their involvement in relief and/
or reconstruction. However, the record 
of these groups in analysing their own 
programmes is limited. 

Few reports state what the initial social or 
other objectives of a programme were, 
and how the programme lived up to 
these objectives. Performance data about 
programmes is very sketchy, especially 
with regard to:

— The effectiveness of different 
approaches;

— The performance of agency field staff 
(professionals and volunteers);

— The relative performance of relief and 
development organizations;

— The cost-effectiveness of emergency 
shelter programmes;

— The acceptance of shelter 
programmes by the survivors, and 
rates of occupancy;

— The long-term effects of emergency 
shelter programmes on housing 
reconstruction, land tenure, land 
reforms, and risk reduction.

It appears that each time a disaster 
occurs, everyone has to begin from 
scratch and relearn all the lessons that 
have been learned before. There are 
several reasons why:

1. Many organizations set up their  
 programmes without the provision of 
funds in the budget for evaluation, often for 
fear of criticism that the budget will show too 
much money being spent in administration, 
and not enough on relief goods or services. 
There is also the fear of critical evaluation 
and its possible effects on public opinion, 
donors, the staff etc. While one can under-
stand human nature, lack of evaluation leads 
to stagnation or mediocrity of performance.

2. The turnover of foreign relief staff 
 is high. People carrying out field 
programmes are usually retained for  
short periods of time only. It is rarely  
part of their contract to write a detailed 

62. For instance, the reaction of Moslem communities in the Middle East 
 to well-insulated but undivided temporary shelters, which do not allow 
for adequate privacy for family life, is to reject them. The rejection of such 
culturally unacceptable solutions is often viewed by assisting groups as irra-
tional. Such judgments are examples of clashing cultural values.
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evaluation of their programme’s perfor-
mance. Furthermore, because many of 
these people are not full-time relief or 
development specialists, they may under-
standably not feel qualified to analyse 
work executed in an agency context.

3. With the emphasis on rapid response,  
 data collection (and especially statisti-
cal data for analysis) obtains a low prior-
ity. Many field workers are action-oriented 
people, with little time or resources for 
analytical reporting and evaluation. Many 
temporary field staff also believe that field 
directors, or other persons in charge of 
their programme further up the hierarchy, 
will conduct such evaluations and, there-
fore, do not feel that continuing reporting 
or documentation is part of their duties.

4. The nature of the system discourages  
 analysis. The object of relief is obvi-
ously to satisfy emergency needs.

There exists an urgent need to analyse 
programmes and strategies. Information 
is needed on actions at all stages of relief 
operations and at all levels of the relief 
system; but most important, it is needed 
at the field level. The majority of reports 
written about relief operations describe 
actions and decisions made at the two top 
levels of the disaster system (at the head-
quarters and field director levels). There is 
almost no information on decision-making, 
actions, operations, or problems encoun-
tered by those people who actually carry 
out the relief programme at the local level.
There is also a pressing demand for infor-
mation on the impact of programmes, both 
in the short-term and the long-term. Data 

should be in process of assembly soon 
after a programme becomes operational, 
outlining its objectives, the philosophies 
behind it, a brief history of the personnel 
involved, and their backgrounds. At the 
midpoint of the programme, an analysis 
should be undertaken to determine perfor-
mance as against the original objectives, so 
that changes can be made, if necessary. At 
the end of the programme, a history should 
be written and an analysis made of the 
immediate impact. Several years later, the 
agency should return to the same area and 
study the long-term impact of their actions.

Until this type of information is available, 
we will continue to know too little of the 
effectiveness of the funds spent on emer-
gency shelter and reconstruction. As the 
amount of money and effort spent on inter-
national disaster relief can be expected to 
continue increasing, it is imperative that 
this information be collected.

Comic strip book-
lets were produced 
to offer guidance on 
layout of buildings and 
construction.
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Accountability and the equitable 
distribution of assistance
Assisting groups must ensure that the 
overriding principle of the equitable distri-
bution of aid is not undermined when 
selecting recipients of aid. The application 
of this principle will be greatly assisted by 
formal monitoring.

Accountability and participation 
of survivors in assistance 
programmes
Once it is recognized that the surviving 
community is a key resource for recovery, 
it follows that any accountable relation-
ship will seek to assume active public 
participation in all shelter and housing 
programmes. This is difficult to achieve 
unless it is foreseen in disaster prepared-
ness plans, and through public education 
and information. Pressures of time and the 
predetermining of activities (by the exis-
tence of a Standard Operating Procedure, 
for instance) militate against participation.

Accountability and the imposition 
of alien cultural values
As highlighted under section 4.6, under 
imported designs and units, the quest 
for a universal shelter is not viable for 
many reasons, especially cultural ones, 
emphasizing the wide and rich diversity of 
forms of shelter that are required. Mutual 
accountability will help ensure that there is 
a very close fit between shelter provision 
and the cultural values of survivors.

It is necessary for assisting groups:

— To understand the complexities of the 
local housing process;

— To seek the active participation of 
future occupants of shelter and 
housing in all aspects of planning, 
designing and building, and in the 
monitoring/evaluation of programmes 
once undertaken.

Policy guidelines
The mutual responsibilities 
and costs of accountability
While the concept of accountability offers 
genuine opportunities for reform through-

out the disaster relief system, it must be 
recognized that for accountable relation-
ships to work in practice, donors and recip-
ients alike must acknowledge their mutual 
responsibilities and all that this implies.

Responsibilities
Donors Recipients

To accept accountability to recipients of aid as a 
basic working principle, affecting not only field 
policy but the financial, legal and administrative 
policies of donor organizations.

To be prepared to participate through elected 
representatives in all aspects of disaster recov-
ery, involving the assessment of needs, the 
collection, allocation and distribution of assis-
tance and the monitoring and evaluation of assis-
tance programmes.

Implications
Donors Recipients

A sharing of power and authority.
Forms of management which will be more respon-
sive to the free flow of information.
A longer term commitment beyond the relief 
phase.

Willingness to accept the demands of the above 
processes, ultimately involving liability.
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Accountability and the 
monitoring/evaluation of shelter 
and post-disaster housing 
programmes
One of the costs to assisting groups is the 
longer term commitment to a community 
than would be the case with a programme 
where there is minimal local participa-
tion. This commitment to a community 
will involve the close monitoring of shelter 
and housing programmes as they are built. 
Ideally both monitoring and evaluation will 
involve surviving communities in reporting 
on such questions as:

— Occupancy
 Have the assigned families sub-let  

the houses; what percentage are 
occupied, etc.?

— Adaptation
 Have any patterns emerged which 

may contribute to the improvement  
of the design?

— User satisfaction
 Does the shelter or housing satisfy 

the lifestyle, aspirations, and practical 
needs of the users?

— Use of finance 
 Has value for money been obtained; 

was the money used in accordance 
with the objectives; have any “corrup-
tion factors” been identified that may 
require changes in management?

Monitoring and evaluation are so import-
ant that a specific percentage of any given 
shelter or housing budget should be desig-
nated for this purpose. Various percentages 
have been considered, and it is apparent that 
some agencies are already allocating an aver-
age of 5 per cent for this purpose.

Conclusion
The principle of accountability is implicitly 
contained in all the recommendations of this 
study. If the surviving community is regarded 
as the principal partner in disaster relief, 
shelter and reconstruction, more effective 
programmes of assistance will emerge.
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The unique aspect of this Housing Education Programme was not to build 
large numbers of houses, but to build a model house (shown safe here) in 
order to explain the techniques of applying aseismic principles to the design 
of low income housing. Throughout the project the staff of the assisting 
group attempted to make themselves accountable to the surviving families, 
on the principle that they were their client, and not the passive recipients of 
products emerging from decisions made elsewhere.

In addition to the 
programme objectives 
of materials distribu-
tion, advice was offered 
to local builders and 
craftsmen on how to 
build houses.
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A selection of photo-
graphs illustrating a 
project in which the 
concept of account-
ability was applied.
These   photographs 
all illustrate the 
OXFAM/World 
Neighbours Housing 
Reconstruction project 
which was undertaken 
from 1976–1979 in 
Guatemala following 
the 1976 earthquake. 
The expressed need of 
the population in the 
rural highland areas 
was for corrugated 
iron sheeting “Lamina”. 
This was distributed by 
direct gift for very poor 
families, subsidies or 
normal sale. It served 
as temporary shelter 
in the initial instance, 
later to become perma-
nent roofing.
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Summary of significant 
developments over the past 
30 years

— The lack of accountability has contin-
ued to be a problem with a number 
of reports, for instance After the 
Tsunami: Human Rights of Vulnerable 
Populations, finding that survivors 
often suffer from inequities in aid 
distribution and substandard shelter. 
In After the Tsunami: Human Rights 
of Vulnerable Populations tsunami 
survivors reported widespread ineq-
uities in aid distribution on the part 
of some government agencies as a 
result of favouritism and political influ-
ence, bureaucratic inefficiencies, and 

caste affiliation. Government author-
ities rarely, if ever, investigated such 
abuses. Finally, government agencies 
and aid organizations often failed to 
consult people in affected commu-
nities about aid distribution and 
reconstruction.63

— The original Shelter After Disaster 
text anticipated accountability, both 
as a movement and as a discipline. 
The scope and principles of account-
ability have become institutionalized 
in the Humanitarian Accountability 
Partnership International (HAP), estab-
lished in 2003 to promote accountabil-
ity to people affected by humanitarian 
crises. HAP acknowledges those 

63. Human Rights Center. After the Tsunami. Human Rights of  
 Vulnerable Populations: Human Rights Center, University of California 
Berkeley and the East West Centre, 2005. Available at: www.EastWestCenter.org
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organizations that meet the HAP 
Principles of Accountability, which 
the founding members developed as 
a condition of HAP membership. By 
applying these Principles and develop-
ing their own humanitarian account-
ability framework an organization 
becomes accountable for the quality 
of its work to people it aims to assist 
and on whose behalf it is acting. In 
order to provide an objective, consis-
tent and logical approach to veri-
fying that HAP members apply and 
meet the Principles of Accountability, 
HAP developed the 2007 Standard 
in Humanitarian Accountability and 
Quality Management. This was the 
first international standard designed 
to assess, improve and recognize the 
accountability and quality of human-
itarian programmes and has since 
been updated in 2010.

— The original principle has been 
expanded to include both account-
ability and transparency; both of 
these principles should also be seen 
as requirements for donors, strategic 
planners and implementers. All actors 
must be held accountable in a consis-
tent way along the supply chain, from 
donor to the recipient.64 

— Evaluating shelter programmes is 
now routine. Several NGOs and donor 
agencies incorporate resources for 
monitoring and evaluation in proj-
ect budgets. This has resulted in 
a burgeoning literature of lessons 
learned, analyses of what does and 
does not work and the acceptability of 
projects to survivors and other stake-
holders. Several dozen evaluations of 
shelter projects are available on the 
ALNAP.org website. 
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In concluding this study, UNDRO wishes 
to emphasize, once again, that there is no 
universally applicable emergency shelter 
system, and that attempts to invent such 
systems are based on the many mistaken 
assumptions discussed throughout the 
study. Guidelines on post-disaster shelter 
for individual communities can only be 
formulated by qualified local personnel, 
in the light of the prevailing local condi-
tions (types of hazard, climate, build-
ing traditions, economic base, social 
organization, etc.). Such guidelines can, 
however, be modelled on the structure of 
Chapters 4 and 5.

Table 7 indicates the relative roles of 
all those assisting in the formulation of 
specific community guidelines of manuals.

Action at the local level

1. The production of a local manual  
for emergency shelter and post- 
disaster housing provision

 This will probably be necessary in all 
situations. It is suggested that its struc-
ture follow the principles discussed in this 
study with modifications, where neces-
sary, in light of local conditions.

2. The incorporation of advice on 
emergency shelter and post- 
disaster housing provision in  
local contingency plans 

 It may be appropriate to integrate 
plans for shelter and housing with advice 
on building needs for other sectors 
(health, food storage, etc.).

3. The introduction of statutory 
provisions

If land-use controls or building regula-
tions do not exist they should be drafted 
for legislative action. However, the local 
administration must also have, or develop, 
the capacity to enforce regulations.

4. The introduction of training 
programmes for local personnel  
and field staff

Training in shelter management, and 
improved building construction, including 
hazard resistant building techniques, is 
necessary at the field level.

5. Public education 
 All levels of the public (i.e. school chil-
dren, public institutions, public officials etc.) 
will need to be better educated and informed 
on the characteristics of local natural hazards 
the likely behaviour of structures, and 
elementary community preparedness.

6.4  
Advice for the  
local level
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Personnel to be involved in the 
drawing up of local guidelines65 
The personnel needed will vary accord-
ing to local conditions, but ideally should 
include the following representatives:

— Local builders or craftsmen: It may be 
difficult to secure this involvement, 
but their potential contribution is 
considerable;

— Local government officials involved 
with the management of relief and 
reconstruction programmes: Ideally, 
these officials should chair commit-
tees and subcommittees for various 
components of relief programmes;

— Local architects and engineers who 
are sensitive to low-income housing 
issues.

— Field directors of voluntary agen-
cies with local post-disaster housing 
experience.

— All government research bodies 
concerned with disaster management 
and risk mitigation.

Actions to be taken at the local level
Personnel involved 
with the development 
of guidelines

Production 
of local 
manual on 
emergency 
shelter and 
post-disas-
ter housing

Incorporation 
of advice on 
emergency 
shelter in 
local contin-
gency plans

Introduction 
of statutory 
provisions 
(i.e. draft 
legislation)

Introduction 
of training 
programmes

Introduction 
of public 
education 
programmes

Local builders/
craftsmen

*** *** * *** *

Local community 
leaders

* *** * *** ****

Local government 
officials

*** **** **** *** ****

Local architects/
engineers

*** *** *** *** **

Field directors of  
voluntary agencies

*** ** — **** **

Key: **** Major role, *** Substantial role, ** Intermediate, * Minor role, — No role

Table 7
Roles in developing advice for use at the local level

65. Though it is possible that local personnel may feel that they lack the  
 necessary expertise to undertake this assignment, their experience 
should not be under-estimated. If, however, after detailed searches the 
appropriate skills are not found to be available locally, outside sources may 
be able to help, beginning with the central government and extending to the 
international community via the United Nations system or other international 
relief or development agencies.
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Scope and content  
of information needed  
for drawing up  
local guidelines

1.  Hazard, Vulnerability and Risk
 The risks must be studied and known. 
Case studies and damage surveys of previ-
ous disasters are necessary to estimate 
vulnerability. All historical records will be 
useful for undertaking probabilistic studies 
of hazard and risk.

2.  Resources
 Detailed inventories will need to be 
made of the following:

a. The resources of the normal housing 
process;

b. Local public buildings that can be 
requisitioned in the event of an 
emergency;

c. Local training bodies;

d. Local institutions/agencies, both 
governmental and non-governmental, 
with an interest in emergency shelter 
and post-disaster housing;

e. Local expertise available to assist with 
hazard-resistant design and build-
ing, as well as all aspects of building 
management;

f. Relevant printed matter – manuals, 
handbooks, reports case studies, etc.

3.  The dissemination of guidelines
 The resulting information will need to 
be disseminated in a form appropriate to 
the target audience, which will probably 
include: 

a. The elected or chosen leaders of 
communities at risk, whose need 
will be for information and advice 
concerning their roles and the 

protective measures that can be 
undertaken within the community at 
minimal cost;

b. Local institutions, especially those 
which have had no previous experi-
ence of shelter or housing, but which 
may be able to give important assis-
tance in the implementation of train-
ing programmes (e.g. agricultural 
co-operatives);

c. Local NGOs concerned with relief 
assistance;

d. Local private building enterprises, 
including supply firms, contrac-
tors, craftsmen and building finance 
organizations;

e. Local government agencies 
concerned with housing, building and 
the environment;

f. Local experts.

Broader dissemination may be achieved 
through such means as village or 
community meetings and workshops, 
pamphlets containing simple guide-
lines, and training programmes for local 
builders and craftsmen. Ideally, effective 
dissemination to a diverse audience will 
be the responsibility of the local govern-
ment officials who chair disaster relief. 
The ultimate aim must be to secure an 
individual concern, backed up by the 
authority and resources of the local 
government.

4.  The development of local guidelines
 The process of information gather-
ing and analysis must be regarded as 
continuous. In normal times this will 
largely be a question of maintaining the 
information base outlined above. In ideal 
circumstances it will be the responsibil-
ity of a single individual (with a deputy), 
familiar with the local guidelines and 
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able to assume control. In the event of a 
disaster actually occurring, monitoring 
procedures must be established at once 
to evaluate the effectiveness of the exist-
ing guidelines, so that improvements 
can be made in the light of practical 
experience.

Key references
Few examples, if any, of local manual envis-
aged in this section exist. Closest in terms of 
scope and content is the Sri Lanka Cyclone 
Handbook, edited by Everett M. Ressler and David 
Oakley, for the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP), published by the Ministry of 
Local Government, Housing and Construction, 
Government of Sri Lanka, 1979.

Summary of significant 
developments over the past 
30 years
Advice to the Primary  
or local level 
(Local government, communities, commu-
nity and NGO’s field staff)

— Given the variables of shelter and 
housing, as well as contrasting 
governmental, cultural, social and 
economic variations between one 
local community and another, it is not 
possible to propose specific actions 
in this general ‘refreshment’. However, 
the authors believe that if local lead-
ers apply the principles as well as 
overall advice they will be able to 
suggest appropriate shelter and hous-
ing for any location. This will need to 
be based on a detailed local assess-
ment of hazards, vulnerabilities and 
capacities. 

— The writers of local level guidelines are 
also advised to look at the wealth of 
experience, both negative and positive, 
contained in the case study section 
(see Appendix A) and also those 
captured in the Shelter Projects publi-
cations (www.sheltercasestudies.org). 
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Appendix A
Case Study 
Summaries 

The following eleven summaries give 
examples of emergency shelter and 
housing provision from a selection 
of major disasters between 1963 and 
1980. The preponderance of earth-
quake examples. stems partly from 
the experience of those who prepared 
this study, but equally because earth-
quakes provoke the most damage 
to houses, and kill the most people. 
The figures quoted are as accurate as 

could be determined, but it is recog-
nized that some are open to challenge. 
Nevertheless the orders of magnitude 
are in all probability correct, and serve 
to illustrate or substantiate the find-
ings of this study. Figures have been 
obtained from official sources, scien-
tific journals, interviews, and personal 
observation.

In addition to the eleven original case 
study summaries included in the 1982 
Guidelines a further seven have been 
added in chronological order. These 
have been selected carefully as the 
most significant disaster recovery 
contexts where shelter and housing 
played a decisive role. By maintaining 
the original case studies (shaded in 
grey) it is possible to compare the 
scale and impact of disasters and 
developments in the subject over a  
47 year period.
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Case no. Type of disaster Location Date

 1 Earthquake Skopje, Yugoslavia  1963

 2 Earthquake Gediz, Turkey  1970

 3 Earthquake/mud slide Peru  1970

 4 Earthquake Managua, Nicaragua  1972

 5 Hurricane Honduras  1974

 6 Earthquake Lice, Turkey  1975

 7 Earthquake Guatemala  1976

 8 Earthquake Fruffi, Italy  1976

 9 Earthquake Caldiran (Van), Turkey  1976

 10 Cyclone/storm surge Andhra Pradesh, India  1977

 11 Earthquake El Asnam, Algeria  1980

 
Additional Case Studies
 12 Hurricane Honduras  1998

 13 Earthquake and tsunami Sri Lanka  2004

 14 Earthquake Pakistan  2005

 15 Cyclone Bangladesh  2007

 16 Earthquake Peru  2007

 17 Floods Pakistan  2010

 18 Earthquake Haiti  2010
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Search, rescue, shelter provision (tents), 
evacuation to nearby towns

National/local authorities: 
Operation of emergency plan,  
rapid building repair

Military: 
Search, resale, provision of tents,  
clearing debris 

Assisting groups (external): 
Provision of emergency shelter,  
housing, clearing debris

Emergency shelter policy
A preparedness organization, STAB, assumed 
control. Within 24 hours tents were provided 
for 25,000 people. An evacuation policy was 
implemented, and 150,000 women and chil-
dren left the city within three weeks; 60,000 
men were available for cleaning, repairing 
and erecting housing; 1,711 temporary houses 
were built (1,566 by War on Want, UK, and 
by a team of Royal Engineers); they were 
intended for eventual agricultural use.

Timing
Tents were erected very rapidly and were 
used for 3 to 4 months. People then 
moved into the 1,711 temporary houses. 
Some remained in these houses (which 
still exist); others moved into the new 
prefabricated houses.

Reconstruction Policy
A decision was made to requisition land to 
build 14,000 houses for a total of 70,000 
people. Repairs to existing houses were 
undertaken to provide housing for 80,000. 
A new town plan was designed and imple-
mented. This included an international 
competition for the design of the city centre.

1
Earthquake 
Skopje, 
Yugoslavia
July 1963 (04:17 hours)

Population
Pre-disaster: 200,000
Homeless: 160,000 approx. 
(ratio 1:1.25)
Injured: 3,700
Killed: 1,070

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: 15,766
Destroyed: 13,700
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
1 billion approx. (at 1963 values)

Needs of affected populations
Shelter, food, water, sanitation

Value of assistance 
(US Dollars)
Unknown
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Tents 5,000 Unknown

Caravans Unknown Unknown

Prefabricated units 1,900 Unknown

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Prefabricated houses and apartment buildings Unknown

Housing reconstruction Unknown

Lessons learned

1. The emergency organization was  
 highly effective.

2. The tents were not all used.

3. The evacuation policy was only  
 partially effective (all returned  
within 3 to 4 months).

4. The ability to requisition land  
 contributed to the rapid reconstruction 
of houses. Another contributory factor was 
the massive aid received from Eastern and 
Western European sources (82 counties).

5. Overall there was a balanced,  
 diversified approach in shelter provi-
sion which satisfied the needs in spite of 
the exposure threat of cold weather, which 
came 3 months after the disaster.

6. The estimated damage total was  
 USD 2.4 billion, while the overall  
cost of reconstruction was in the order  
of USD 40 billion.

7. Much of the damage to property can  
 be attributed to:

a. rapid urbanization in the preceding 
decade;

b. damage to building foundations in the 
1962 flood.

8. Needs of ethnic minority groups  
 (40 per cent of the population) were 
insufficiently considered by authorities. 
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Improvising their own shelter, moving in 
with friends and relatives.

National/local authorities: 
Relief co-ordination and direction through 
national and local relief committees.

Recruitment of labour from other parts  
of Turkey.

Military: 
Clearing of debris, rescue and relief.

Assisting groups (external): 
Turkish Red Crescent Society (major role),  
providing emergency shelter.

Emergency shelter policy:
In Gediz temporary shelter was used only 
for a very short period; in Ackaalan tempo-
rary shelter (Bayer domes)was used for 
a considerably longer period. Imported 
labour was used for the clearing damage.

Timing
Emergency shelter was provided rapidly. 

Reconstruction Policy

1. The Government decided to  
 rebuild Gediz 5 km to the south of  
the destroyed town.

2. New housing was built very rapidly  
 by the government.

3. The town of Ackaalan was rebuilt on 
 the original site.

Population
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Homeless: 90,000
Injured: 1,265
Killed: 1,086

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: 5,105
Destroyed: 14,852 
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
23 million

Needs of affected populations
Shelter, treatment of injured, 
restoring water supply, 
roads etc. (life-line systems)

Value of assistance 
(US Dollars)
Unknown

2
Earthquake 
(Richter 7.1) 
Gediz, Western 
Anatolia, Turkey
March 1970
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Lessons learned

1. The relocation of Gediz has created  
 long-term problems, occupants still 
maintaining close links with the old town.

2. Residents of Ackaalan argue that a   
 longer period in temporary accommo-
dation gave rise to better construction of 
permanent homes due to increased time 
available for construction.

3. Co-ordination between village  
 communities and government  
planning officers was not satisfactory.

4. The very swift reconstruction of  
 buildings created many problems. 
Local residents believed that more time 
could have been devoted to the planning 
process with long-term benefits.
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Polyurethane domes 300 in first week,  
ultimately 400

High

Tents Unknown Unknown

Prefabricated units 1,900 Unknown

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Apartment dwellings 2,600 apartments by mid-1971, 9,100 by 1973
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: Clearance of debris, erection of 
shelters (in food-for-work programmes).

National/local authorities: National 
commission for relief and reconstruction.

Military: Repair of roads, bridges, irriga-
tion systems, etc. 

Assisting groups (external): All aspects 
of relief; loans for reconstruction from the 
International Development Banks for hous-
ing, clinics, schools, etc.

Emergency shelter policy

1. The Housing Ministry established an  
 emergency shelter committee to 
assess damage, provided temporary shel-
ter and re-establish essential water, sanita-
tion and other services.

2. Widespread use of tents (12,400).

3. 19 tons of building materials and 602  
 tons of building equipment and tools, 
etc. were sent to the affected area.

4. Over 50,000 families received corru- 
 gated iron sheets for emergency shelter.

5. Emergency camps were established  
 by the Government, broken down into 
family units in a project called Operation 
Roof. These emergency shelters were 
formed from metal frames, with corru-
gated iron sheet roofing; 80 per cent of 
the materials were re-used in permanent 
reconstruction.

3
Earthquake 
(Richter 7.7) 
Chimbote, Peru
May 1970 (15:25 hours)
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Timing

1. Initial tents and estevas built in the  
 first week.

2. 12,400 tents erected in ten weeks.

3. By the second month credit was  
 available for reconstruction.

4. By January 1971 (7 months later)  
 shelter had been provided for 14,130 
families and a roof had been provided for 
50,000 families.

Reconstruction policy
A reconstruction commission (CRYRZA) 
was established with the following 
objectives:

1. To link reconstruction with general 
 development programmes (including 
industrial and agricultural projects).

2. Establish new seismic codes for  
 all buildings.

3. Not to permit the repair of damaged 
adobe buildings.

4. Re-use of emergency shelter materials  
 in reconstruction.

Population
Pre-disaster: 1.8 million
Homeless: 500,000 (ratio 1:3.6)
Injured: 143,300
Killed: 47,100 (unaccounted: 19,600)

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: 2.55 million
Damaged: 59,800  
(urban: 31,800; rural: 28,000)
Destroyed: 139,000  
(urban: 51,700; rural: 87,300)
Value of damage (US Dollars): Unknown

Needs of affected populations
Restoration of water and electricity 
supplies, opening up of roads and commu-
nications, treatment of injured and sani-
tary evacuations, fuel, blankets, shelter

Value of assistance (US Dollars)
44 billion from all sources, for relief  
and reconstruction.
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Lessons learned

1. Reconstruction materials, namely  
 corrugated iron sheets, and the woven 
timber/straw of the estevas huts served a 
useful function, being re-used in perma-
nent reconstruction.

2. The Bayer/Red Cross polyurethane  
 igloos were generally well received; 
50 per cent were still in use six years after 
the earthquake, but had been modified 
through additions and alterations.

3. The Government decision to relocate 
 some towns, due to risks of father 
mud slides was logical but highly unpopu-
lar with those affected.

4. The decision to halt all reconstruction  
 activity in Huaraz until seismic 
micro-zoning studies and the master plan 
were completed seriously retarded the 
reconstruction process.

5. The 16,180 conventional houses built 
 were only accessible to middle class 
families.
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Tents 12,400 High

Traditional shelters (estevas) Unknown Unknown

Corrugated iron roofing sheets For 50,000 families 100

Traditional shelters (estevas) Unknown 100 

Polyurethane igloos Unknown Unknown

Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Wide variety from prefabricated systems to adobe

By the Government 10,600

Through loans 3,180

From other sources 2,400

Roofing schemes 40,000

Total 56,180
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Moved in with relatives and friends in 
outlying towns/villages

National/local authorities: 
Evacuation of Managua city (compul-
sory), building of campsites and wooden 
shelters

Military: 
Execution of evacuation order

Assisting groups (external): 
Provide tents, polyurethane igloos
and wooden huts

Emergency shelter policy
Government policy to evacuate Managua 
city centre – reasons given: risks of looting 
and epidemics – and provide campsites in 
Masaya and outskirts of Managua; assist in 
building wooden huts for 11,600 families. 
Initially, survivors tended to ignore govern-
ment action, preferring to stay with friends 
and relatives.

Timing
Managua: 40 tents in two days
Masaya: 40 tents in three and a half weeks
Full complement of tents arrived and 
erected after five weeks. Wooden huts (USA) 
completed in 14 weeks, igloos in 5 months. 
A number of voluntary agencies erected 
simpler wooden huts within three weeks.

4
Earthquake  
(Richter 5.6) 
Managua, Nicaragua
December 1972 (23:00 hours) 
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Reconstruction policy
Prior to the Popular Revolution, govern-
ment policy was to cordon off city centre, 
pending reconstruction using new aseis-
mic building codes. Reconstruction placed 
under special ministry. Freezing of central 
area encouraged vast suburban sprawl, 
increasing costs of infrastructure develop-
ment/maintenance, and altering socio- 
economic base of the affected population. 
Reconstruction policy was dictated by the 
interests of a small but wealthy land- 
owning class under former regime.

Lessons learned

1. The evacuation policy was the basic  
 cause of the waste land that remained 
undeveloped in the central of Managua 
until the 1979 revolution. If families had 
been allowed to remain within the earth-
quake ruins, it is probable that rebuilding 
would have proceeded rapidly. Thus, the 
obvious benefits of anti-seismic planning 
and building construction have to be set 
against the cost and social disruption of 
such measures.

2. A consequence of the restriction of 
 development in the urban centre has 
stimulated suburban decentralization, 
which has radically changed the form of 
post-earthquake Managua.

3. The extended family system was a  
 highly effective sponge, absorbing 
the homeless. (This may have been due in 
part to rapid urbanization in the previous 
decade with extensive rural/urban ties).

Population
Pre-disaster: 500,000
Homeless: 200,000 (ratio 1:23)
Injured: 20,003
Killed: Between 6,000 and 10,000

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: 80,000
Damaged: Unknown
Destroyed: 50,000
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
Approximately 800 million

Needs of affected populations
Water supply, sanitation, shelter, 
access to sources of employment

Value of assistance 
(US Dollars)
5,226 million between 1975 
and 1978

4
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4. Polyurethane igloos arrived too late to  
 satisfy emergency shelter needs.

5. The USAID wooden huts were ineffec- 
 tive as emergency provisions; 
they were remotely sited, with inade-
quate attention having been paid to 
infrastructure.

6. The private sector played a key role in 
reconstruction, particularly on the periph-
ery of the city.
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Tents — Masaya 360 60

Tents — Managua 1,600 20

Polyurethane igloos (Red Cross) 500 45

Wooden huts (USA Government) 11,600 35 (first year)  
100 (second year)

Total 14,060

Note: of the homeless 90 per cent were listed as lodging with relatives/friends, and a small propor-
tion were occupying improvised shelter

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Wide variety, including the upgrading of the 
wooden huts

Unknown, but very active private sector
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Improvisation of shelter

National/local authorities: 
Damage/needs assessment, medical 
supplies, provision of tents

Military: 
Unknown, but conventional role 
presumed: rescue, clearing debris, setting 
up camps, etc.

Assisting groups (external): 
Provision of wide variety of relief supplies

Emergency shelter policy
Eight large refugee camps were established. 
The largest was built in Choloma to house 
318 families (1,831 people). In addition there 
were improvised shelters. The extended 
family system does not appear to have func-
tioned effectively. Existing buildings e.g. 
schools, were used as temporary shelter.

Timing
Honduran Red Cross dealt with immediate 
needs; 19 September, damage assessment 
teams requested from UNDRO and US 
Government 20 September, arrival of first 
supplies for emergency shelter; requests 
changed due to continuing surveys; 26 
September, meeting of agencies, each 
asked to indicate in which area of relief it 
wished to work.

Reconstruction policy
There were the major programmes of 
house building – each by a voluntary 
agency. In addition, CARE distributed roof-
ing materials for 5,324 houses; housing was 
built above the flood plain, on the hill side, 
but remained vulnerable in many instances, 
due to poor cut and fill techniques.

Population
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Homeless: Up to 350,000
Injured: Unknown
Killed: Between 8,000

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: 12,000
Destroyed: Up to 15,000  
(according to different estimates)
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
500 million

Needs of affected populations
Food, drinking water,  
sanitation, medical case shelter

Value of assistance 
(US Dollars)
11.6 million from external sources

5
Hurricane  
Fifi 
Honduras
18–20 September 1974 
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Lessons learned

1. One of the new housing settlements  
 Colonia Canada in Choloma is inter-
esting in that it evolved from a refugee 
camp of 485 families to a permanent 
settlement of 381 houses.

2. There was a marked absence of  
 governmental provision of new housing.

3. There was marked lack of local involve- 
 ment in the refugee camp and in 
rehousing programmes, many of which 
were culturally unsuited to local conditions.

4. The distribution of aid was concen-
 trated in certain centres such as 
Choloma, causing a dependency a spiral 
with adverse long-term consequences.

5. Many of the housing systems have not  
 been easily modified.

6. New buildings have not been designed  
 or sited to adequately resist future high 
winds or flood action.
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Tents Unknown Unknown

Prefabricated units 500 Unknown

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Wide variety of systems including prefabri-
cated timber and precast concrete systems

Unknown
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Some limited improvisation of shelter. 
Overall role of survivors was minimal

National/local authorities: 
Housing reconstruction

Military: 
Search and rescue, demolition  
of dangerous ruins

Assisting groups (external): 
Red Cross and Red Crescent provided tents; 
OXFAM provided polyurethane igloos;  
46 per cent of prefabricated housing recon-
struction built with foreign assistance

Emergency shelter policy
The policy was to provide tents through 
the Turkish Red Crescent Society, and 
to accelerate reconstruction. Voluntary 
Agencies followed their own policies, e.g. 
the Oxfam igloos.

Timing
The majority of tents were in place within 
two weeks, the most urgently needed 
having been provided within two days. The 
first polyurethane igloos were provided after 
60 days, and completed after 90 days.

Reconstruction policy

1. The Ministry of Reconstruction and  
 Resettlement moved the town of  
Lice 2 km to the south due to the risk of 
rock falls at the old site.

2. The housing policy was to provide 
 prefabricated homes, not to rebuild in 
local building tradition. The town of Lice 
was planned for an eventual population of 
200,013 (twice the pre-earthquake total).

3. Some of the housing assistance from  
 external sources, notably Libya, incor-
porated employment provision, animal 
shelters, etc.

Population
Pre-disaster: 50,000 (8,100 Lice town)
Homeless: 5,000  
(ratio 10 region and 1:1.6 town)
Injured: 3,400
Killed: 2,385

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: 8,450
Destroyed: 7,710
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
Estimated between 17 million  
and 34 million

Needs of affected populations
Shelter was a particularly important need 
owing to approaching winter conditions. 
Owing to high casualty figures, emotional 
security was an important factor in relief.

Value of assistance (US Dollars)
34 million (internal sources);  
15.7 million (external sources)

6
Earthquake 
(Richter 6.9) 
Lice, Turkey
September 1975 (12:20 hours)
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Lessons learned

1. Tents effectively met short-term  
 needs. A particular quality of Red 
Crescent policy is to ask surviving families 
to make new tents to replenish the stock-
pile while using their tents.

2. Of the 463 Oxfam igloos, 44 were 
 damaged, and it is probable that fewer 
than 50 were used. They failed on grounds 
of high cost, timing, fire risk and cultural 
issues. After the experience in Lice, Oxfam 
abandoned the system.

3. Lice was the second major disaster  
 to attract extensive financial aid from 
the Arab world, with the receipt of USD 
11 out of USD 15.7 million of external aid, 
resulting in an imaginative project by Libre.

4. The decision to relocate Lice has been 
very unpopular with its residents, and was 
made without their participation. The new 
site does not possess climatic shelter from 
the hillside, has taken valuable agricultural 

land out of use, and was initially without 
water supply. The new choice of a flat site 
may have been influenced by the require-
ments of the prefabricated houses.

5. The capacity of the Turkish 
 Government to build prefabricated 
houses so rapidly (1,568 units in 54 days) was 
an achievement, but conversely the houses 
had many deficiencies: climatic and cultural 
unsuitability; no provision for animals; they 
were too small; and they did little to gener-
ate local work. Essentially, they reflected an 
urban middle class set of values, in sharp 
contrast to rural values and priorities.
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Tents (Turkish Red Crescent) 3,681 90

Polyurethane igloos (Oxfam) 463 10

Improvised shelter Unknown Unknown

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Prefabricated housing (asbestos sheets in 
timber frames) provided by Turkish Ministry of 
Reconstruction and Settlement

1,568 in 54 days, 5,805 after nine months in 
affected region as a whole
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Widespread improvised shelter

National/local authorities: 
Provision of tents and temporary shelter

Military: 
Search and rescue, erection of campsites 
(in conjunction with Red Cross)

Assisting groups (external): 
Provision of tents, temporary shelters and 
building materials, especially corrugated 
iron roofing sheets

Emergency shelter policy

1. No clear policy on shelter emerged in  
 the initial weeks following the earth-
quake. The Reconstruction Commission 
allocated towns and villages to the very 
large number of relief agencies.

2. The Government planned to build  
 100,000 temporary houses with mili-
tary support, but there was little follow-up.

3. Many agencies adopted a policy  
 of providing corrugated iron sheeting 
(lamina) which could serve as emergency 
shelter, and subsequently as permanent 
lightweight roofing. These programmes 
developed from week one onwards.

Reconstruction policy

1. There was no clear reconstruction  
 policy. This was left to individual 
municipalities to determine, in consulta-
tion with assisting groups.

2. Reconstruction in Guatemala City  
 was made more complicated by land 
tenure problems, which delayed all urban 
reconstruction.

Population
Pre-disaster: Unknown  
Homeless: 1.6 million (ratio: unknown)
Injured: Estimates up to 77,000
Killed: 27,000 estimated

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: Unknown
Destroyed: Guatemala City: 221,261;
Rural areas: 163,501; Total: 384,762
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
750 million (estimated)

Needs of affected populations
Restoration of water supplier/sanitation; 
shelter at high altitude; re-establishment 
of local economies

Value of assistance (US Dollars)
External sources: 7.5 million for relief, 
and 17.5 million for reconstruction

7
Earthquake 
(Richter 7.5) 
Guatemala
February 1976
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Lessons learned
“A Committee of voluntary agencies 
writing to the President of Guatemala 
two years after the earthquake of the 
4th February, 1976, admitted that many 
mistakes had been made and listed the 
following five as the most important: too 
much aid was given away; too many of 
the houses constructed were merely of 
an emergency type; some organizations 
used large numbers of foreign volunteers; 
too much was done under pressure and 
without proper consultation, so that the 
victims became mere spectators of the 
work carried out rather than participants; a 
lot of reconstruction work was undertaken 
without first consulting the Government’s 
Reconstruction Committee”. – R, Norton

Other vital lessons included the following: 

1. The widespread improvisation of  
 shelter in Guatemala City underlined 
the resourcefulness of survivors.

2. The Oxfam/World Neighbours Housing  
 Education Programme was a major 
innovation in post-disaster housing 

programmes, with its emphasis on 
accountability and training in low-cost 
anti-seismic construction.

3. Problems of land use were a  funda- 
 mental issue in Guatemala City, since 
the majority of earthquake deaths related 
to unsafe siting as much as to precarious 
building.
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Tents 10,000 approx Low in campsites; high 
where erected near 
ruined homes

Corrugated iron roofing sheets Unknown High

Improvised shelter 50,000 in Guatemala 
City

Very high

Temporary wooden houses Unknown Unknown

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Wide variety of traditional construction and 
light prefabrication

Unknown, except that within four months 24 
agencies were providing many different types 
of programmes with widely differing levels of 
success
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Clearing of rubble, erection of tents, 
moving into alternative accommodation

National/local authorities: 
Provision of campsites, hotel  
accommodation, sleeping cars and 
temporary prefabricated housing

Military: 
Smith and rescue, clearing debris, 
erecting campsites

Assisting groups (external): 
Provision of tents, some prefabricated 
units, schools, mobile homes

Emergency shelter policy
Municipalities were responsible for provid-
ing temporary accommodation (of the 
type indicated above) for their affected 
citizens. Workers commuted between 
their temporary accommodation and the 
affected villages.

Timing
Tents were used from May to October 
1976. Hotels and sleeping ears were used 
in winter. The first temporary prefabri-
cated houses were built by the winter 
of 1976, but the process continued for a 
number of years.

Reconstruction policy
Pending the rebuilding of houses to 
their historical form, temporary prefabri-
cated houses were provided on specially 
prepared and serviced sites. All recon-
struction was to be to earthquake-resistant 
standards. This policy of building twice 
over was designed to prevent migration 
away towards the large industrial centres 
of the works.

Population
Pre-disaster: 89,000
Homeless: 45,000 (ratio 1:1.9)
Injured: 2,400
Killed: 965

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged and destroyed: 30,527
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
1.1 billion

Needs of affected populations
Repairs and infrastructure, especially 
water supply; restoration of economic 
activities. Emergency shelter (which was 
not strictly speaking a major problem 
because of an abundant supply).

Value of assistance 
(US Dollars)
Unknown

8
Earthquake 
(Richter 6.3)  
Friuli, Italy 
May (and September) 1976
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Lessons learned
The temporary housing policy, pend-
ing permanent reconstruction, proved 
to double the costs of reconstruction in 
view of the price of prefabricated units 
and the investments needed to provide 
sites and services. This policy in effect 
retarded reconstruction. The decen-
tralization of responsibility to the local 
authorities, however, proved to be bene-
ficial by increasing the accountability 
of officials to the disaster victims, even 
though there were unequal performances 
between some municipalities. The tempo-
rary housing policy was brought about to 
some extent by pressure from the media 
and politics. The extensive use of mobile 
homes and hotels (in winter) was most 
successful, in contrast to low occupancy 
of tent campsites.
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Campsites with tents Unknown Very low

Tents (distributed individually) Unknown 60

Mobile homes Unknown 100

Railway sleeping cars 125 High

Hotels on Adriatic Coast 20,000 beds 100

Temporary housing (prefabricated) 25,000 (by 1980) 100

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

All damaged and destroyed houses to be 
rebuilt to original form, incorporating earth-
quake resistant design/codes

Unknown
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Improvised shelters (many dug into  
the ground for warmth)

National/local authorities: 
Provision of tents and evacuation 

Military: 
Search, rescue, clearing debris

Assisting groups (external): 
Provision of tents (Red Cross/ 
Red Crescent; USAID)

Emergency shelter policy

1. Survivors were encouraged by  
 government to move away from the 
affected area (one designated area was 
the Aegean coast).

2. Provide suitable tents to accommodate  
 families during the harsh winter condi-

tions until prefabricated housing could 
commence in April 1977 (Building work was 
not possible during the winter). There were 
difficulties in obtaining winterized tents, the 
entire world stockpile being inadequate.

Timing
Evacuation occurred for a small proportion 
of families (approx. 200) within 2 months. 
Tents, including winterized models, were 
provided within 6 weeks

Reconstruction policy

1. The Ministry of Reconstruction and  
 Settlement provided prefabricated 
housing for all homeless families.

2. Advice was not provided for the  
 improvement of traditional adobe or 
masonry dwellings.

Population
Pre-disaster: 180,700
Homeless: 51,000 (ration 1: 3.5)
Injured: 5,000 (approx.)
Killed: 3,870

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: 30,000 (approx.)
Damaged: 5,250
Destroyed: 9,200
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
3.2 billion

Needs of affected populations
Shelter in harsh winter conditions for 
survivors and their livestock. Medical 
care and other standard relief needs.

Value of assistance (US Dollars)
17.4 billion for relief and reconstruction 
from external sources. Monetary value 
of assistance from inside Turkey 
unknown, but considerable in terms of 
prefabricated housing alone.

9
Earthquake 
(Richter 7.6)  
Caldiran (Van), 
Turkey 
November 1976 (12:22 hours)
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Lessons learned

1. In the worst winter earthquake in  
 Turkey for 40 years, authorities feared 
that vast numbers of survivors would die 
of exposure to the harsh climate. Thus 
winterized tents, with heating and insu-
lation were requested from world-wide 
sources. The assumed need was prob-
ably incorrect, as is evidenced by the 
resourcefulness of surviving families who 
improvised by half submerging makeshift 
shelters in the ground.

2. The government policy of relocating  
 families in other parts of Turkey was 
interpreted by some critics as being polit-
ically motivated. It appears that few fami-
lies took up the offer, which consisted of 
removal costs, provision of new land and 
an initial grant of livestock.

3. The government (as in Lice in 1975),  
 adopted a policy to provide prefabri-
cated housing, with plans to build 10,000 
units. No attempt was made to provide 

resources for training local builders in 
anti-seismic construction of traditional 
buildings.

4. The above policy was underpinned  
 by the extensive aid provided by 
donor governments, with particular 
emphasis on aid from Arab countries.
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Tents, including winterized tents with stoves 5,000 95 for winterized tents, 
low for others

Improvised shelter Unknown 100

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Prefabricated houses, asbestos panels/timber 
frames

10,000 erected between April and November 
1977
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: Improvisation and repair of 
shelter from cyclone debris

National/local authorities: Pukka housing 
and community cyclones shelters

Military: Rescue, clearing roads etc.

Assisting groups (external): Forty voluntary 
agencies working with government to build 
simple shelters. Some (limited) training on 
housing reconstruction and related issues

Emergency shelter policy

1. Shelter needs were not a high  
 priority, the climate being warm  
and the monsoon season not imminent

2. The government made stocks of  
 thatch and bamboo readily available 

for families to improvise shelters, and 
repair or rebuild their homes.

3. CARE, a voluntary agency from the  
 United States, worked through Indian 
voluntary agencies to build 7,000 shelters.

Timing
The CARE housing was started within a 
month of the cyclone, and was completed 
in about 10 weeks (to fit a US Government 
requirement of confining assistance to a 
90-day, post-impact period).

Reconstruction policy

1. The State Government made certain  
 promises to provide pukka housing 
for surviving families in lieu of providing 
support for traditional types of construction. 
(The houses to cost about Its. 6,500 with a 
plinth area of about 190 square feet).

Population
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Homeless: 250,000
Injured: Unknown but minimal in 
comparison to numbers killed
Killed: 30,000

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged and destroyed: 150,000 
homes, probably 90 per cent of all 
houses in coastal area
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
Monetary value unknown, but 
considerable losses to crops, livestock 
and fishing equipment

Needs of affected populations
Re-establishment of local economies, 
clean drinking water (wells were 
contaminated), clearing of access 
roads, food, household goods, 
paramedical care. Shelter was not a 
priority in view of warm climate

Value of assistance (US Dollars)
Unknown

10
Tropical 
cyclone 
(winds up to 
270 km/h)  
Andhra 
Pradesh, India 
November 1979
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2. Build 1,300 community of cyclone  
 shelters (500 completed by March 1982).

3. Build environmental protection  
 measures, such as tidal embankments 
tree belts and other plantation.

Lessons learned

1. The debate between supporters of pukka  
 housing and those of traditional housing 
was ultimately won by the former, with the 
proposed building of 20,000 pukka houses.

2. The Government adopted a 
 Preparedness Plan which included 
13,000 Community Cyclone Shelters.

3. Despite the minimal need for emergency  
 shelter and pressing agricultural priori-
ties, one agency devoted extensive resources 
(US Government aid) to build 7,000 shelters. 
This was mainly the work of contractors, 

generating limited local employment.

4. Nevertheless initial evidence suggest  
 that the concrete block housing has 
had a positive effect in the local economy.

5. Opportunities were missed to instigate 
 training programmes in improved 
construction techniques, the only exceptions 
being the programmes organized by the 
Village Reconstruction Organization (VRO), 
and an organization called Appropriate 
Training and Information Centre (Artie).
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Simple shelters using local materials Unknown Unknown

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Wide variety of low or appropriate technology 
solutions using timber, mud, thatch

15,000 by January 1982

Some pukka (brick/concrete blocks) housing Unknown
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Some improvised shelter (rural areas); 
loading with family/friends outside 
affected area

National/local authorities: 
Provision of tents, campsites; building mate-
rials for rapid reconstruction in rural areas

Military: 
Rescue, relief, erection of tent campsites

Assisting groups (external): 
Provision of tents, plastic sheeting,  
prefabricated housing (and schools)

Emergency shelter policy
One day after the earthquake, the Algerian 
President formed an Inter-Ministerial 
Reconstruction Commission. They were 
charged with three tasks (in order of priority):

1. Save lives, prevent epidemic diseases, 
 establish tent campsites.

2. Evaluate losses, protect property.

3. Prepare for reconstruction, noting  
 the experiences of other earthquake- 
prone areas.

Timing
Urgent attention was given to provide 
tents/shelter materials/campsites in view 
of impending winter conditions. Affected 
population was asked by Government 
to occupy campsites for one year pend-
ing provision of temporary prefabricated 
housing. This promise was kept (El Asnam 
town). It is expected that the complete 
reconstruction process may take up to 
twenty years.

Population
Pre-disaster: 1,000,000 (region) 
Homeless: 400,000 (ratio 1: 2.5)
Injured: 8,369 serious; 15,000 light 
Killed: Between 2,633

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: 20,000 (region)
Damaged: 60,000
Destroyed: 80,000  
Value of damage (US Dollars): Unknown

Needs of affected populations
Medical care, shelter, rapid economic 
recovery (especially to agricultural 
sector), re-establishment of social 
and administrative services, and 
education, especially the rebuild-
ing of schools (85 destroyed).

Value of assistance (US Dollars)
50 million for relief in December 1980

11
Earthquake 
(Richter 7.3)  
El Asnam, 
Algeria 
Friday (p.m.) 10 October 1980
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Reconstruction policy

1. After some debate, decision to retain 
 existing site of El Asnam. Reconstruction 
only after micro zoning study.

2. Provide prefabricated temporary 
 housing, pending reconstruction.

3. Reconstruct conventional, reinforced 
 concrete housing to earthquake- 
resistant standards.

Lessons learned

1. As a consequence of recent rapid 
 urbanization many unsafe modern, 
reinforced concrete structures collapsed 
in the earthquake.

2. The collapse of 85 schools indicated  
 the priority need for aseismic design 
and construction of public buildings.

3. Overestimates of casualties and relief 
 needs gave rise to some waste, with 
excessive provision of medical aid.

4. Officials underestimated the self-help 
 capacity of survivors.

5. Tents and plastic sheeting served a 
 useful function, particularly when 
freely adapted or located by the surviving 
families.
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Tents 15,000 (campsites) Initially low; high later 
as a result of policy of 
keeping inhabitants away 
from damaged areas

Improvised shelter (using plastic sheeting, 
among other material)

Unknown High

Lodging with family and friends Unknown High

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Prefabricated “temporary” housing (pending 
reconstruction) in El Asnam town

20,000 with expected 20 years occupancy, 
on-going programme

Reconstruction of traditional housing in rural 
areas

Unknown
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Communities key in initial emergency 
phase, coordination of collective centres 
and in selection of most vulnerable for 
transitional shelter. Reconstruction was 
done primarily through self-build proj-
ects. Participation encouraged through 
patronatos (formal body managing 
community affairs)

National/local authorities: 
Creation of CODELs (Local Disaster 
Committees) and a National 
Reconstruction Plan

Military: 
National (and US Military) provided search 
and rescue assistance in first 30 days

Assisting groups (external): 
Provided structures but mainly materials, 
technical advice and supervision

Emergency shelter policy

1. CHATS were used to relieve pressure  
 on public buildings, especially 
schools, which were being used for 
temporary shelter. CHATs were not 
expected to last for more than 13 months.

2. Materials and technical assistance  
 provided. Corrugated iron sheets for 
roofing provided so as to be reused for 
permanent reconstruction.

3. Lessons learnt from Hurricane Fifi in 1974 
 encouraged evacuation plans with desig-
nated collective centres being identified.

12
Hurricane Mitch  
(winds up  
to 285 km/h) 
Honduras 
29 October – 3 November 1998
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Population
Pre-disaster: 6.2 million (estimated)
Homeless: 1.5 million (estimated)
Injured: 12,000  
(a further 8,000 missing)
Killed: 7,000

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: 33,000
Destroyed: 55,000
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
3.8 billion (estimated)

Needs of affected populations
Shelter, basic services (water and 
electricity), infrastructure, livelihoods 
and debt relief

Value of assistance (US Dollars) 
4.39 billion in grants and loans 
(estimated)

Timing
Immediate recovery was carried out by 
local communities and lasted for approx-
imately two weeks. Transitional shelter 
projects began on average six weeks after 
the hurricane hit. The immediate relief 
phase lasted for six months at which point 
the rehabilitation phase began. 

Reconstruction phase

1. Central Government prepared the  
 National Reconstruction Plan although 
there was a lack of consultation with local 
municipalities.

2. Primarily carried out through self-build 
 reconstruction led by communities.

3. Canadian Red Cross Society and IOM  
 project, recipients signed agreements 
stipulating that housing to be family prop-
erty and not to be resold for 20 years 
(which was later considered too lengthy 
to be enforceable). Recipients provided 
labour.
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Emergency Shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Transitional (wood frames, plastic sheeting, 
CGI roofing)

3,000 families High

Designated collective centres 60,000 families High

CHATS (Comunidadaes Haita-cionales de 
Transición)

5,000 families High

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Self-Build Projects Unknown

Settlement Planning with permanent housing 150 units

Lessons learned

— Strong in-country presence for some 
agencies ensured quick response.

— Key dilemmas faced by agencies were 
whether to act through local partners 
and whether to stop development 
programmes so as to concentrate on 
emergency relief.

— Owing to deep rooted issues with land 
rights a number of agencies bought 
land to rebuild on and then either 
gave the land as a gift to beneficiaries 
or required a reimbursement.

— Honduras was the second poorest 
country in Western Hemisphere and 
was saddled with substantial interna-
tional debt. The combination of the 
disaster and the financial instability 
led to a very long recovery period.

— Logistics were difficult in highly 
concentrated areas.

— The provision of basic services such 
as water and electricity were slow and 
somehow chaotic. 
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Allocation of roles

Survivors:  
Beneficiary participation in shelter 
construction encouraged, also coordi-
nated with agencies as to who needed 
support. Nominated committees which 
stored and distributed materials

National/local authorities:  
Created Task Force for Rebuilding the 
Nation supportive of transitional strat-
egy both at national and local level. 
Reconstruction and Development Agency 
consequently established.

Military:  
Search and rescue, debris removal and 
identification and burial of the deceased

Assisting groups (external):  
Support provided by many small orga-
nizations that had little previous disas-
ter experience. Whilst main-stream 
large organizations had the challenge of 
 scaling-up quickly and robustly

Emergency shelter policy

1. Immediately following the tsunami,  
 families found shelter in public build-
ings, thereafter many repaired original 
dwellings whilst others lived in tents until 
transitional buildings completed.

2. National transitional shelter strategy  
 adopted based on Sphere standards but 
expanded to take into account the transition 
phase. Technical design gave a per shelter 
budget and a series of spatial guidelines. 
Within the guidelines, agencies and commu-
nities free to make own specific designs. 

3. In most cases shelters were 
 single-family huts, built with varying 
levels of input from beneficiary groups, 
using a mixture of wood, metal frame, 
roofing sheet and concrete blocks.

4. Major challenge was locating land to  
 be rebuilt upon because of the impo-
sition of a buffer zone. Consequences of 
which was creation of camps and lack of 
livelihood regeneration.

13
Earthquake 
and Tsunami 
(Richter 9.0) 
Sri Lanka 
26 December 2004
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Population
Pre-disaster: 1 million  
living in affected coastal areas  
Homeless: 500,000 
(approximately)
Injured: 20,000
Killed: 35,000

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: 38,561
Destroyed: 65,275
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
1.4 billion (estimated)

Needs of affected populations
Shelter, Infrastructure, livelihoods

Value of assistance 
(US Dollars)
1.5 billion (estimated)

Timing
February 2005, Government established 
the Transitional Accommodation Project to 
coordinate provision of temporary accom-
modation. Government numbers showed 
that all affected families provided with 
transitional shelter by mid-2005. By end of 
2005, it was estimated that 57,000 transi-
tional shelters completed. Reconstruction 
projects still on-going.

Reconstruction phase:

1. A number of agencies advocated 
 upgrading and maintaining the tran-
sitional shelters because of length of start 
time of permanent reconstruction.

2. Government’s approach was initially to 
 encourage donor-driven reconstruction.

3. Owner-driven reconstruction through  
 partnerships such as that of the 
community recovery and reconstruc-
tion partnership and Cash for Repair and 
Reconstruction project were welcomed by 
communities.

4. Cash grants of 250,000 Sri Lankan  
 rupees (LKR) (approx. USD 2,180) 
given for fully damaged house and  
LKR 100,000 (approx. USD 870) for a 
partially damaged house.

5. Those who lived in the buffer zone 
 were provided with land and a donor 
built house regardless of proof of land 
ownership whereas those outside the 
buffer zone with destroyed housing had to 
prove ownership of land prior to getting 
cash grants with owner-driven housing 
reconstruction being encouraged. This 
was later revised.

13
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Public Buildings Unknown Unknown

Tents and Tarpaulins 50,000 units 100

Metal frame shelters 850 (initial target 1500) 90

Government ‘transitional’ shelters 57,000 95

Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Metal Framed Shelters upgraded with basic 
electrical wiring and veranda extension

850

Owner-driven Community Recovery and 
Reconstruction Partnership

5,354

Owner-driven Cash for Repair and 
Reconstruction 

Unknown

Donor Built Housing (government led) 29,000 (estimated)

Lessons learned

— Difficult to ensure that owner-driven 
rebuilds included hazard resistance 
methods because of huge numbers 
of organizations involved and remit-
tances from relatives, regardless of 
government grant incentives.

— Many of the concrete blocks supplied 
for transitional shelters were not of 
sufficient quality for hazard proof 
permanent housing.

 Beneficiaries initially encouraged to 
take sand from the beaches which 
went against government ban and had 
negative impacts on the environment.

 — Cluster sites used with mainly donor-
driven contractor built approaches 
which resulted in a general reluc-
tance for communities to engage with 
reconstruction, initially.
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Shock and loss of faith meant that many 
preferred to sleep in tents rather than 
return to partially damaged housing 
(even in winter). Aftershocks continued 
for six months which heightened fear. 
Reconstruction policy led to massive prac-
tical involvement and education.

National/local authorities: 
Initially beset by inexperience and 
affected themselves by the disas-
ter. Earthquake Reconstruction and 
Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) created by 
the Government of Pakistan which then 
provided strong leadership.

 

Military: 
Search and rescue and major role in logis-
tics with relief items, through the Federal 
Relief Commission. Also assisted substan-
tially with inspection of housing so as 
to ensure cash grants were released to 
beneficiaries. 

Assisting groups (external): 
Initial support came from remittances 
from other parts of Pakistan and abroad. 
Food and clothing also donated from 
within Pakistan. Capacity of international 
NGOs initially because of commitment to 
tsunami recovery. 

14
Earthquake 
(Richter 7.6) 
North Pakistan 
8 October 2005 at 8:50 a.m.
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Population
Pre-disaster: Affected area unknown  
Homeless: 3.5 million
Injured: 128,000
Killed: 73,000 (estimated)

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: 144,000 (estimated)
Destroyed: 456,000 (estimated)
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
5.2 billion (estimated)

Needs of affected populations
Shelter and basic needs

Value of assistance 
(US Dollars)
unknown although housing  
reconstruction costs estimated  
at 3.5 billion

Emergency shelter policy

1. Distribution of tents, blankets and  
 plastic sheeting was the initial 
response given the onset of winter, 
however, substantial issues with how to 
ensure appropriateness for winter.

2. Toolkits with corrugated iron sheeting  
 to support self-build. Corrugated iron 
sheeting to be later used for permanent 
reconstruction.

3. Transitional shelters using appropriately  
 trained carpenters and agencies 
providing technical support with village 
committees identifying beneficiaries.

Timing
Federal Relief Commission established on 
10 October 2005 and ERRA in November 
2005. Within first two weeks shelter kits 
were being delivered.

Reconstruction phase:
ERRA recognized that interventions had to 
be different between rural and urban areas 
because of restricted accessibility and 
state’s inability to enforce building codes 
(amongst others). Basic focus was to build 
back safer in rural areas by adopting an 
owner-driven approach with government 
and agencies providing technical assis-
tance and subsidies (of up to USD 3,000) 
to each family, without differentiating 
between who lost what.

Large-scale training of artisans, techni-
cians, engineers and community mobil-
isers to increase capacity in earthquake 
resistant construction.

Lessons learned

— Inappropriate buildings led to building 
damage and/or destruction being  
the major contributor to human and 
property loss.

— Unique challenges faced not only 
with the earthquake happening just 
before the winter but also a large part 
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Formal Planned Camps 80,000 people 
(approximately)

30,000 remained after 
one year

Tents (although only 20% were appropriate  
for winter)

Unknown Unknown

Transitional Shelters (reclaimed and distributed 
materials and toolkits)

1,125 with additional 
CGI to 657 families

95% for first three 
months, 50% for two 
years

Shelter material distribution 15,900 families provided Unknown

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Owner driven reconstruction 463,243 rural houses built in three and a half 
years in the ERRA reconstruction project with 
support from UN-HABITAT and the World Bank 

of the area was very difficult to access 
(regardless of the snow), with rugged 
terrain and scattered settlements. 

— Campaigns to build back better raised 
awareness in communities.

— Local Housing Reconstruction Centres 
established for training, advice and 
dissemination of earthquake-resistant 
technology.

— Ensure public buildings are built back 
better, especially schools.

— Resistance of traditional building 
types such as Dhajji, Beeter and 
Batar performed better than modern 
counterparts.

— No standard building construction 
method adopted because of culture 
and use of vernacular methods 
although this depended upon local 
availability of materials.

— Distinct differences in response 
between rural and urban, with urban 
areas receiving far less attention.
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Majority built some form of shelter within 
first four weeks or found refuge in rela-
tives’ houses. Repaired damaged houses 
with recycled resources.

National/local authorities: 
Lack of pre-agreed post-disaster housing 
construction guidelines. Government of 
Bangladesh moved quickly to provide one 
off cash grants to those whose houses had 
been destroyed completely, done effi-
ciently through existing credit channels.

Military: 
Search and rescue and distribution of 
emergency items.

Assisting groups (external): 
78 international organizations were 
involved in shelter response, both emer-
gency and reconstruction.

15
Tropical Cyclone  
Sidr (winds up  
to 260 km/h) 
South-West 
Bangladesh 
15 November 2007
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Population
Pre-disaster: 18.7 million  
(estimated in affected area) 
Homeless: 8.9 million people  
affected (estimate)
Injured: 55,000 (estimated)
Killed: 3,447

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: 955,000 (estimated)
Destroyed: 450,000 (estimated)
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
1.7 billion (of which 800million attributed 
purely to housing loss) (estimated)

Needs of affected populations
Emergency shelter items, water,  
cash and seeds

Value of assistance (US Dollars)
1.3 billion (minimum)

Emergency shelter policy

1. Government of Bangladesh provided  
 one-off cash grant of 5,000 Bangladeshi 
taka (BDT)(USD70) to 100,000 families 
whose homes had been destroyed fully and 
BDT 1,000 (USD 15) for partially damaged 
house repair. This went towards emergency 
food, shelter and livelihoods support.

2. Community-based and participatory  
 Approaches strong in emergency  
shelter provision.

3. Pressure from donors to build  
 quickly led to more transitional  
shelters being built.

Timing
Within first four weeks majority of affected 
population had built shelters, recycling 
own materials. Within first three months, 
Government of Bangladesh provided cash 
grants for house repair or building tran-
sitional shelter to over 100,000 fami-
lies. By 2009, 100,000 houses had been 
reconstructed.

Reconstruction phase

1. Majority of housing reconstruction  
 was owner driven without any external 
assistance.

2. Government or agency reconstruction  
 was generally through donor-driven 
projects with contractors being employed.

3. Barrack style housing built by  
 contractors on behalf of Government 
of Bangladesh for landless in eight districts.

Lessons learned

— Early warning systems reportedly 
allowed for 3 million people to evac-
uate low lying areas and provided 
time for stock to be moved into areas 
of anticipated impact. Two thousand 
cyclone shelters.

— Home owners had clear ideas of how 
their houses should be rebuilt taking 
into account culture, livelihoods activ-
ities, climatic conditions etc.

15
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Pre-built cyclone shelters 2,000 95

Self-built shelters Unknown Unknown

Plastic sheeting, corrugated iron (CI) sheeting 
and tents

200,000 Unknown

Government provided CI sheeting and cash 
grants

Unknown Unknown

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Barrack Style Housing for landless 1,000 for 10,000 families

Contractor Built Family Housing (Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia funded)

21,200

Permanent Core Structures Unknown total amount

— Government banned building of 
houses on embankments but did not 
allocate alternative land. 

— Shelter technical working group 
established a minimum standard for 
core shelter provision, which was 
then endorsed by the Government of 
Bangladesh.

— Clarity required on whether providing 
transitional or core housing and how 
to incorporate disaster risk reduction 
measures.

— Focus on safer building promotion 
required and an increase in safe shel-
ter awareness promoted.

— Latrine and water facilities need to be 
incorporated in to shelter recovery 
programming.

— Shelter toolkits were reused for the 
following Cyclone Aila.
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Main responders in initial emergency 
phase. Communities mainly responsible 
for construction of transitional shelter and 
permanent housing. Substantial commu-
nity involvement as to establishing most 
vulnerable. Responsible for removal of 
rubble from own plots on to the streets

National/local authorities: 
Government established a reconstruction 
agency, Fondo para la Reconstrucción 
del Sur (FORSUR), which had mandate to 
rebuild houses and infrastructure. Local 
authorities had responsibility of removing 
debris from the streets.

Military: 
Assisted with search and rescue, creation 
of shelter camps and coordination initially.

Assisting groups (external): 
Provision of materials and training to 
communities for self-rebuild. Contractors 
were used by agencies to provide and 
train communities with building semi- 
permanent structures.

16
Earthquake 
(Richter 8.0) 
Pisco, Peru 
15 August 2007 at 6:40 p.m.
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Population
Pre-disaster: Unknown as to affected 
region. 28 million nationally (estimated) 
Homeless: 700,000 people (estimated)
Injured: 1,366
Killed: 593

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: 45,000 (uninhabitable)
Destroyed: 48,000
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
Unknown

Needs of affected populations
Shelter (especially in the mountainous 
areas), livelihood recovery and 
infrastructure

Value of assistance (US Dollars)
Unknown

Emergency shelter policy

1. Government based response on plan  
 developed by Columbian govern-
ment. Actions divided into four stages 
(emergency – transition – reconstruction 
– termination).

2. A variety of local resources utilised  
 with community input for rebuilding.

Timing 
Much of the response in the first couple 
of weeks was from within the coun-
try. By 30th August FORSUR had been 
established. Formal camps were in use 
by 9th September. Five months after 
the earthquake the government started 
the 6,000 bonus voucher scheme. After 
eight months the transition gave way to 
reconstruction.

Reconstruction phase

1. FORSUR provided vouchers for 6,000  
 soles (approx. USD2,169) to affected 
families for purchase of construction 
materials or used as a down payment on 
existing State housing plans. Evidence of 
land ownership was required.

2. Model houses built by agencies, then 
 replicated by communities themselves.

3. Contractor brought in by INGO who  
 trained volunteer labourers. Home- 
owners themselves assembled the shelters.
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Lessons learned

— Lack of formal land title resulted in 
the need to move temporary shel-
ters easily and also presented 
real challenges for reconstruction 
programmes. Agency assistance was 
provided to the government to assist 
with issuing titles more expeditiously.

— Use of locally produced materials 
encouraged initially so as to support 
local economy however due to 
demand this led to scarcity and conse-
quential price increase in resources.

— Substantial variance in climatic 
conditions meant that it was crucial 
to provide fast-build, climatically 
adapted transitional shelters.

— Construction programmes involved 
beneficiaries so as to allow local 
knowledge transfer and development 
of skills to enhance community capac-
ity for disaster risk reduction.

— Local building materials and designs 
were seismically tested at the 
Universidad Cathólica del Perú, 
adapted accordingly and used by 
many programmes.

— By taking a more holistic approach to 
construction, issues with land owner-
ship, legal status, community services 
and development of public spaces 
must also be considered in the shelter 
programmes.
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Tents, plastic sheeting and tarpaulins IFRC alone provided 
20,000

Very high

Traditional (Bamboo matting) 6,308 (minimum) Very high

Transitional (reed mats, plastic sheeting, 
cement and wooden poles)

1,400 (minimum) Very high

Formal shelter camps (Albergue) Unknown

Government temporary housing  
— Lightweight wood frame  
— Metal framed

Unknown

Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Prefabrication (semi-permanent) 1,900

Self-rebuild (6,000 bonus voucher scheme) 25,000 families (approximately)
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
Amongst the first responders, provided 
the majority of labour in the reconstruc-
tion phase, formed community councils to 
identify the most vulnerable beneficiaries.

National/local authorities: 
Government of Pakistan led the response. 
Initial confusion over division of labour 
between National Disaster Management 
Authority (NDMA) and Provincial Disaster 
Management Authority (PDMA), but the 
Government of Pakistan granted full 
authority to NDMA at end of 2010. The 
Government of Pakistan exempted relief 
goods from tax. Government of Pakistan 
also made cash payments to registered 
flood affected through a WATAN card.

Military: 
Evacuation and relocation of people 
(reportedly rescued up to 1.4 million 
people). Distribution of essential relief 
items to remote and isolated communities.

Assisting groups (external): 
Agencies supported NDMA. With the enor-
mity of the disaster had to scale up imme-
diately and given the expense of country 
affected this was incredibly challenging. 
Promotion of disaster risk reduction tech-
niques and provision of technical exper-
tise in pilot projects. Appeals were never 
fully funded mainly because of response 
to the Haiti Earthquake.

17
Floods 
Pakistan
July – September 2010 
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Emergency shelter policy

1. Surveys indicated that 9 per cent of  
 flood-affected individuals stayed with 
host families, 13 per cent in collective 
centres, 19 per cent in planned camps,  
10 per cent in spontaneous settlements 
and 40 per cent returned to or remained 
in their origin by September 2012. 

2. By the end of the emergency response  
 phase more than 1 million households 
had been provided with a tent or two 
tarpaulins. However, this only amount to 
67 per cent of the total need. This was a 
result of the sheer scale of the disaster, 
the inexperience of the southern districts 
and a lack of funding.

Timing
Floods began in the north in late July 2010 
and the country continued to see flooding 
until September as the flood waters ran 
south. This clearly had an impact in stag-
gered response. Within first six weeks over 
300,000 families had been supplied with 
emergency shelter items.

Reconstruction phase

1. Main focus was on construction of  
 one room shelters for those able to 
return to their original location and tran-
sitional shelters for those who remained 
displaced or had limited access to land 
and seasonal migrants. 

2. One room shelters were traditional,  
 simple structures made from mud 
or brick. Communities were mobilized to 
participate directly in the building of the 
one room shelters.

3. Indigenous materials and techniques  
 were utilized for the one room shel-
ters. The lifespan of one room shelters 
was three to five years although this would 
extend on upgrading of shelter.

4. Transitional shelters should have had a  
 lifespan of at least one year and 
designed allowing for reuse of materials.

5. Houses that were partially destroyed, 
 clean-up kits and/or cash grants or 
vouchers to allow repair to minor damage.

17 Population
Pre-disaster: 20 million people affected
Homeless: 11 million (at least)
Injured: 2,946
Killed: 1,985

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: 900,000 (approx.)
Destroyed: 700,000 (approx.)
Value of damage (US Dollars):  
10 billion (estimated)

Needs of affected populations
Basic needs (food, shelter and water) 
and also seeds and livelihoods

Value of assistance (US Dollars)
1.9 billion (estimated)
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6. In some programmes cash (USD 300)  
 provided to most vulnerable house-
holds in three tranches to buy materi-
als and hire labour. Technical advice to 
ensure families incorporated disaster risk 
reduction.

Lessons learned

— In some areas flood waters took six 
months or longer to subside. So the 
need for winterisation strategies 
became very urgent.

— Government established a WATAN 
Card scheme. An ATM card which 
allowed the government to pay up to 
USD 225 per card to affected villagers 
which could then be used for relief 
and reconstruction products.

— Pilot projects were run so as to ensure 
that any issues were identified prior to 
a large scale project being undertaken.

— Non objection certificates stating that 

no land disputes were sought prior to 
building of brick One room shelters.

— The cash transfer One room shel-
ter projects stipulated that groups 
of up to 25 households would assist 
each other in the construction of 
their shelters. Precondition that most 
vulnerable had to be assisted and 
construction was done to a certain 
level by the group before next tranche 
would be distributed. Money was paid 
to a nominated focal person of the 
community.
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Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Tents 380,000 100

Tarpaulins 1.36 million 100

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

One room shelters (Brick) 21,700

Transitional shelters 90,000 (estimated)

Cash transfers/self-build one room shelters 38,500

Combination of one room shelters and transi-
tional shelters

150,000
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Allocation of roles

Survivors: 
First responders in many cases. Support 
provided through means of host families 
to survivors, both inside and out of the 
affected areas. Spontaneous creation of 
self-settled camps.

National/local authorities: 
About one out of five civil servants died 
and 11 out of 15 ministerial buildings were 
completely destroyed.

Military: 
US military deployed to initially control 
the airport, rehabilitate the harbour and 
distribute aid. Some army groups involved 
in rubble removal.

Assisting groups (external): 
Remittances received from Haitian 
Diaspora were significant in the first few 
weeks. External global solidarity seen 
through massive bilateral support from 
140 countries. The Shelter Cluster helped 
coordinate more than 80 agencies.

Emergency shelter policy

1. Up to 1.5 million people displaced and 
 settled in approximately 1,350 makeshift 
camps; some 500,000 fled the capital.

2. Each building tagged with a code  
 and colour, meaning “Green: safe to 
inhabit, minor damages, no structural 
repair needed, Yellow: limited occupa-
tion, moderate damages, structural repairs 
needed and Red: unsafe to inhabit, risk for 
its occupants and their environment, seri-
ous damages, important structural repairs 
or total demolition needed.”

3. High population density, especially in 
 urban areas led to lack of free space for 
transitional settlements. Sphere shelter stan-
dards could not be realistically met in urban 
areas, important to note that pre earthquake 
living space in some urban areas was limited 
to only 1.98m² per person.

4. Rubble disposal and controlled  
 demolition were needed to free up space 
for shelters and allow repairs programmes.

18
Earthquake 
Haiti 
12 January 2010
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Population
Pre-disaster: 7.4 million (approx.)
Homeless: 1.8 million
Injured: 300,000+
Killed: 220,000 (approx.)

Dwellings
Pre-disaster: 1.4 million households 
(approx.)
Damaged (2010/2011): 208,000/94,002 
houses
Destroyed (2010/2011): 105,000/71,230 
houses
Value of damage (US Dollars): 7.8 billion

Needs of affected populations
Medical assistance, infrastructure, 
disposal of rubble, shelter, water and 
livelihoods

Value of assistance (US Dollars)
9.9 billion (pledged and approximate)

Timing

1. Early February 2010, a Shelter Sector  
 Response Plan was approved by 
Government of Haiti representatives.

2. April 2010 Interim Haiti Recovery  
 Commission created, tenure to last for 
18 months.

3. Emergency shelter provided to 1.5  
 million people in the first four months.

4. Between May and November 2010  
 on average 2,700 transitional shel-
ters provided (per month), this multiplied 
by 2.7 times so that between December 
and June 2011 an average of 7,300 were 
provided, per month.

5. Between 2010 and January 2011  
 390,000 buildings were assessed.

6. As of June 2012, 390,000 people  
 remain in 575 IDP camps.

Reconstruction phase

1. Government leadership hampered by  
 initial political instability and lack 
of any dedicated government agency 
responsible for housing therefore no 
sectoral policies or regulatory instruments 
to guide housing and urban development.

2. Creation of a Government Unit for  
 Housing and Public Building 
Construction (Unité de Construction des 
Logements et des Bâtiments Publics).

3. Haitian Government’s 16  
 Neighbourhoods/6 Camps project 
(16/6) approved by Interim Haiti Recovery 
Commission in August 2011 will see the 
closure of six camps and renovation of 16 
neighbourhoods.

4. DIGICEL supported the rebuilding  
 of the iron market which has acted as 
a symbol of hope for those living in the 
downtown area.
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5. Permanent reconstruction has been  
 slow to materialize because of issues 
with land tenure, rubble disposal and polit-
ical instability.

6. Insufficient housing stock prior to  
 earthquake, added to the chronic lack 
of formal job opportunities, has exacer-
bated living conditions and prolonged the 
duration of spontaneous camp settings.

Lessons learned

— Follow up emergency shelter needs (i.e. 
shelter reinforcement/replacement) 
must be integrated into a strategy early 
on especially when facing prolonged 
use and harsh climate conditions.

— Flexible approach required to transition 
communities from emergency shel-
ters to safer housing and settlement 
conditions for example through the 
Integrated Neighbourhood Approach.

— Removal of rubble needs to be coor-
dinated and effected straight away. 
Recycling of rubble should be strongly 
encouraged, for example used for 
gabion walls, pre-cast concrete prod-
ucts; this can also provide community 
livelihood opportunities.

— Need to integrate a housing repair 
approach as early as possible, associated 
with training on safer building methods.

Emergency shelter
Types Number provided Percentage occupancy

Tents/plastic sheeting with fixings  
(covering kits)

1.5 million people 
provided for

100

Transitional or progressive shelters 110,083 (as of June 
2012)

100

Rental subsidies provided 14,690 (as of June 2012) Unknown

 
Housing reconstruction
Types Number built

Housing construction 4,887 (as of June 2012)

Housing repair 13,885 (as of June 2012)
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— Access for renters and financial support 
to enable occupants to pay their rent.

— Complex land administration and 
management systems led to greater 
community level action projects 
including participatory enumeration 
and community land mapping.

 — Building Back Safer Communities 
Housing Expo of prototype designs 
encouraged engagement of the hous-
ing/shelter private sector.
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The following research topics were 
identified by the Expert Group Meeting 
which reviewed this document in 
December 1981.

Appendix B
Research needs

A.  The resources  
 of survivors

1.  Self-help

— Case studies on the limitations of self-
help in the provision of shelter and 
inputs needed from assisting groups;

— Cash grants (to stimulate the 
economy);

— Cash grants (for rebuilding);

— Subsidies;

— Distribution of materials (both for 
emergencies and reconstruction);

— Sharing of expertise on hazard resis-
tant housing

— Ideally, case studies should cover 
different types of disasters in diverse 
climates, and at different scales of 
impact.

2.  Community-based flood  
mitigation measures

— Case studies on: Protection of 
infrastructure;

— The protection of settlements by 
simple warning devices for flash 
floods, raising village levels, build-
ing protective walls, dykes, overflow 
routes;

— The protection of buildings;

— Flood mitigation measures for 
low-cost housing; consideration of 
using improved techniques and mate-
rials in flood-prone environments.

3.  Protection of people living in 
buildings with heavy earthen roofs 
in earthquake-prone areas

 Considering recent earthquake casu-
alties in the Middle East, a very useful and 
practical piece of research, (probably best 
undertaken with a local voluntary agency 
or co-operative group), would be to 
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explore very cheap, low-technology meth-
ods to protect houses which have very 
heavy earthen or tiled roofs, and other 
vulnerable characteristics.

4.  Human exposure  
and disaster shelter

 In view of the often-stated risk of expo-
sure, thus necessitating shelter, to mount 
a research project on winter disasters This 
could examine medical evidence from previ-
ous disasters. Secondly, a more detailed 
monitoring of a future disaster could be 
undertaken, with advance study of how to 
investigate this issue. UNDRO, WHO, PAHO 
and natural disaster research institutes would 
all have possible inputs into such a study.

B.  Research into hazard- 
 resistant housing 
 and settlements

1.  Social, cultural and economic 
aspects of improved adobe 
buildings

 Although some work has been done on 
the scientific analysis of the performance of 
low-cost adobe dwellings in seismic areas, 
there remains an urgent need to consider:

— The social, cultural and economic 
aspects of housing improvement 
projects; 

— The most effective way of implement-
ing such programmes.

2. Disaster mitigation and  
upgrading programmes

 A project perhaps best undertaken 
with UNCHS, would be to consider how 
disaster mitigation measures can be 
incorporated into upgrading programmes 
within the informal sector (slums, squatter 
settlements), and rural settlements.

3.  Restoration of settlements and 
buildings after floods 

— Post-flood measures to restore 
buildings.

C. Activities of assisting groups

1.  Assessment of needs
 Given the difficulties of assessing shel-
ter needs after a major disaster, what are 
the most effective assessment techniques 
available and who should undertake them?

2.  Accountability
 An examination of practical measures 
to introduce the concept of accountability 
to governments and assisting groups.

3.  Long-term consequences of  
shelter programmes

 The long-term consequences of large-
scale emergency shelter programmes 
considering:

a. Whether they retard or accelerate 
reconstruction.

b. Planning implications for new 
settlements. 

D. Information exchange
To develop a good annotated bibliography 
(with the widest international spread of 
documentation) on the topic of disasters 
and settlements.
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Further Research Needs
Although 30 years may have passed since 
the research needs above were identi-
fied in the 1982 Guidelines a number of 
these areas still remain pertinent to this 
edition, a number have been developed 
and have consequently led to further areas 
of research and a number are new fields 
reflecting the advancements in technol-
ogy. The following areas are and still need 
further research carried out (continuing the 
four identified subject areas listed above):

A. The Resources  
 of Survivors

1. Basic research needs

— What are the preferences of disaster 
affected for the various modes of shel-
ter? This basic research is still needed 
for diverse contexts: 

 – Varied hazards

 – Varied climates

 – Varied rural and urban settings

 – Varied economic levels of the disas-
ter affected population

— What are the functions of shelter in 
varied contexts? (Review this list in 
Table 1 Item 4.1) 

 – Varied hazards

 – Varied climates

 – Varied rural and urban settings

 – Varied economic levels of survivors

2. Detailed research needs

— What is the capacity of host families 
to absorb displaced disaster affected 
populations? Further studies of digi-
tal phone records to locate venues of 
host families (as undertaken in Haiti) in 
other recovery locations.

— The pre- and post- disaster repairs  
and retrofit

— Non-food items and household needs, 
including winterization, roof repair kits 
and energy efficient stoves etc.

— Physical improvements for the shelter 
structure, including bracing, anchor-
ing and reinforcement

— Early warning systems and mitigation 
measures

— Disability and the aging population 
– vulnerable groups and how shelter 
relates
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B. Hazard Resistant Housing 
 and Settlements

— Urban risk and response management

— Urban violence, gangs and power 
structures

— Legal issues around regulatory barri-
ers, including housing, land and prop-
erty rights and building codes

— Gender and security

C. Activities of Assisting  
 Groups

— Environmental Issues – both around 
resources and climate change impact

— Non-traditional shelter Assistance 
including rental subsidies, host 
family support and cash vouchers for 
materials

— Quality assurance mechanisms, 
sustainability, accreditation systems

— Accountability

— Transformative agenda and coordi-
nation with governments and local 
authorities

— Investigation into roles that private 
sector can have and the civil-military 
relationship

D. Information Exchange

— Beneficiary communications and 
mobile technology

— Digitalizing large-scale assessments

— Mapping – including gap analysis
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Appendix C
Definitions of  
UNDRO terms68

Natural hazard: Meaning the probabil-
ity of occurrence, within a specific period 
of time in a given area, of a potentially 
damaging natural phenomenon.

Vulnerability: Meaning the degree of 
loss to a given element at risk, or set of 
such elements, resulting from the occur-
rence of a natural phenomenon of a given 
magnitude, and expressed on a scale from 
zero (no damage) to one (total loss).

Elements at risk: Meaning the population, 
buildings and civil engineering works, 
economic activities, public services, util-
ities and infrastructure, etc. … at risk in a 
given area.

Specific risk: Meaning the excepted 
degree of loss due to a particular natural 
phenomenon and as a function of both 
natural hazard and vulnerability.

Risk: Meaning the expected number of 
lives lost, persons injured, damage to 
property and disruption of economic 
activity due to a particular natural 
phenomenon, and consequently the prod-
uct of specific risk and elements at risk.

Additional and updated terms69 
Accountability: Accountability is the means 
by which individuals and organizations 
report to a recognized authority, or author-
ities, and are held responsible for their 
actions (Edwards and Hume, 1995). (ALNAP)

Assessment: Assessment (and re- 
Assessment) are a set of activities neces-
sary to understand a given situation, entails 
the collection, up-dating and  analysis 
of data pertaining to the population of 
concern (needs, capacities, resources, 
etc.), as well as the state of infrastructure 
and general socio-economic conditions in 
a given location/area. (UNHCR)

68. Natural disasters and vulnerability analysis, Report of Expert Group  
 Meeting, UNDRO, 1979.
69. ReliefWeb’s Glossary of Humanitarian Terms. Available at:  
 http://www.who.int/hac/about/reliefweb-aug2008.pdf. The terms and 
definitions in this glossary have been compiled from existing glossaries and 
other reference material available to the public, with a focus on their common 
usage and understanding within a humanitarian context, particularly as relat-
ing to natural disasters, complex emergencies and disaster risk reduction. 
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Capacity: A combination of all the 
strengths and resources available within 
a community, society or organization that 
can reduce the level of risk, or the effects 
of a disaster. (ISDR)

Contingency planning: A management 
tool used to ensure that adequate arrange-
ments are made in anticipation of a crisis. 
This is achieved primarily through engage-
ment in a planning process leading to a 
plan of action, together with follow-up 
actions. (OCHA)

Disaster: A serious disruption of the 
functioning of a community or a soci-
ety causing widespread human, material, 
economic or environmental losses which 
exceed the ability of the affected commu-
nity or society to cope using its own 
resources. (ISDR)

Disaster preparedness: The organi-
zation, education, and training of the 
population and all relevant institutions to 
facilitate effective control, early warning, 
evacuation, rescue, relief and assistance 
operations in the event of a disaster or 
emergency. (CRID)

Disaster risk: The magnitude of poten-
tial disaster losses, in lives, livelihoods and 
assets, which could occur to a particular 
community or group, arising from their expo-
sure to possible future hazard events and 
their vulnerability to these hazards. (ISDR)

Emergency relief: The immediate survival 
assistance to the victims of crisis and 
violent conflict. Most relief operations are 
initiated on short notice and have a short 
implementation period (project objectives 
are generally completed within a year). 
The main purpose of emergency relief is 
to save lives. (UNHCR)

Integrated approach: A planning 
approach that brings together issues from 
across sectors, institutions on national 
and local levels, and different population 
groups. (UNHCR)

Natural disaster: Natural disasters are 
events brought about by natural hazards 
that seriously affect the society, econ-
omy and/or infrastructure of a region. 
Depending on population vulnerability and 
local response capacity, natural disasters 
will pose challenges and problems of a 
humanitarian nature. (IASC)

Resilience: The capacity of a system, 
community or society potentially exposed 
to hazards to resist, adapt, and recover 
from hazard events, and to restore an 
acceptable level of functioning and struc-
ture. (ISDR)

Vulnerability: The conditions determined 
by physical, social, economic and envi-
ronmental factors or processes, which 
increase the susceptibility of a community 
to the impact of hazards. (ISDR)
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Appendix E
Complementary 
studies
Three complementary documents have 
been published:

Oakley, David. – Disaster Assistance Manual, 
Volume 1 – Transition Housing for Victims of 
Disaster. 1981.Available from: Office of Housing 
Office of US Foreign Disaster Assistance Agency for 
International Development, Washington D.C., USA.

This document is concerned with the formula-
tion of transitional housing policy in devising 
post-disaster housing, planned, designed and 
constructed to provide for the immediate shel-
ter needs of the disaster victims, as well as forth 
orderly and progressive transition of such project 
to permanent, improved communities.

Pan-American Health Organisation. Emergency 
Health Management after Natural Disaster. 
Scientific Publication No. 407, Washington D.C., 
USA, 1981. Available from: Pan-American Health 
Organization, 525 Twenty-Third Street, NW, 
Washington D.C., 20037, USA.

This document contains guidance on topics paral-
lel to this study: Health issues related to different 
disaster types: methods of assessing survivor 
needs; basic sanitation needs; management of 
temporary settlements and refugee camps.

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. 
Handbook for Emergencies. Geneva, Switzerland, 
1982. Available from; The Emergency Unit, 
UNHCR, Palais des Nations, CH 1211 Geneva 10, 
Switzerland. 

This document has been compiled by UNHCR 
to improve its response to refugee situations. It 
includes sections concerned with shelter provi-
sion, water and sanitation. A characteristic of 
these guidelines is the concern for a humane, 
family orientated attitude to shelter provision. 



Appendix F
Films and slide 
lectures 
1.  16mm film and video cassette  

(26 minutes)
 At home with Hurricanes. A description of 
building techniques to resist high winds describ-
ing the Building Research Establishment proj-
ect in St. Vincent. Hire from: Central Film library, 
Chalfont Grove, Gerrards Cross, Bucks, SL9 
8TN United Kingdom or Purchase from: Building 
Research Establishment, Garston, Watford, WD2, 
71R, United Kingdom.

2.  16mm film and video cassette 
(approximately 15 minutes)

 Building for safety in Hazardous Areas. An 
excellent review including animation photography 
of the performance of buildings against earth-
quakes and high winds. The film includes advice 
on hazard-resistant construction. Produced by 
Paul Thompson, for the Office of Housing, Agency 
for International Development, Washington, DC., 
USA, 1982. (For details of hire or purchase contact 
above address.)

The following three films are available on loan 
from Vision Habitat, United Nations Centre for 
Human Settlements, (Habitat), Habitat Film 
Distribution Centre, Room E. 47 Palais des 
Nations, CH-1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland.

a) 16mm film (24 minutes)
Living with Disaster. An Australian film describ-
ing the lessons learned from the Darwin cyclone 
evacuation as well as other lessons from flood and 
bush fire disaster.
b) 16mm film (20 minutes) 
Managua Earthquake. A graphic account of the 
1972 disaster, and reconstruction planning.
c) 16mm film (26 minutes)
Westmanna Island. Description of measures 
to prevent volcanic lava from destroying this 
Ice-landic town.

3.  Slide lectures: Tapes slides  
manual (approximately  
20 minutes each lecture)

 Human Settlements and Disasters, Editor 
of series, Ian Davis. No. 1 – Defining an Approach 
for Designers, Ian Davis; No. 2 – Mitigation 
Measures, Ken Westgate and Ian Davis; No. 3 – 
Simple Techniques for Making Adobe Houses 
more Earthquake-Resistant, Everett Ressler, 
No. 4 – Making Low-Income Housing Wind 
Resistant: A Case Study of Andhra Pradesh, India, 
Everett Ressler and Ian Davis; No. 5 – Emergency 
Shelter After Disaster, Ian Davis. Available from 
Commonwealth Association of Architects, Building 
Centre, 26 Store Street, London, WC1, UK.

4.  Slide lectures: tapes slides manual 
(approximately 20 minutes each 
lecture of 36 slides)

 Disasters and Settlements, by Ian Davis. 
No. 1 – Reducing Risks; No. 2 – Preparing for 
Disaster; No. 3 – Shelter After Disaster; No. 4 – 
Reconstruction Planning. Produced by the United 
Nations Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat) in 
co-operation with the Office of the United Nations 
Disaster Relief Coordinator (UNDRO). These slide 
lectures are based on the present UNDRO study. 
They can be obtained from UNCHS (Habitat), 
P.O. Box 30030, Nairobi, Kenya, or from Human 
Settlements Information Office Europe, United 
Nations, CH 121 Geneva 10, Switzerland
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Updated films and  
slide lectures
With the increasing use of mobile technol-
ogy, a number of events are now captured 
live and uploaded on to the internet either 
through youtube or facebook. 

More specifically a number of organiza-
tions now use youtube either for raising 
awareness of issues for example Oxfam’s 
Appeals https://www.youtube.com/user/ 
OxfamGreatBritain or presenting  
technical messages such as IFRC’s  
Shelter Effect https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=Lf2z38u2djA and Hurricanes: 
How to build a safer wooden house 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch? 
v=vp7FxW0Ze6Y 

With the exponential growth of the global 
online community different means of 
communicating ideas have developed 
such as ‘TED’ – http://www.ted.com/ 
TED was founded in 1984, as a confer-
ence where Technology, Entertainment 
and Design converged under the slogan 
ideas worth spreading. Today TED covers 
almost all topics – from science to busi-
ness to global issues – in more than 100 
languages and generally takes the form of 
short, powerful talks (18 minutes or less).

With the boom of the global online 
community has also come a thirst for 
learning for instance Massive Open Online 
Courses (MOOCs) www.mooc-list.com. 
Varied online courses of study which are 
open access and are provided generally 
without charge to an unlimited amount 
of people, thus providing access for all 
to some of the top educational insti-
tutes in the world – such as Harvard 
http://www.extension.harvard.edu/
open-learning-initiative 



Appendix G
Periodicals 
Appropriate Technology
Intermediate Technology Publications Ltd., 9 King 
Street, Cov ent Garden, London United Kingdom. 
A forum for the exchange of ideas among those 
directly involved in development work. Technical 
articles, book reviews, readers contributions 
Quarterly.

Basics: A Source of Shared Information on Rural 
Development
Rural Communications, 17 St James Street, South 
Petherton, Somerset, United Kingdom. Newsletter 
providing information on development prob-
lems in an easily understood form. Settle ments 
and housing; education and training; appropriate 
technol ogy ideas and options. Bi-monthly.

Beyond Impact
Centre for Information and Research on Disaster 
and Natural Hazards, Caulfield Institute of 
Technology, P.O. Box 197, Caul field East, Victoria 
3145, Australia. A review of the effect of disasters 
and natural hazards in the Australian situation.

Development Communication Report
Clearing House on Development 
Communications, 1414 22nd Street NW, 
Washington D.C., 20037, USA. Good source for 
information on communications projects and 
technology. Quarterly.

Development Forum
Division of Economic and Social Information, 
United Nations, 1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland. 
Primarily devoted to development issues but 
includes some relief/reconstruction informa-
tion. Good source for publications and contacts. 
Articles on non-governmen tal organizations, UN 
Agencies, technology, desertification, ecology- 
virology, development education. Monthly.

Disasters: International Journal of Disaster 
Studies and Practice
Pergamon Press, Headington Hill Hall, Oxford 
0X3 OBW (Uni ted Kingdom). Edited by the staff 
of the International Disaster Institute. Articles and 
information on all facets of relief: pre-disaster 
planning and mitigation, disaster case studies, 
epidemio logy. Good resource for publications 
and contacts. Quarterly.

Disaster Management
Joint Assistance Centre (a voluntary action group 
for disaster assistance), Adhyatma Sadhna Kendra 
Mehrauli, New Delhi 110030 India. Highlights 
information emerging from India and S.E. Asia on 
all aspects of disaster mitigation and relief/recon 
struction management Quarterly.

Disaster Preparedness in the Americas
Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO), 
Emergency Pre paredness and Relief Coordination 
Unit 525 23rd Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20037, 
USA. Newsletter giving information on PATIO, 
WHO, and other UN Agencies. Reviews publica-
tions, journals and newsletters on disasters. Good 
resource. Monthly.

Invention Intelligence 
Department of Science and Technology, National 
Research Development Corporation of India, 61 
Mahatma Gandhi Marg, Lajpat nagar III, Delhi 
4, India. Includes articles on technology for the 
poor, rural-based industry, housing. Monthly.

Natural Hazards Observer
Institute of Behavioral Science, University of 
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309, USA. 
Primarily aimed at researchers. Informa tion on 
available studies and contacts, conferences and 
meetings, federal and state policies, regulations 
and forthcoming legislation, organizations and 
their projects, grants for research, recent publica-
tions. Quarterly.
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Soundings from Around the World
World Neighbors, 5116 N. Portland, Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma 73112, USA. Review of books, 
reports, periodicals, audio-visual training aids, etc. 
produced by World Neighbours and other organi-
zations throughout the world. Excellent resource 
for all aspects of development. Quarterly.

TAICH News
Technical Assistance Information Clearing House, 
200 Park Ave nue South, New York, New York 
10003, USA. This Newsletter is an excellent 
source of information on US overseas develop-
ment assistance projects, contacts and publica-
tions, forthcoming meet ings and conferences. 
Quarterly.

TRANET Newsletter
TRANET (Transnational Network for Appropriate/
Alternative Technologies), P.O Box 567, Rangeley, 
Maine 04970, USA Pub lishes lists of appropriate 
technology centres, low-cost and self- help hous-
ing groups, citizen planning, forthcoming meet-
ings and workshops. Good resource for contacts 
and information about other organizations; fair 
resource for publications. Quarterly.

UNDRO News
Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief 
Coordinator, Palais des Nations, 1211 Geneva 10, 
Switzerland. Reviews recent disasters throughout 
the world and the response by UN agencies, other 
organizations and national governments. Good 
resource for meetings and conferences orga-
nized by the UN non-governmental and intergov-
ernmental organizations, voluntary agencies and 
others. Also good resource for recent publica-
tions, articles, etc. on natural disasters and related 
subjects. Bi-monthly.

Unscheduled Events
Disaster Research Center, Ohio State University, 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences, 128 
Derby Hall, 154 N. Oval Mall, Columbus, Ohio 
43210, USA. Articles on studies and research 
projects, forthcoming conferences and meetings, 
recent publications. Good resource for contacts 
and references. Quart erly.

VITA News
Volunteers in Technical Assistance Inc., 3706 
Rhode Island Ave nue, Mt Rainier, Maryland 
20822, USA. Articles on interna tional informa-
tion exchange technology transfer/diffusion, rural 
development programmes, appropriate technol-
ogy, recent publi cations, networks and contacts. 
Good reference. Quarterly.

Updated Periodicals
As with Appendix F, Films and Slide 
Lectures the medium of print has changed 
and continues to do so. With the impact 
of the internet and global communica-
tions comes a change in how information 
is shared and expected to be received. 
With the proliferation of mobiles comes 
an instantaneous access to information 
through 24 hour news channels, twitter 
feeds and space for independent thought 
and comment in the form of blogs. More 
and more often organizations, academic 
institutions, donors, governments and 
think-tanks adopt such forms of informa-
tion sharing and consequently most will 
have the requisite twitter, linkedin, face-
book icons on their website.

Given the number and variety it is impos-
sible to capture all in this edition but some 
examples include and most have correlat-
ing twitter links and blogs:

Relief Web (http://reliefweb.int/) which is a digi-
tal service provided by OCHA. Set up in 1996 it 
provides reliable and timely humanitarian informa-
tion on global crises and disasters.

IRIN (http://www.irinnews.org/), established 
in 1995 and stands for Integrated Regional 
Information Networks and provides global human-
itarian news and analysis from over 70 countries.

GDACS (http://www.gdacs.org/) Global Disaster 
Alert and Coordination Systems (GDACS) provides 
alerts and impact estimations after major disas-
ters through a multi-hazard disaster impact 
assessment service and provides real-time access 
to web‐based disaster information systems and 
related coordination tools

Prevention Web (http://www.preventionweb.net/
english/) is a participatory web platform for the 
disaster risk reduction community. Its primary 
purpose is to facilitate an understanding of the 
subject of disaster risk reduction (DRR) and the 
work of professionals in this area by providing 
current news and views on the topic, and tools for 
exchange and collaboration.
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Devex (https://www.devex.com/en/) provides 
news on international development as well 
as information on jobs and procurement 
opportunities.

Humanitarian Response  
(https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/) This 
platform is provided to the humanitarian commu-
nity as a means to aid in coordination of opera-
tional information and related activities, providing 
up to date information on disaster and conflict 
responses.

ACAPS (http://www.acaps.org/) the Assessment 
Capacities Project, created in 2009 to improve 
the assessment of needs in complex emergencies 
and crises.

Global Shelter Cluster  
(https://www.sheltercluster.org/) resource site for 
the shelter cluster and includes detailed informa-
tion on both disaster and conflict responses.

Overseas Development Institute (http://www.
odi.org.uk/) which is the UK’s leading indepen-
dent think tank on international development and 
humanitarian issues.

Brookings Institute (http://www.brookings.edu/) 
one of the US’ leading think tanks, with dedicated 
capacity considering issues around global devel-
opment and internal displacement.

Humanitarian Practice Network (http://www.
odihpn.org/) was established in 1994 to provide 
an independent forum for policy-makers, practi-
tioners and others working in or on the humanitar-
ian sector to share and disseminate information, 
analysis and experience, and to learn from it.

Feinstein International Center (http://fic.
tufts.edu/) The Center develops and promotes 
operational and policy responses to protect 
and strengthen the lives and livelihoods of 
people living in crisis-affected and marginalized 
communities.

The Guardian/Poverty Matters Blog  
(http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/
poverty-matters) 

Aid on the Edge of Chaos Blog  
(http://aidontheedge.info/blog/) 

The RockBlog and the Rockefeller Foundation 
(http://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/blog)
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Appendix H
Sources of information 
on disaster related 
subjects 
Note: Organizations marked with an aster-
isk (*) are known to have particular inter-
ests in post-disaster shelter and housing.

*AIA Research Corporation
Director, Earthquake and Flood Research 
Program
1735 New York Ave. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
USA

*Building Research Establishment
Dr Keith Eaton
Overseas Division Building Research 
Station
Garston, Watford, Hens,
United Kingdom

Caulfield Institute of Technology
Centre for Information and Research on 
Disasters and Natural Hazards (CIRDNH)
P.O.Box 197
Caulfield East
Melbourne, Victoria 3145
Australia

Centre de Recherche sur 
L’Epidémiologie des Desastres Ecole de 
Sante Publique
Unite d’epidemiologie
Universite catholique de Louvain
Clos Chapelle-aux-Champs, 30
B-1200 Bruxelles
Belgium

*Earthquake Engineering Research 
Institute (EERI) 
2620 Telegraph Avenue
Berkeley, California
USA

*International Council of Building 
Research Studies and Documentation
704 Weena
P.O. Box 20704
Rotterdam 3
Netherlands

International Disaster Institute (1DI) Dr. 
Frances D’Souza
85 Marylebone High Street
London W1M 3DE
United Kingdom
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*International Institute of Seismology 
and Earthquake 
Engineering Building Research Institute 
Ministry of Construction
3-28-8 Hyakunin-cho Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
Japan

International Society on Disaster 
Medicine 
10-12 Chemin de Surville
1213 Petit-Lancy
Geneva
Switzerland

International Tsunami Information 
Center (MC)
P.O. Box 50027
Honolulu, Hawaii 96850
USA

*Intertect
Frederick C. Cuny P.O. Box 10502
Dallas, Texas 75207 
USA

James Cook University of North 
Queensland Dr. John Oliver
Centre for Disaster Studies
PO James Cook University
Queensland 4811
Australia

*Joint Assistance Centre
Adhyatma Sadhna Kendra Mehrauli 
New Delhi 110030 
India

League of Red Cross Societies 
17 Chemin des Crets, Petit-Saconnex 
1211 Geneva 19
Switzerland

*Middle East Technical University
Earthquake Engineering Research Institute
Ankara 
Turkey

Munchener 
Ruckversicherungs-Gesellschaft 
Koniginstrasse 107
D-8000 Munchen 40
Federal Republic of Germany

*National Building Research Station
Director, Small Buildings Under 
Earthquake Stress Programme 
Roorkee
North India

National Climatic Center
NOAA Tropical Cyclone File Federal 
Building
Asheville, North Carolina 28801 
USA

National Geophysical and Solar-
Terrestrial Data Center
NOAA Earthquake Data File
Environmental Data and Information 
Service 
Boulder Colorado 80303
USA

*National Information Service for 
Earthquake Engineering EERC, 415 RFS
47th Street and Hoffman Boulevard
Richmond, California 94804
USA

National Science Foundation  
Dr Frederick Krimgold
Earthquake Hazard Mitigation 
18000 Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20550 
USA

*Office of the United Nations Disaster 
Relief Coordinator (UNDRO) 
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10 
Switzerland
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Ohio State University Professor Henry 
Quarantelli Disaster Research Center 
127-129 West Tenth Ave 
Columbus, Ohio 43201 
USA

*Oxford Polytechnic
Disasters and Settlements Unit (DSU) 
Headington, Oxford OX3 OBP
UK

*UNNAYAN
Jai Sen
36/IA Garcha Road 
Calcutta 700 019
India

*United Nations Centre for Human 
Settlements (UNCHS) Kenyatta 
Conference Centre
P.O. Box 30030
Nairobi
Kenya

United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP) One, UN Plan
New York, NY 10017
USA

*United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Switzerland

*United Nations Regional Housing 
Center
Nirman Bhawan, Maulana Azad Road
New Delhi 110011
India

University of Colorado
Natural Hazard Research Program
Institute of Behavioral Science No. 6
Boulder, Colorado 80309
USA

University of Michigan
Professor Glen V. Berg
Earthquake Codes Program Department  
of Civil Engineering 
Ann Arbor, Michigan
USA

University of Minnesota
Underground Space Center
11 Mines and Metallurgy Building 221 
Church Street SE
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 
USA

Universidad Nacional de San Juan 
Instituto de Investigaciones Antisismicas 
San Juan
Argentina

University of Toronto
Natural Hazard Research Program 
Department of Geography
Toronto, Ontario
Canada

*US Department of Housing and Urban 
Development Office of International Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20410
USA

*US Department of State
Agency for International Development 
Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance 
Washington, D.C. 20523
USA

Volunteers in Technical  
Assistance, Inc. (VITA)
3706 Rhode Island Avenue
Mt Rainier, Maryland 20822
USA
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Updated sources of  
information since 1982 on 
disaster related subjects
In 1971 Intertect was founded by Fred 
Cuny, one of the authors of the 1982 
Guidelines. Intertect provided technical 
advice to Governments, UN Agencies and 
NGO’s on aspects of disaster planning and 
response, including shelter and hous-
ing. Following Cuny’s murder in 1995 the 
Intertect archive has been housed in the 
Cuny Center. www.cunycenter.org

In India the All India Disaster Mitigation 
Institute (AIDMI) – a community-based 
organization with a commitment to the 
shelter sector was formed in 1987 by Mihir 
Bhatt. www.southasiadisasters.net 

In Madison in the USA Interworks was 
established in 1990 by Paul Thompson and 
Jim Good to provide technical services to 
humanitarian agencies that include the 
shelter and housing sectors. Paul is one of 
the authors of this edition.  
www.interworksmadison.com/contact.html

Seeds was formed in Delhi in 1994 by 
Anshu Sharma and Manu Gupta., with a 
focus on shelter and safe housing to resist 
disaster forces. www.seedsindia.org

In 2004, the Shelter Centre was formed 
in Cambridge, UK by Tom Corsellis and 
Antonella Vitale. Later it moved to Geneva 
with a commitment to training, network-
ing and developing/sharing knowledge 
and information in the shelter sector. 
Since 1 July 2014, the Shelter Centre has 
been operating virtually, without physical 
offices, due to funding constraints. 
www.sheltercentre.org 

Over the past 30 years, a number of orga-
nizations have developed to enable archi-
tects, engineers etc. to play key roles in 
humanitarian emergencies that include 
the disaster shelter and housing fields. 
Only one of these bodies existed in 1982: 
The Register of Engineers for Disaster 
Relief (RedR). This was founded by an 
engineer Peter Guthrie in 1980, to place 
engineers into disaster situations to advise 
on water, sanitation, building etc.  
www.redr.org

Architecture Sans Frontières was formed 
in 1999, with rapid international growth to 
provide architects with opportunities to 
address poverty and disaster shelter and 
housing needs. www.asfint.org

In 1999, in the USA Cameron Sinclair 
and Kate Stohr founded Architecture 
for Humanity. By 2012, it had with the 
creation of 70 national chapters in 25 
countries, it had gone international. In 
early 2015, Architecture for Humanity 
filed for bankruptcy. It is important to 
note that many of the international chap-
ters of Architecture for Humanity, while 
they share a common name, are separate 
legal entities and will continue their work 
without pause. Additionally, the chapters 
based in the United States of America are 
managed by all volunteer directors, who 
will continue the work of the organization, 
though it may be under a different name.  
www.architectureforhumanity.org

Article 25 is a UK based organization, 
founded by Max Hutchinson who had been 
the President of the Royal Institute of British 
Architects (RIBA). The body was formed in 
2004 following the impact of the tsunami 
in Sri Lanka. www.article-25.org
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The Royal Institute of Chartered 
Surveyors (RICS) President’s 
Commission on Disaster Management 
(BuildAction) was established in 2004 
following the tsunami. This group has 
undertaken a wide diversity of important 
tasks, and it has had a major impact in 
alerting Quantity Surveyors to opportuni-
ties to use their skills in the disaster field. 
www.rics.org 

International Federation of Red Cross 
and Red Crescent National Societies 
(IFRC) in 2006 not only created a dedi-
cated Shelter and Settlements Department 
in Geneva but also became the co- 
convenor of the Global Shelter Cluster. 
The Global Shelter Cluster supports and 
provides predictable, effective and timely 
shelter coordination services. It strength-
ens system-wide preparedness and 
increases technical capacity to respond 
to humanitarian emergencies through 
improved coordination at the global, 
regional, and national levels. The Global 
Shelter Cluster is co-led by the IFRC (for 
disasters) and UNHCR (for conflict). 
www.ifrc.org and www.sheltercluster.org 

ARUP International Development, set 
up by Jo de Silva in 2007 as a not for profit 
business within the Arup Group. Arup part-
ners with development and humanitarian 
agencies and provides strategic advice, 
technical expertise, assessment and eval-
uation with particular focus on sustainable 
buildings and infrastructure, community 
and urban resilience, disaster response 
and reconstruction.
http://www.arup.com/services/ 
international_development.aspx

Centre for Development and Emergency 
Practice (CENDEP), Oxford Brookes 
University founded in 1985 is a multi- 
disciplinary centre that brings together 
aid workers, academics, professionals and 
practitioners to develop practice orientated 
approaches in disaster risk reduction and 
response, chronic poverty, building urban 
resilience and conflict transformation.  
http://architecture.brookes.ac.uk/
research/cendep/
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